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Professors react negatively

Conservatives
monitoring profs
for 'liberal bias'
By Valentin Waltschew
and By Brad Nibert
Staff Writers
A conservative "watchdog" group,
Accuracy in Academia, is enlisting
students across the country to
monitor their professors for liberal
slants and misinformation.
Already Pan American professors
are making their views known, and
the concensus has generally not been
in favor of the group.
"What this group wants to do is
replace a perceived bias, with
another bias of their own," said Jerry
Polinard, political science department. "This could certainly have a
chilling effect on the exchange of
ideas."
Accuracy in Academia is a spinoff
of Reed Irvin's Accuracy in Media,
which watches over liberal bias in the
news media.
The new group is headed by Malcolm Lawrence, a former foreign service officer, who said he would call
himself "anything but liberal."
According to Lawrence there are
professors "who believe the only way
to save the nation is to have a revolution."
In its August "AIM Report" AIA
claims that there are 10,000 Marxist
professors "brainwashing" students
into believing that "Marxist states
have performed better than free
enterprise societies . . ." and that
Marxism poses no threat to the
American public and way of life.
Marxism here has not achieved the
level of intellectual influence that it
has in Europe.
"Marxism represents a threat to
those people that are in control of
material resources. Does it represent
a threat to the lakes and rivers, the
natural resources and the majority of
the people'! No!" said Dr. John
Bokina. political science department.
.. These people say they are concerned with propagandizing and the
use of undue influence. but the
history of such organizations is that
they arc the ones engaged in thought
control. intimidation and propagandizing." Bokina said.
AIA has received support from
thousands of students nationwide
from over 100 campuses. who wish
to ~ccome "monitors" to tape
suspected professors· lectures.
Because of the overwhelming
number of volunteers AIA has dropped its original campaign to enlist
senior citizens as monitors of leftist
.teachers.
- Many volunteers arc members of
campus College Republicans and the
Young Americans for Freedom.
"F~ightcning:· ;s how Bokina
characterized college students' willim11wss to enlist in the ranks of AIA.
Bl~kina secs correlation between the
present day monitors and students of

conservative and far-right backgrounds engaged in intimidation of
the their profesors, in the late 1920's
and early I930's, which contributed
to the rise of Nazism.
In the August edition of "AIM
Report," AIA names two liberal professors who head their list: Bertel!
Oilman of the University of New
York and Dr. Saul landau of the
University of California at Santa
Cruz.
"My duty as a teacher of Soviet
politics is not to excoriate the USSR
from day one," Bokina said. "That
is not teaching; that is propaganda,
it's to try to come up with a balanced view of its achievements and its
failures."
The group has targeted social
science professors because they are
perceived to be the most frequent
violators of objective teaching.
Both Polinard and Bokina agree
that the basis of education is the
representation of different points of
view; it is part of the exchange of
ideas and vital for the university's
existence.
"It sounds like McCartyism, witch
hunts and the idea of 'Big Brother,"'
said Dr. Mark Winkel, chair of the
faculty senate. "I am opposed to the
whole idea restricting the free flow
of ideas within the university."
AIA plans to call professors and
tell them they do not appreciate their
points of view. If this does not work
they will complain to school administrators, department chairs and
consider the possible use of the
s~hool and local community papers
to expose the professors.
The monitoring could present a
real threat for untenured professors
and also students who would be intimidated. "creating an atmosphere
of fear in the classroom," said
Polinard.
None of the professors interviewed. objected to students bringing in
recorders to tape lectures, but they
are concerned with how these will be
used and also the secrecy involved ..
Lawrence says they are only concerned with academic freedom, after
all a university student is entitled to
challenge and question his teachersa sort of public service for students.
But the United States Student
Association (USSA). the largest student organization in the country, has
come out against the group and labeled it a .. public menace ...
Polinard is concerned with how
objective students will be who have
their own biases and grades at stake.
"I mean. who decides what is misinformation and what is not?"
"Because of the controversial
aspect of the social sciences anyone
who is not on AIA's list should probably be oftended ..... said Polinard.

.- Harvard professor Dr. Cazden
delivers Lee Lecture
The Chair of Han·ar<l Uni,·ersity's
graduate program in teaching. rnrrirnlum. and learning environments.
Dr. Courtney Caz<len. will <lcli\'cr
the third annual Wilford Lee
Distin!!uishcd Lecture this week.
Cazden will speak on ·•Views of
the Learner and Functions of
L.m!!uagc in the Classroom ... bc!!inning tor;1orro,,· at 7 p.m . in the LRC
Media Theater.
On Saturday. from 8 a.m . to noon.
she will present a workshop on
··L.mguage Education for Minorities
~111<l the Excellence-in-Education
-! \hwcment'' at the M-:Allen Hilton .
The k-:turcs and workshop hm·c
hcen appnwe<l for ad,-ar1ced al'adcmic training ucdit by the Texas
Education Agen-:y.
The Wilford Lee U:l'ture Serie~ i~
named in mcmnr~ of a PJn Amcri'can University professor who was
killed in a car-train accident.
Cazden is nationally recognized
and has been widely published in the
fields of language acquisition and the
functions of language in the classroom . She currently serves as president of the American Association for

Applied Linguistics and is on the
editorial boards of several journals in
the fields of lingistics and developmental education.
For tickets or more information.
call the School of Education at
381-3466.

Water Volleyball--College Assistance Migrant program members took
weekend,

time out from studies for a game of water volleyball in Weslaco last
(Photo by Samuel Castillo)

Visitors share experiences
Volunteer describes aftermath
By Rose M. Herbert
Staff Writer
"There were some areas that were
completely untouched. and others
that were devastated.'.' That's how
student Rudy Rodriguez describes
what he saw in the aftermath of the
Mexico City earthquake.
Rodriguez, a sophomore communications major, went to Mexico City as part of the McAllen Chapter of
the American Red Cross. He and
seven other volunteers, including
four nurses, left on the morning of
the 22, just three days .after the first
quake occurred.
Upon arriving in Mexico City.
Rodriguez and the other volunteers
went directly to the headquarters of
the Mexican Red Cross. where they
were told they would be unloading
supplies. "There," Rodriguez said,

"we encountered some problems.''
He states that there was no coordination between the American and Mexican Red Cross.
"Lots of confusion" is how he
described it. "We helped sort out
medicine. The major problem with
this was that a lot were outdated and
some needed refrigeration and there
were no facilities. Despite the limitations on these drugs. they were still
being dispensed."

se,eral problems. For example, the
excavation was being carried on by
teer.agers.
"Sure they were eager to help and

I commend them for that, but their
eagerness does not make up for their
lack of experience," he said. "According to sources, some rescuers had
been killed because they tunneled instead of clearing (away ·debris) and
the tunnel collapsed on them."

After unloading supplies and
"The Mexican government should
dispensing medicine for several
not be ashamed to ask for help from
hours, Rodriguez went to one of the
other countries," Rodriguez said,
disaster sites -- a demolished apartadding the people he met appreciated
ment complex. "There were people
the work of the Mexican and foreign
trapped inside, presumed alive," he
volunteers. "Some wondered why
said.
the government would not officially
Rodriguez, who is a medic was • ask for foreign help when it was detold to stand by in case anyone was
sperately needed." When Rodriguez
brought out and needed medical atleft the city on Monday evening, the
tention. While at the site he saw
Mexican government had still not of-

-~

Dr. Courtney Cazden

When asked what image of the
tragedy sticks in his mind more than
any other, Rodriguez says. "Some- •
thing that people might not know is
that bodies were being taken to a
basebal I park because there were no
facilities large enough. The stench
from the decomposing bo<lics was
overwhelming."

Mounce takes aid to quake victims
By Valentin Waltschew
Staff Writer
"I went expecting the worst .
but I was amazed at the progress of
the cleanup and the orderliness." said
Dr. Gary Mounce of the political
science department.
Mounce visited the earthquake
stricken Mexico City last weekend.
nine days after the first devastating
quake hit the city.
The quake on Sept. 19 registered
8.1 on the Richter scale and was
followed by a second quake on Sept.
20 which registered 7.3 on the
Richter.
"The devastation was terrible
where it hit. Hospitals. hotels and office buildings simply collapsed:· said
Mounce.

The earthquake destroyed 8 percent of the buildings in downtown
Mexico City and left 6,000 dead and
another 4,000 are still missing.
"The spirit of the Mexican people
is admirable ... there is a sense of
calm that is very hard to explain."'
said Mounce.
As mayor Henry Cisneros of San
Antonio has noted, any mayor of a
major U.S. city would be proud of
the kind of response the citizens of
Mexico City exibited.
"Even though this is a blow
economically . . . the clean up.
reconstruction and decentralization
that results could be the 'silver lining in the cloud."' said Mounce.
The government has ordered the
Secretary of the Navy. the Fishing In-

dustry and Port Authority headquarters, to move to a coastal city.
Eventually almost one million people will be moved from Mexico City, relieving some of the tension on
the city of 18 million. At the same
time this would help with the
economic development of other parts
of the country.
Mounce feels the international
media greatly exaggerated the extent
of the damage; he stressed that the ·
great majority of the city is in fine
shape.
"The citizens of the city are handling the tragedy extremely well, people are even telling jokes about the
earthquake as part of their special
way to deal with it," Mounce said .
Mounce further noted that it was

S tU de ntS 'meet the president'
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ficially asked tor aid, although they
have since.
Rodriguez' primary duty as part of
the relief effort was to make sure that
the supplies sent by the American .
Red Cross were delivered to the
Mexican Red Cross and not taken by
the government.
"The government was taking anything that was unclaimed," Rodriguez said. ''The American Red
Cross figured that some supplies may
not have ever reache<l the people who
need it.''

not government buildings but rather
privately built ones that constitute<l
the majority of those destroyed. According to Mounce it is the private
sector that needs to be investigated.
Mounce feels positive the Mexican
government will be very careful how
it handles the aid funds.
Mounce hand-delivered over $300
to the Fondo de Reconstrucion
Reconstruction Fund in Mexico City.
The donations were collected by
the International Student Association
(ISA) from students and faculty.
Donations included a $100 check
from John Girsbach of Alamo an<l
number of others from the Campus
Ministry and Student Publications.
The ISA is continuing its collection efforts with bake sale~ an<l
carwashcs.

•

Nevarez talks expansion
President Dr. Miguel Nevarez informed students about the university's plans for both academic and
physical expansion and then left the
floor open for questions during
UPB·s ··Meet the President" last
Thursday.
First on Ne\'arez·s agenda was a
brief O\'en·iew of the background of
the uni\'ersity's students.
96 percent of those enrolled in the
university are regional students. and
78 percent of these are the first in
their family to attend a school of
higher education.

··Pan American has the largest
Hispanic student body of any university." added Nevarez.
Second on the agenda was the
university's plans for academic
expansion.
Nevarez referrc<l to the school's
enrollment policy as "open admission, but closed curriculum:· In
other words. any student may enroll
in the university. but he must prove
he is prepared for college courses.
Thus. programs like the freshman
studies block help prepare those
students who are not ready to deal

with college material.
· A major concern for the university this year is increasing enrollment. According to Nevdrez, funding
for the university is based on enrollment. and this has major implications for the next biannual funding
cycle which begins in September
1988.
In or<ler to improve on the quality
and number of academic programs.
the university will be looking at wdys
to reallocate funds. '
Nevarez explained the reason for
the reshifting in resources: ··we arc

looking at no additional resources
from the state in the next six to eight
years. Revenue and oil dollars arc going down. and they (the lcgi~lature)
don't want to increase taxes. We need
to be responsive to the need~ of the
community. and we can only <lo thi~
by reallocating funds."
Academic programs that arc not
keeping up with modern technological standards will have to be reevaluated. said Nevarez. For example. two university committees have

See NEVAREZ continued
on paee 3
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Large Cheese Burger, Fries, ·Large Cokf.r $2. 75
SPECIAL FOR P.A.U students and staff.

CIasses should be open forums
Images of "witchhunts," "Red Scares," "McCarthyism," and
"Thought Police" are probably stirring in the heads of some professors
in the Liberal Arts Building with the announcement by Accuracy In
Academia that they are beginning a crusade to monitor them for
"liberal" bias in the classroom.
The fear of being branded a communist and losing jobs during the
fifties stifled thought on campuses and, according to some observers,
so retarded American scientific thought that it took huge federal spending to restore U.S. Primacy in the sixties.
A companion to Reed Irvine's Accuracy in Media (AIM) -- a group
which monitors the media for leftist biases and then conducts publicity and letter-writing campaigns against liberal offenders - AIA was
formed to attack what Irvine and others feel is the the other great bastion of liberal thought: the college campus.
AIA claims to have received hundreds of letters and phone calls from
students on campuses interested in helping monitor college professors.
They now claim to have almost 100 colleges where students are in contact about what their professors are saying in class. However, they have
not announced which schools are on the list.

The American Association of University Professors, among other
university groups, is growing concerned about the group and its
allegations.
The presence of monitors in classrooms will of course inhibit
academic freedom. Students will hesitate before presenting controversial
ideas.
AIA claims that they alone can decide what is correct or incorrect
information. If, however, they decide that the teaching of governmental systems that are different from our own is wrong, we the students
will be losers. Classrooms sbould be an open forum where students
and professors should have
OPfn forum to speak out and discuss
whatever is pertinent to the subject being studied -- whether that be
a freshman government class or a Soviet history class.
The United States Student Associaion, the largest student organization in the country, has come out against AIA, and so should our own
student government. As students we must show that we are behind our
professors whether or not we agree with thier beliefs.
Freedom of Speech is one of our most precious rights, but it is a
right we must protect. Don't let anyone take that right which both we
and our faculty share.

an

HENRY'S
OPEN AT 7 A.M.
Breakfast served all day.
all kinds of Taquitos
383-4019
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In addition, you surely do not
believe that blacks in South Africa
live in one of the "freest" countries
in the world? Apparently, you have
forgotten that Botha instituted martial law. Can a society be free under
martial law? Such an assertion implies a high level of naivete and defies
human logic.
I submit for your consideration
Ms. Benbow that the South Africa
government is not afraid of a Communist take over but of democracy,
justice and equality. The white
minority population only desires a
system of government from the whites for the whites, and of the whites.
As long as the white population continues to have such views and believe
in the inherent superiority of the
white race (and a continuation of
support from America's right-wing),
a pcacful solution to bring about
structurnl changes may will be an exercise in futility.

Ricardo Garcia

Where was the administration Saturday night?
To the Editor:
This past Saturday, I attended an
appreciation banquet for the Shary
and Shivers families for their contribution to Pan American University. They have given a potential sum
worth more than a million dollars
and the private papers of John H.
Shary who helped develop the Valley.
The papers are a valuable addition to
the Rio Grande Valley Historical
Collection housed at Pan American
University and will significantly contribute to understanding the history
of the Rio Grande Valley. Part of the
money will also go to the development of the music department.
Attending the dedication of the
papers and the banquet were Congressman Kika de .la Garza, representatives of the Shary/Shivers
families, and members of the library
staff and the department of history.
Absent, however, were the President
of Pan American, the Vice President
for Academic Affairs, the Vice President of Business Affairs, any of the
P-an American University Board of
Regents, or any of the Deans of the
various schools and colleges of Pan

American University (including the
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, whose college directly
benefits from the gift).
I am sure that officials of the
university who were not present have
wonderful reasons for not attending.
But, it was an embarrassment for
those trying to explain why the highest administrators were not interested
enough to show up. If students show
such a lack of interest they fail -- why
not the administrators.

One of those that attended.
(Name withheld on request.)

South Africa-Afghanistan
comparisons ridiculous
To the Editor and To Sylvia
Benbow:
To compare what's happening in
Afghanistan with what's happening
in South Africa is ridiculous. Yes, the
death and destruction that is taking
place in both countries is horrendous
and not easily relegated to a few lines
of the trite publication of numbers.
The issue that we must consider is
the fact that to not invoke sanctions
against the South African government is to advocate· and supp9I1 the

violation of human rights as espoused in the tenets of Apartheid.
The U.S. does not financially back
the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan
but our administration does actively
support the South African white ruling class.
To suggest, as you do, that the entire population of the U.S. "cannot
manage without our ally South
Africa strategically or commercially" is absolutly preposterous! The
only members of the U.S. who would
not survive as well without South
Africa are certain members of the
ruling class who have a vested financial interest in South Africa. I take
exception to being included as a
member of this faction and I sincerely doubt that you, Sylvia, are also
one of these people. If you are, what
are you doing at Pan American University?
You have been a good little Pollyanna and digested administrative
rhetoric quite well (which is precisely what President Ray-Gun wants all
of us to do) judging by your apologist
defense of President Botha. If, indeed, as you say, Botha is interested

(NEXT TO WHATABURCER)

EdiNbURG, TEXAS

spoon-fed an oversimplified version
of the day's happenings and ABC is
there waiting with bib in hand.
I was appalled to realize that I, too,
had fallen into the habit of being
spoon-fed by the major networks. I
was amazed that ABC taped interviews with ten experts on back pain
and had five second clips from each
in a three and a half minute segment.
I was insulted that ABC presented an
"expert" to clarify an issue regarding
American policy on South Africa
who repeated exactly what the correspondent had just said. I was
dismayed to discover that three
quarters of the world news presented
concluded with how President
Reagan might best deal with the
issue. Are we that self-centered that
the issue must first directly affect us
before we exhibit compassion and
understanding for others? I hope not.

Reagan's bargaining resolve doubted

•

On the one side. the president is
said to be ready to lay his bargaining chips on the table in November.
Yet. if we remember that the Soviet
Union is called the "evil empire:· we
must ask what the forces of good are
willing to compromise. It's safe to
conclude that either Reagan does not
j)l:r~·ci\'c the globe so black and white
as he posits. or that he has no inten-

tion to do any bargaining in November.
Probably the latter. He has already
said that his hopes are limited to
agreement on an agenda for further
talks. Isn't that all that has ever been
agreed on? Weren't these supposed to
be the long-awaited talks?
During 1979 meetings most polemics of a comprehensive test ban
were resolved before the U.S. walked out of negotiations. Here is one
facet of arms talks that the administration could realistically hope
to conclude.

Much more likely that Reagan
does see the superpowers as goodness and evil incarnate. More
dangerous is that Joe Blow and
Hollywood seem to think so, too.
We. the American public, are getting
bombarded with crap like Rambo,

Red Dall'n, !nl'asion US.A .. Commando, ad nauseum, and instead of
getting mad, we're getting scared.
The Soviets appear to be ready to
make some kind of an advance toward negotiations. They are currently observing a unilateral five-month
moratorium on all nuclear arms tests.

We need a president who will respond and reciprocate. If the U.S.
would halt testing before the fivemonth period ends in January the
stage would be set for some real
agreements.
If Reagan·s view of a dichotomous
world is to serve as a template for
negotiations, then for any progress to
occur he must conceed our own empire and recognize our own evils,
past and present. As he plays out his
paranoid style of politics he can take
Star Wars to the bickering table, but
the "force" does not necessarily
follow.

The Pan American
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STUDENTS!
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SHORT CUTS
3000 North 10th St. "B"
McAllen, Texas 78501
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SAS Shoes

631-0013
Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music and NOT-BAD Sandwiches
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Speer Attic /John Speer
Is Reagan preparing to compromise with evil? This would seem to
he the indication if one were to accept both sides of the administration's
rhetoric coin.

All new Paul Mitchell systems.
Don't blow it, sculpt it.
Free sculpture look with hair cut 70% off
·z-r:>
HAIR
·.~),.
Call for appt. 383-4421
Sat. 9 to 3 pm
Tues. - Fri. 9 to 5 pm
1603 W. University
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stills with suitable stock symbols
such as President Reagan's photograph superimposed over the Senate
building. Artists' renditions accompany verbatim dialogue printed on
the screen to illustrate Congressional
hearings or courtroom drama. ABC
can be applauded for its consistent
high quaility visual concepts and
presentations.
The image sought by ABC is one
of constant dependability. With its
modern technology, instant experts,
and "boy next door goes preppy"
correspondents, ABC attempts to
gain the unwavering trust held for so
long by Walter Cronkite sitting a\one
at his desk without benefit of
medicine man gimmicks.
ABC maintains this image with its
audience of homgenous Americans
who are too busy or, possibly, too uncaring to seek their own answers for
today's issues. The audience must be

2119 SouTlt 281

!Btz.i.ng i.n thl~ ad {otz.

A second look at AiB C News offered
paddle" syndrome is characterized
by newcasters competing to make the
most inane remark leading into the
next story. The single anchor format
lessens the chance of confrontation
with these annoying and obnoxious
peculiarities.
ABC's Evening News stories are
usually presented in order of those
of most recent world or national importance followed by recaps of yesterday ·s news. Human interest subjects are then introduced to ease the
anxiety attacks resulting from the
previous earth shattering news. Jennings winds down with subjects more
appropriate for Trivial Pursuit than
national television. However, his
method does allow the average viewer to keep down his evening meal.
ABC's visuals are clear and concise. The visuals support voice-overs
with on-the-spot action footage of the
event. relevant backgroud clips, or

BEER IN TowN!

SER\liCE

See LETTERS page 3.

Kaleidoscope/ Carla Moses
Recently. due to circumstances
beyond my control (class assignment). I was forced to totally concentrate on every aspect of a nationally
televised 30 minute news broadcast.
Being more familiar with ABC's
Evening News featuring Peter Jennings. 1chose it to validate my obvious
good taste and impressive intellect.
I now wonder at both.
ABC's Evening News employs the
single anchor format. I prefer this
style over the multiple anchor format
hct:ausc it alleviates two of the most
common and irritating quirks in today's newscasts. the dreaded "Wimliledon" syndrome and the deadly
··up the tree without a paddle"
syndrome.
The ·•wimblcdon·· syndrome is
distinguished by the television pictun: bouncing back and forth between two anchors telling the same
story. The "up the tree without a

ColdEsT

DRivE-TltRu

Letters to the Editor _ _ _ _ __
Editor's Note: Due to space limitations this letter could not be
printed in its entireity last week.
We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.

1522 W. UNIVERSITY

Copy Editor

The P..m American i, a publication of P..in American Uni\'W,il) Student Publication,.
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Vic"' presented are tho-e !;f the writer and do not nece,!,;irily reflect tho-c of the uni\·cn.ity
admini,tration .
The P.Jn ..\meri<.:an \\Ckome, lcuer, from reader,. A letter mu,t be ,igned and mu,t indude the "ri1cr\ add re" and telephone number. L.ctten.. \\ hich mu,1 be conci,e and logical .
ar.: ,ubjccl to editing for ,pace and libel.
Sub"-·ription rate bf mail i, S4 a year or S:! per ,emc,ter.
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Oflicc 381-2541
~ewsroom 381-2544..~8l-:!542
Adveni,ing 38l-:!54j

1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
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(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)
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The Rio Grande Valley Historical
Collection held dedication cere: monies Saturday to mark the occa: sion of its acquisition of the John H .
: Shary Collection . Hill Cocke, Jr.,

papers _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Shary

Historical Collection dedicates

Republicans set
" We are just tickled pink to have
them ," said Cocke.
Former congressman Joe Kilgore
spoke, stating that if the Shary papers
reposed elsewhere, the Valley would
have lost on of its most significant
sets of papers. John Shary, he speculated , probably "brought more
people to Texas than Stephen F.
Austin."
The papers cover a variety of
events and situations. Letters from
royalty, memos of his trips to
Washington, and programs from
Democratic National Conventions
highlight the papers. These, along
with both business and personal correspondence, comprise the collection, which is housed in the Learning Resource Center.

chairman of the Historical Collection
executive board , opened the proceedings, saying Shary's are the
premier group of papers relating to
Valley history.
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.been appointed in order to study two
different areas: the CIS curriculmn
and the computer's impact on all
university curriculum. •
Third on the agenda was ltie physical expansion of the university.

Free Graduation
Key Chain

I~ > - ./. Ask us for

•ii -

Lifetime
Warranty
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full details

Bring this ad
to our store

At present, the school is in the process of building a new physical education complex. According to
Nevarez, the next construction project for the university may be an annex to the Nursing Building. The
reason for this is that the allied health
program requires additional specialized facilities and equipment.
Finally, Nevarez left the floor open
for questions. One of the most recur-
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An organizational meeting will be
on Tuesday, in the University Center.
Room 3ITTA during 41ctivity period .
Everyone is welcome to attend.

N. McColl Rd.

ring issues presented by students
concerned the Reynaldo Garza
School of Law.
When asked if the university
would support the law school,
Nevarez stated , "if there is enough
support from the community, we'll
look into the possibility of making it
a part of P:m American ."
However, he added that it is highly
expensive to undergo school accreditation, and this must be done
without state funds. Consequently,
the actual need for a Valley law
school must be determined, and
community's support must be high.

LETTERS continued from page 2 .
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College Republicans are beginning
an intensive membership drive this
week
An information booth will be set
up in front of the Snackbar during
activity period today. The booth will
also be set up Monday, between IO
and 11 a .m . in front of the Snackbar.
Information on the club will be
distributed; interested students may
·
sign-up at this time.

NEVAREZ continued from page l _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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@unitarian-U niversalist *
Fellowship Of Hidalgo County

ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON
At Campus Ministry Building, 1615 W. Kuhn, across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west.

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS
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Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome

AboRTioN
PREGN4NCY lESTiNG
BiRTh CoNTRol SERvicu
PRoblEM PREGN4Ncy CollNsdiNG

2220 HAINE

428•6242

SU/TE3S

- LOCATIONS IN_ A'!STIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONID_ & WICHITA FALL$

Catholic Campus Ministry will hold music practice to rehearse for
weekly mass, Campus Ministry Center 1615 W. Kuhn, 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship prayer meeting to help students
grow in Christian faith, University Chapel, during Activity Period.

SAT
Psi Chi picnic for members to get acquainted and to recruit new
members. Psychology majors, minors and faculty are invited to South
Park on Freddy Gonzalez in Edinburg at 3 p.m.

MON
Baptist Student Union will have a Bible study and a sandwich lunch
for $1 from 11:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m. at the Baptist Student Center, 1304
W. University.

TUE
College Republicans will hold its first organizational meeting during Activity Period in UC 307A.

I El Sol will meet in CAS 172, 10:35-11:25. All students invited.
regions of the African continent, was
totally devoid of native Africans prior
to European colinization. This area
was, in fact, very much populated by
Black tribespeople that were subsequently irradicated or enslaved by the
European colonists.
I find it most appalling the ease
with which you lump the 500 million
Black inhabitants of the African continent together as a seemingly
primal, teeming mass with a jihadlike penchant for killing each other.
If not the oldest, then one of the
oldest civilizations on earth, the
tribal culture of these people is their
culture, and unless the hand of God
Almighty himself is upon you-Where
do you get off judging them in your
pedantic proclamations replete with
outrageous racial overtones?

l further suggest that, since you
1\orgot to mention Zii:nbabVfe, . you
~ould learn that after the initial

revolutionary chaos, Zimbabwe will
emerge as a nation successfully
governed by, for, a nd about Black
Africans, even by U.S. standards.

For more information Stop by
the Dept. of Military Science
at Southwick Hall,
Pan American University
Edinburg, TX 78539-2999 (512) 381-3600

Why do you think that Blacks suffer any less as recipients of repression and torture than Afghanis, simply because there are not as many refugees? Is it because their skins are
several shades darker than the
Afghanis? That there have been refugees by the hundreds is no doubt,
but in case you haven't looked at a
map lately; the refugees don't have
too many places to escape to. Their
country is land bound by countries
that are either unable to receive them
or by countries that are also controlled by a hostile white power elite. On
the other side of the country is the
ocean.
Turn the lights on Sylvia and see
yourself, if you can, as you really
are: A member of an excessive people whose excessive lifestyles are
bought and paid for with the blood,
sweat and continued enslavement of
the third world nations_.
Laura Hall·

Classifieds
Housing

Employment

STUDENTS FROM MEXICO rooms

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT JOBS_

for rent near university. 705 W. Samano
383-2227.

$16,040 - $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Nationwide. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-9000
for current list.

Loans
STUDENT WANS now available for

'85~86 semesters. Call Jim Purcell
585-7970. Phoenix Financial Network .

Music

SALE...
CASSETTES and
RECORDS.
MAJOR LABELS
TOP ARTISTS
AFFORDABLE PRICES
Something for Everyone

Pop, Rock, Folk,
Jazz and Classics
On Sale for Limited Time
Shop Early for Best Selection

UNivERsiTy BooksTORE
TAKE ROTC AND JOIN THE BRONC CADET CORPS

they are moving to expand Apartheid
measures, not to curtail it.
Sylvia, you are surrounded by
history and are still dancing in the
dark with a cadaver. To say that
Nicaragua is an example of the domino theory is total garbage. There
are communist in Nicaragua but Nicaragua is not a communist country.
The revolution overthrew a repressive government and approached the U.S. for aid, recbgnition and
support. They were denied and had
to look elsewhere for support .

$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success, P. 0. Box
470 CEG, Woodstock, IL. 60098.

Funds

The BRONCO CADET CORPS is ...
FRIENDSHIP
We learn to pull together. When you join
the BRONC CADET CORPS by taking
ROTC, you make new friends with interests like yours. Your new friends will be
there to give advice on which classes to '
take, to help you study and share in relaxing moments after the school day.

An active spirit of .
• Friendship
• Ad~enture
• Regard for the future

AU.
SERvicu
STRiCTly
CoNlidENTiAl

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

WHAT IS THE BRONC CADET CORPS?

The BRONC CADET CORPS?

United Methodist Campus Ministry informal Bible study, fun,
fellowship, and spiritual growth, during Activity Period in UC 305.

If, as you suggest, that, as in the
case of U.S. slavery, the normal
length of time that one race enslaves
another is 100 years, th~n the Black
South Africans have another 80 years
to look forward to repression since
Apartheid has only been in empirical
existence since the early sixties.
Maybe that's why the Botha regime
has become more frenzied in its attempts to totally subhume the Blacks-

Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services

What does it take to join ...

THU

-----------============~,,:.:=========

when Black leaders asked the U.S.
in a systematic change through "rePresident
for help, they were reforms, communications and negotiajected.
One
can hardly wonder at the
tions", then lets' .. see it happen. If,
change of heart the Blacks had toindeed, Botha is interested in rewards the Soviets. Simply because
vamping his executive empire then
the
Blacks may obtain much needed
why have the number of black desupport from the Soviets does not
tainees held without benefit of trial
automatically render the entire
or charges, escalated to over 1,200
populace
of South Africa "Communper week in areas immediately surists".
rounding Johannesburg alone?
That support must come from
As you sit in your air-conditioned
somewhere is an un-arguable fact.
building preparing for us your airUnfortunately it is not forth-coming
conditioned, holier than thou, writ
from the nation that is the most able
of editorial consider this: Consider
to give it; the same nation that has
Ben Zoelli, a recent non-violent dethe gr~atest moral need to render aid
tainee in South Africa, as he cona~.partial pay-back for the countless
siders the capitalist state-in his 12
' years that it has supported the exsquare inches o'f1iving space;. The ·
ploitative regime of Botha and his
only form of capitalism he has been
ilk .
exposed to has been the U.S. system;
a system that has espoused human
Sylvia, I beseech you to read
rights as an issue so close to its heart
something ether than the racist/tradiall the while continuing to support
tionalist text books thJt give any
the hideous machine that keeps him
credence to the fact that South
in jail. Consider also that Mr. Zoelli
Africa, one of the most resource rich
is probably aware .pf the fact that

Invites PAU Students, especially th~ Dorm,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our

· The Faith of William Ellery Channing (1780-1842) and of Five U.S.
Presidents. including John Quincy Adams and Thomas Jefferson.
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DEPARTMENT Of MILITARY SCIENCE
13121 161-16(XJ
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Student Loans Available Now ·:, ·t, . Up

to $25,0CX> interest free while in school,
10 year pay back after graduation. Call
for Erasmo or Landy 686-2037.
ATTENTION COLLEGE
STUDENTS -t,

Are you too tired to do your laundry?
and/or too busy to clean your apartment?
I'll do it for a small negotiable fee!
Call Sonya at 381-1706 Mon . Wed Fri .
5:30-9:30 p.m.
381-9286 Thur & Tues 5:30-7:00 p.m.
Sat. & Sun . 8:00-3 :00 p.m.
Cla,,i fi c<l rate i, ')2 for the fir,t 10
word, and .10 per word thereafter.
There i, a 10 word 111ini111u111 . Dcad line b Friday Noon prior to puhlication on Thur,day.
Bring ad rnpy lo The Pan American . E111ilia Hall 100. Cla,,ific<l ad,
mu,t he paid in advance.
f'or di,play ad,crti,ing rate, call
~81 -25-+5 or 181 -25-+l.

Lost $ at Security
A sum of money was turned
in at the Traffic and Security
Department during the summer. The person who lost the
mdney can reclaim it at Traffic and Security by correctly
identifying the amount. Contact Chief Salazar at 381-2237.
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Netters heading for San Antonio

Golfers qualifying
for tournament
By Elisandro Garza
Sport~ Writer
The golf team is currently holding
qualifying rounds at Cimarron Cquntry Club in Mission, with 14 very
good prospects competing for nine
spots on the roster, according to
Coach Tony Guerrero.
"From those 14 players I feel will
emerge one of the best teams I've had
in recent years," stated Guerrero.
Guerrero's qualifying format involves 10 treacherous rounds of golf
at Cimarron Country Club. Cimarron is noted for its abundance of
water hazards, tight fairways, and
slick greens. Also very deep sand
traps, from which players sometimes
lose sight of the pin and control of
their golf games, wreak havoc with
scores.
The nine players posting the lowest
total scores and surviving Cimarron,
will make the traveling squad. Then
those· nine players, during tournament week, must again face Cimarron, and each other, for 36 additional
holes. The five players with the
lowest total scores compete in the
tournament.
"I feel this is the best way," Guerrero said. "Whoever is hot on a cer. tain week should have the opportuni. ty to qualify, and ifhe makes itjcompete in that weeks' tourname'fo."

Guerrero cites experience and
knowledge as the key ingredients to
a successful links campaign. "This
should he a very experienced team,"

SportsDigest
Cross-Country
P-.in American runner, will be on the ·road
to Stillwater. Oklahoma on Saturday for the
Oklahoma Jamhoree Invitational Meet.

lntramurals
Flag Foothall will .,tart today at the ,otiball
fidtl next to the PE Complex. The ln tkpenuents will meet the R.G.C. Rattlers at
4:J0 p.m. The Pep·, team will compete
again,t the Out L.,w, at 6 p.m.
On Tue,uay at 4:J0 p.m .. the Dorm Crew
will take on the Alpha-Kappa Psi team . At 6
p.111. the ROTC will battle the No Name,.
Co-Ed Vollcyhall entrie, deadline is tomorrn" at the Athletic, om._ with Coach John
McDo"ell. For more inli1rmation call him at
JXl-2219. Pl,1ying hegin, Oct. 8.

By Eloy Saenz
Sports Writer

he continued. "Some of the players,
notably Lars Tamen and Marten Olsson, have more than two years experience on the squad. Most of the
others have one or more year's experience, a valuable asset in tournament golf."
Guerrero also lauds some up-andcoming young players, chief among
them Jose DiBildox, of Mexico, who
he feels will make the ailing golf program stronger and more attractive in
the near future.
"We are very fortunate to have
DiBildox, Mexico's reigning national
junior champion," Guerrero said.
"He has a solid, strong game, and
competing in the championship
flight, won second place in the Torreon Invitational in Mexico, two
weeks ago,"
Guerrero points to the low scores
posted at Cimarron as an indication
of a strong team materializing.
"Though only two rounds are
completed so far, the low scores are
encouraging," Guerrero said.
"Tamen has shot 73, 69; Olsson, 76,
72; Berti! Marje, 72, 75; and
freshman Rod Kerelium, 75, 76. All
the other scores have been in the low
to mid-70's range."
All in all, Guerrero is eager and
excited about this year's golf season.
He feels the Broncs have an excellent
chance of coming away with top honors in the majority of the tournaments .
The golfers' first test, and tournament, will be the St. Mary's Intercollegiate Invitational, at Tapatio
Springs Resort in Boerne, TX, October 13-15.

After showing some impressive
wins over Laredo Jr. College and
Odessa Jr. College last weekend,
both the men's and women's tennis
teams head to San Antonio today for
the McFarline Fall Tennis Open.
"It'll be awfully hard to beat those
guys but I think we can definitely
play with them and give it a shot,"
veteran player Udo Graf, said. "We
learned last year that we were not far
off."
'
Entries in the McFarline Tennis
Open are from some of the top teams
in Texas. many of whom the Broncs
have played and beaten.
"I think that it is good for our experience," second year player Tony
Fink, said. "In January we're going
to play Texas A&M, so we have to
get that type of speed on the game."
The doubles team of Graf and Fink
defeated Kike Beltran and Homer
Jimenez from Laredo College 5-7,
6-4, 6-3. When pressure came up,
they rushed to the net and intimidated
their opponents. Fink and Graf had
the match under control when their
opponents tried to keep up throughout match.
"This is the first time that Pan
American has had an NCAA division
one women's tennis team." Coach
Bryce Young said.
The women's matches were held at
the PE Complex Tennis Courts because the Cox Courts were being used by the men. This is the first tournament the women played against
another college or university.
"In the tournament with Laredo
and Odessa we're just trying to see

where we are for the year," freshman
C ass1e
· Goode II sa1·d . ""'
vve , re wor king real hard to accomplish being
good because we're all freshmen
girls and I think by our senior year

we'll be better."
·
Seven oft he women on the tennis
team are from the Valley region
while the other three are from out of
state.

The toumment with Laredo and
Odessa Jr. Colleges helped the
Broncs get experience with their
partners and it showed Coach Young
what his players had.

GRAND OPENING
.1

Wolfman Jack in Person!
October 18, 1985
Tickets now on sale ~t Front Desk of both
Holiday Inn locations in McAllen.
Ask for the Special Wolfman package
Includes: Room for 2 (one night only), 1 bottle of Champagne,
2 Breakfast Buffets, 2 Free Tickets, and 2 Wolfman T-Shirts.

$89.00
For Ticket Or Contest Information Please Call 630-3932
Holiday Inif Civic Center
2nd and Expressway 83
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Soccer
Pan Am ,occcr players will be on the road
to San Antonio thi, Saturuay to compete
again,t St. Mary\. The team will go into this
game with a 2-1 n.:cortl. The game scheduled
li1r Sunday. again,t Texa, Luther.in has been
n:,rhedulcd ii,r Nov. 7. Last Sunday\ game
again~! Texa~ South~rn "'a:-.. cancelled Uuc to
tran,portation pmhlcms.

T

nis

Both the "omen·, anu the men\ tennis team
1, ill he on the road today on their way to compct.· at the McF.irlinc Fall Tennis Open in San
Antonin. The !cams will play thru Sunuay.

Volleyball
The Vollcyhall team will he playin!_.! thi,
\\-.:C~cnd against SL'hreincr Coli<:gc and St. Eu\\ard, College in Au,tin.
On Saturday the women will he at the
Round-Rnhin Tournament again-"t Trinity Collt·g1,; in San Antonio.
"Expcl'tation, arc n:r) high. c,·cryhody is
mo, in!_.! around:· ,aid Coach Oa1·id Cro,s.

Water Polo
Th,h~ ;ntt:rl.',tl·d in fr,rmirn.! a -"" imminu
and or \later polo team may ~-ontact Gonz;,
Quc1ada after~ p.m. at 682-5627 or 682-75J0
anti on Wc•dnc"hl), hctwccn II a.m. and noon
,II

JXl -22M1.

HPER
HPER mcmhcr,hip driYc : All health ant!
ph~ ,ic·al c,ltll'ation members arc encouraged
to 1oi11 the HPER duh. :\kmhcrship applicati,~n, 1..- an hi: pid"1..·d up at th~ i:a:-,,t cntra111..·c nf
th,• P.-\Lt Ei~l,lh1111s-' until Oct. 16.
The' duh \I ill m,·ct toda\ durinl! al'li1 it,
1x·1wd in PE 112 h> di"'"" tl~c Annu~,I Rmmtiup and till' Carni1al of the Grc:1t Pumpkin .

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Try 'Em
You'll Love 'Em!

October Special
2 Enchiladas.
1 Refried Bean Pato
Spanish Rice and
a 12oz. COKE

$2.50
For faster service call
iil an order 383-0725
Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato
VALLEYWIDE

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections-even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone~

AT&T

5 Locations • McAllen,
Mission. Harlingen.
Bro•,·nsville and Weslaco

© 1985 AT&T
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Regents approve compensation
for injured baseball player
By Brad Nibert
Editor in Chief

The Board of Regents approved
payment of $2,322 in medical compensation for a baseball player that
w.is injured during a game two years
ago, at their meeting in Brownsville
last Friday.
After discussing the matter in executive session, the regents approved reimbursement for medical expenses that were incurred after the
player's insurance coverage expired.
The player, Neri Pena of Edinburg,
was injured while sliding into home
plate.
Every year the regents hold one
meeting on the Brownsville campus.
Although the meeting got off to a late
start because of a lack of quorum, the
meeting went routinely after the
quorum was reached, with a great
deal held in executive session.
Regents present for the meeting
were Chairman Nat Lopez, Harlingen; Eddie Cano, McAllen; Ken·
Schaefer, Brownsville; Margaret
McAllen, Weslaco; and Lauryn
Gayle White, Dallas.
Over the next three years the
university will revamp the computer

software used for student records and
fiscal manage']_lent systems and buy
new software for computer-assisted
instruction under the terms of a
$599,000 Title III grant from the
Department of Education.
Although the university is receiving more money in grants, state funding for physical plant line items
has declined over the last three
years from 93 percent of recommended funding to 65 percent.
"For the next two years we will be
able to maintain the level of service
that the university is accustomed to,"
said Dr. Roy Flores, vice president for
business affairs. ''But, if the state
continues cutting funds beyond 1987,
we will have serious problems."
No action was taken on Flores'
report on physical plant funding, but
the regents did approve two budget
changes.
A transfer of $2,745,800 for
unallocated funds to a general education fund was approved. Any expenditures from the fund, which can only be used for academic purposes,
must be approved by the regents.
Also, $67,582 was transferred to
pay salary increments already approved for faculty in the School of

Business Administration.
President Miguel Nevarez told the
board the university recently received two more major grants.
A grant of $273,000 from the National Science Foundation will support research over three years by
biology faculty members and student
research assistants on plant and
marine life of South Padre Island and
Laguna Madre.
A grant of $122,500 from the
Meadows Foundation will establish
a Center for Entrepreneurship and
Economic Development within the
School of Business.
More Proposition 2 money will be
put to use in the form of equipment
for academic departments. $200,301
was allocated for the purchase of a
minicomputer, microcomputers, and
word processors.
In other business the regents:
* Approved a contract with the
Alumni Association which would
reimburse the association for updating alumni records at a per record
cost, not to exceed $20,000 for the
year. The agreement formalizes an
arrangement the university has had
with Alumni Association in previous
years, according to Flores.

* Accepted a gift of $6,000 fromthe Starr Foundation of New York for
scholarships or equipment valued at
$6,164 from the Zenith Corp.; of furniture valued at $12,900 from Tenneco Inc.; and the grant of $122,500
from the Meadows Foundation;
* Approved one-year contracts for
21 faculty members on the Edinburg
campus and for seven faculty members on the Brownsville campus:
* Approved a one-year leave of
absence without pay for Dr. Sherrill
Kendrick. an assistant professor of
psychology.
Six of the fauclty for whom contracts were approved are new to the
Edinburg campus.
They include Rodolfo Abella. Ph.
D. from Purdue University, psychology; Francine Marrus, Ph.D. from
Ohio University, communications;
David Mycue, M.S. from University of Illinois, library; Teri Mata
Pistokache, M.S. from Texas Christian Unviersity, speech pathology;
Oscar Salinas, M.A. from P,an
American University, English; and
Dale Trela, Ph.D. from University of
Illinois at Chicago, English.
The remainder of the contracts
were for returning faculty members.

Law school merger possibility slim
By Nora Lopez
Staff Writer

Since the Reynaldo G. Garza
School of Law moved to just a tempting three blocks away from the
university in August, speculation has
risen that the two institutions might
possibly form an association.
However, it's going to take more
than just a good location to convince
the powers that be to approve such
a liason according to President
Miguel Nevarez.
In order for the two institutions to
become associated Nevarez would
have to first secure the approval of
the board of Regents, an easy task
compared to seeking the sanction of
the Texas Coordinating Board and
the 87th Legislature.
"Alot is going to be determined by
the Select Committee on Higher
Education," said Nevarez. "They're
going to look at everything from admission standards to the testing of
students to the possibiity of merging
or closing campuses (statewide)."
"My gut reaction is they would not
recommend a new law school,"
Nevarez said.
But even if the select committee
concludes there is no need for a new
law school, Nevarez says that with
enough pressure from the Valley
community, the legislature could approve a liason desj)ite the select committee's recommendation.
"It's not impossible, but difficult,"
said Neyarez. "The community will

have to show that there is a need and
that they will support the law
school."
Nevarez adds that Reynaldo G.
Garza, the federal judge for whom
the law school is named, is a member
of the Select Committee.
Still the battle of convincing the
legislature of the need for a law
school in the Valley is far into the
future. For the moment the most
pressing problem is the law school's
credentials. The one-year-old law
school is not yet accredited by the
American Bar Association, a factor
that could carry much weight in a
merger decision according to Nevarez.
"It (accreditation) will play a part
... it will be a lot easier to sell it
(to the legislature), than to get the accreditation," said Nevarez.
His sentiment is shared by the dean
of the law school who concedes it is
unlikely the school will be accredited
when the accrediting team visits in
the Spring. In fact, Dean Michael C.
DeMoss says he doesn't even expect
provisional accreditation.
"I don't think we are prepared for
all the aspects," DeMoss said.
Presently, the law school lacks in
all four areas to be evaluated by the
accrediting team: faculty, building
space, a library and money.
The lack of accreditation, however,
means the students who graduate '
before accreditation is granted cannot take the bar exam, a point that
is stressed to entering students according to DeMoss.

Having an insufficient library,
building space, teachers and money
is normal for any law school in its
beginning state says DeMoss, who is
presently working on ways to correct
those deficiencies.
The 111f)Ve from Brownsville to
Edinburg alone meant an increase of
3,000 square feet of space. The expansion goals include at least 50,000
square feet of space, 300 students
and a 75,000 volume library.
The school presently has three
full-time professors, a full-time
librarian and four adjunct professors
serving the 59 students c.ur-tently
enrolled. DeMoss expects to hire
three full-time professors when
enrollment increases. Among the requirements for accreditation by the
ABA are six full-time professors and
one full-time librarian.
As a private institution, the law
school's monies come from tuition
($160 a credit) and donations. Law
school officials must show that they
are not completely dependent upon
tuition for money and that there is a
cornrnuity support.
To date, the city of Edinburg has
shown the most support for the
school by offering the law school a
new home after they lost their lease
in Brownsville.
Last year, the city bought the old
Pan Am campus from the University for aproximately $400,000. The city has also undertaken the project of
renovating the buildings. The
$400,000 and the approximately $1
million to be used for renovation

were made available through a Community Development Block Grant
fr--111 the Department of Housing and
T
velopment.
Nevi:tn.. z contends that the community support is very crucial to the
existence of the law school. He cites
as an example the recent acquisition
of an engineering school at the
University of Texas in San Antonio.
Nevarez said the acquisition was
made possible because of the
political and economic pressures exerted cin the legislators.
"I haven't seen a strong committment from business leaders or from
the count. y bar associations," said
Nevarez who believes the law school
needs the support of the entire Valley
and not just Edinburg.
The financial backing is also important since it will require alot of
money to rectify the deficiencies
needed for accreditation. It took the
University close to $1 million to get
the School of Business in condition
·for accreditation. Nevarez estimates
the law school would require $5 to
$10 million.
On Friday, DeMoss announced he
was already making plans for a fundraiser with the help of the president
of Hidalgo County Bar Association,
Russell Barron.
The Hidalgo Bar also plans to help
the law school complete its library.
Barron said that many of the county's law books are in the process of
being placed on microfilm, once that
process i~ complete, he hopes to
donate those books to the law school.

INTRAMURALS KICK-OFF-The Men's Dorm Crew defeated. the Alpha Kappa Psi fraternity 8-4 in fiag
football Tuesday at the softball field. Co-ed volleyball begins today at the Fieldhouse. Forms for co-ed
tennis and badminton will be accepted. at the Athletic Department through Oct. 12. (Photo by Janie Cantu)
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Former President
R. P. Ward dies

I
R. P. Ward
R.P. Ward, first president of P.rn
American University, died at Edinburg General Hospital Tuesday at
he age of 89.
At seven, Ward began his educaion in a one-room school house in
Dale, Texas. At 17 after passing an
xamination he became a first and seond grade teacher. He later receivd his B.A. from Southwest Texas
State University in San Marcos.
ard received his master's degree
from the University of Texas in 1926
in economics with a minor in business administration.
Ward also served in the U.S. Army during both world wars. Having
served in the United States during the
1rst W11rld War, Ward served in
England. France and Germany during the second.
In 1920. Ward was appointed to the
bureau of education of the Philippine
Islands. He served there two years.
In 1926, Ward married his wife,
Ruth.
Ward was principal of Edinburg
High School, a position he had held
since 1923, when he was a~ked to be
the director of Edinburg College in
1927.
After working as director of the
college for a year, Ward left to do

doctoral work at the Universit\ ot
Chicago.
·
Between 1930 and 31. Ward headed the department of business administration at San Bernadino Valley
Junior College in Calfiornia.
Ward returned to Edinburg in 1931
after receiving letters and telegrams
urging him to return to work at the
college where he was made president. replacing H .C. Baker.
Edinburg college
expanded
to P..in American University in 1951.
Ward continued to serve as president
until his retirement in 1959.
During his service in the l95<rs.
the college acquired additional
acreage west of the original rnmpus.
This acreage is the site of the present
campus.
In 1981. Ward recicved the "Distinguished Service Award" from the
Alumni Association for service to the
university and community.
Funeral services will be held today at 3 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church in Edinburg.
Burial will follow at Hillcrest
Memorial P..irk in Edinburg.
Survivors include: his wife. Ruth
S. Ward of Edinburg; two sisters,
Mrs. E. W. Meister and Mrs.
Rosales Pullin, both of San Antonio;
and several nieces and ne hews.

ROTC to test for AIDS
Sophomores planning to enter advanced ROTC programs are likely to
be the first group of college students
to face the mandatory AIDS tests announced recently by Defense Department officials.
Here at at Pan Arn, Lt. Col.
Michael Shields . of the ROTC program . said he had not yet heard
anything of the tests.
All ROTC students are given a
physical before their junior year in
the program, according to Shields.
He said he. felt this would be the time
that they might add the AIDS tests.
The military's decision to require
all recruits, academy and advanced
ROTC students to be tested for exposure to the virus that can lead to
AIDS--acquired immune deficiency
syndrorne--is being denounced by
gay advocacy organizations as an unnecessary step that establishes a
potentially dangerous precedent.
But those critics say whatever the
justification for those tests for
military recruits, there is even less
justification for testing ROTC
students.
"There's no logic behind that at
all," said Jeff Levi of the National
Gay Task Force. "These people are
not on active duty. They're just college students."
Some gay rights leaders suspect
the military's real motive is to keep
homosexuals out of the service.
Yearly, they say, the military
pressures about 200 acknowledged
homosexuals out of the service.
"Given their track record, they
have to prove to us they won't use
these tests as a way of screening people instead of screening blood," said
Tim Sweeney, director of the Lambda dgal and Educational Defense
Fund.
Dr. William Mayer, assistant secretary of defense for medical affairs,
characterizes the testing decision as
"a simple, prudent medical step to
take."
Under the program, the 25,000 recruits the military signs up each
month, the 30,000 to 50,000 college
students who enter junior-ievel
ROTC programs and the 5.000 students who enter the military aca-

demies each year will be tested.
Applicants who test positive on
two tests will be denied admission.
AIDS can spread through sexual
contact and blood transfusions.
which raises concerns about blood
transfusions in battlefield situations.
The way to guard against that, gay
rights activists say, is to test the blood
of military recruits without using the
results to screen out applicants.
"If a person is able to do the job.
why not let them do it?" said
Sweeney.
Sweeney notes the test the military
plans to use is not a test for AIDS.
but a test for exposure to the virus
that can lead to AIDS. About onetenth of those who test positive eventually develop AIDS.
Military officials say they also are
concerned about the reaction of mil itary recruits with defective immune
systems to the mandatory smallpox
vaccines recruits arc given.
The injection of smallpox viruses
could trigger an adverse reaction in
people with defective immune systems.
The gay rights advocates say immune systems can be checked with
tests other than the AIDS tests.
They also worry that results of the
AIDS tests will be disclosed to prospective employers outside the military.
"What will happen," Levi predicts,
"is that people without any indication of having or developing AIDS
will be unfairly stigmatized because
of these tests."
Lt. Col. Pete Wyro of the Defense
Department's public affairs office
said military personnel files will not
indicate why a potential recruit or
ROTC candidate was rejected, only
that the applicant failed to pass the
medical test.
Moreover, applicants will be allowed to consult private physicians in
an attempt secure evidence that they
have not been exposed to the AIDS
virus.
Wyro said the possibility of requiring ROTC freshman and sophomores
to take the AIDS tests is under
review, with a decision expected
within the month .
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, Extra activities also important
•

: There has been alot of talk recently about the
: number of people attending campus events, or the
: lack of attendance, especially at two events -- the
: dedication of the Shary papers and the recent visit
: by Actor Rene Enriquez.
• We of course know that you have heard about the
~ importance of being involved in campus activities
: many times before, but felt that maybe a little
: reminder was in order.
Much of the recent comment has centered on the
: lack of attendance at university functions by ad; ministrators. But in their defense. it shouid be
; remembered that there are an incredible number of
: events held on campus and it is impossible for them
: to attend all.
: Even if they could, they should not have to be
:-responsible for attending every campus reception.
:-How will they be able to do their administrative duties
~ if they are attending parties every night?
:
We as reporters would like to see as many people
; as possible at events. We know that the more people
! that arc interested enough to attend an event, the more
: that will read our story about an event. Also, it isn't
: very fun to be the only one attending an event.

••

So, why aren't students, faculty or administrators
attending campus functions unless they hav~ to': Are
they too tired after a hard weeks work? Maybe we _ __.._as:
are all pushing ourselves too hard?
Or could it be that everyone is forgetting about these
events? Maybe everyone should start clipping this
paper's weekly "What, Where and When" column.
One observer of the campus scene probably struck
the nail right on the head though. Music people on- §l
ly attend music events, drama people only attend
drama events and political science and history peopie only attend political science and history events.
This is overall a fairly good assessment of the
situation.
Since the university now requires students to take
classes from a wide range of subjects, from the
humanities to philosophy, maybe it should be required
that everyone attend a wide range of activities.
Possibly six hours from several areas such as
humanities, politics, science, business, education,
athletics and electives which could include the Luau,
the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin and Homecoming.
Of course this is rather drastic, but for something
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to change this may be the only thing that can be done.
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• Benbow defended

t·

: '-'To the Editor
~. This letter is in defense of Ms.
Bcnhow who has taken quite a print
~ husking by the local lefties as of late,
; 'particularly at the hand of a Mr.
~: Asanga of Cameroon.
~ Asanga's use of personal attack on
~- Benbow is especially odious. He
~ calls her irresponsible, ignorant and
; urn:onstructivc. I believe Benbow is
: only guilty of being out of step with
! our r.idical-chic clement here at PAU.
~ ;·This is not a crime.
! Name calling is only one device
cmplovs in putting down
•' ;, Asanoa
e
;
'·, -· Benbow. He conveniently ignores her
! legitimate question comparing the
:' Soviet rape of Afghanistan with what
: · •might happen to whites ifMandella's
: •·mob takes over. He says "Afghanis': -·tan has nothing to do with South
! ••Afrita." but that is all he has to say.
! PERHAPS the fair-min:.lcd Asanga
: would comment on why Cubans arc

f

in Angola ready 10 strike on what
weapon is placed in black hands to
murder whites. (The AK 47 made in
the USSR.)
Another propaganda ploy Asanga
uses is misleading comparison. A
classic if-then statement is presented.
To paraphrase it. if Mandella fights
South Africa and Washington fought
the British then Mandella equals
Washington. (I'll wager slave owning
old George is spinning in his grave
on that one.) The logic is faulty to
say the least. It is an emotional appeal. If emotion is all this claim is
based on, we are not doing the job
as readers if we accept this as a true
s·tatcment.
There is positive value in Asanga's
letter if we accept his information on
the Cameroon democracy and his
praise for the educational system.
Unfortunately, this was devalued
when As·anga
tore 1·010 the United
.
States. Mr. Asanga, why not leave
the barbarous west and continue your
education in glorious Cameroon?

It · 1
b d h h. ct·
1s a so too a t at t 1s 1gression about the U.S. had little, if
anything, to do with South Africa, or
Ms. Benbow. I hope Mr. Asanga will
write us another note advising us on
how America can model itself after
some third world republic barely out
of political infancy. I'm intrigued,
nay, I know we all need this vital
knowledge now that we too are a
part of the third world. We arc deep
in debt like so many countries. Obviously we can't be handing out
world-wide welfare. Can even PAU
as an extension of the poor old USA
afford the printed escapades of
Asanga or myself?
In closi·ng, I have some free advice
for you, Mr. Asanga, and a question.
There are lines being drawn in this
world, choose your sides carefully.
Don't expect strangers to solve your
problems, much less care. South
Africa is no stranger to the U.S. It
has spilt blood with us in WW
_.JI and
Korea. Also it has made the U.S.
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as much?

Craig James

Don't over react
To AIA
To the Editor
I wish to extend a heartfelt plea to
the faculty, students, and writers for
this newspaper not to over react to
the Accuracy in Academia plan to
monitor professors for liberal slants
and misinformation. Rather, can we
possibly look at how all of us,
students and professors, conservatives and liberals alike have created
their reaction to us on college campuses across the nation.
H
.
. h
.
ere 1s my part m t e creation.
h
h
I
At oug I don't know anything
about AJA or its methods, besides
what I've read in this newspaper, it
seems to me 10 be a well-meant effort to r:orrect an imbalance that I
have -experienced here. I have been
in classes during which the professor
Id
h
wou comment on ow poor Iy the
Reagan ad mm1strat1on
· ·
· was handhng
·

. }J\')

how bad it was that spending for
· 1
b ·
socia programs was emg cut, etc.
The professor did not say, "This is
my opinion. I may be wrong, but this
is what I believe ..." These comments were made as if they were the
true facts, and ailer all, our professor
was saying it in class, so it must be
right. Worse, once these comments
were made, the professor then said,
"But, let's not get into this now." I.
being the good girl who ahrdys yields
to authority, did not demand equal
time, did not point out that ourprofessor had just voiced his political
opinion, did not say what I believe
to be the truth of the situation. I kept
my opinions and my rage inside and
discussed it later with family and
friends who I know share my
political position. I was wrong, and
I take responsibility for it. I can see
that ifa scenario like this is repeated
enough times, pretty soon a group of
people forms who are angry and
outraged and feel victimized, and
they gather enough power to put a
monitoring action into effect across
..

indirectly created it.
N
h
b
h
h
·ct If
ow, ow a out t e ot er s1 e.
a professor, liberal or conservative or
middle-of-the-road makes a political
statement in a clasroom, he is
obligated to preface it by saying that
it is only his opinion. I also believe
that as the authority figure in the
classroom (which he must be if we
are going to have any order) he must
then ofter equal time to those whose
opinion differs, whether it takes the
form of an outsirle speaker (another
authority figure) or just a student be
ing encouraged to speak up. (We don':
have to get hung up on authori,y
figures!) The professor must guard
against using his position to sway the
I ·
h
chass ma area sue· as politics, where
t ere ar\many viewpoints. Each persho~ ao<l is viewpoint is respected in
I is country. Professors, as
disseminators of knowledge, have a
tremendous responsibility, here. If
1h.15 had happened in my personal
situation, I wouldn't have gone away
fi 1·
p ·
ee mg angry. uttmg it on a larger
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!, New Soviet leader appraised before summit
~'

~-• With the November Geneva Sum~ , mit approaching fast the world's at~••tcntion has focused on the new Soviet
; .-leader Mikhail Gorbachev. It has
~ become evident that if any progress
; is to be expected at the summit. the
;- initiative will have to come from the
: -• Soviet Union and Gorbachev.
~
Gorhachev's trunslimnation from
: · a ,·oun!! Polithuro member to a ron: , li~k·nt leader of the USSR was so
: rapi, : it surprised most Kremlin
: • ohsern:rs hoth at home .111d in the
:

West.

_ Gorhad1ev henelited greatly from
'. .. his position as 1:ontidant .md 1.-lose
: friend of limner Sm·iet leader Yuri
'. __ Androp,1,·- this is not to say that Gorha,:hcv
. . is not deservant of his new
• pos1t1on.
.;
Gorh,11.·he,· and Andropov were
~ dose friends. They had met in the
• lln!J"s when Gorhache,· was a party
1..·hicf of StaHopol rayon. Andropo,·
enjoyed the rc:-.ort 1..·ity or Kislornds
' .. h11,.·atcd in that region. Andropo\' lik,,. cd the younger man\ wit. -in-

~..

tclligence, competctiveness and
especially his honesty. There was not
a trace of corruption around Gorbachev or his family.
Many are hopeful that a profound
change within the Party hierarchy
and the Kremlin has begun. Perhaps
the beginning of a new era in which
a new. younger and better-educated
group will administer the Communist superpower. is just around the
corner.,
Gorbachev has a realistic chance
to rhangc the system although the
odds arc against him. He has developed a broad base of support
within the Politburo and the party
Sccretariatc. giving him the tools
necessary to carry out the wide array of rhanges he has proposed.
The key men around the new leader arc: Y. Ligachev. N. Rhyzkov. Y.
Chebrikov. V. Vorotnikov and E.
Shevaridnadze.
Ligache\'. who is scrond in command. is in cllargc of ideology:
Rhyzkov supcrvics the eronomy:

Chcbricov is KG chief and Shevardnadze has replaced Gromyko as
vicker of Soviet foreign policy, with
Gromyko moving up to President of
the state.
The 54-year-old Secretary of the
Party has risen to the pinacle, at a
time when the Politburo's strength
has beeh reduced to ten- it's lowest
number ever.
Unlike any of' his recent
predecessors Gorbachev is not afraid
to admit that many of the party's objectives had "failed the test of time."
Many of the Soviet goals were unjustified and had "elements of
separation from reality with a
economy that is run on a trial-andcrror basis which was irrational."
After six decades of Soviet power.
a Kremlin leader is telling the
workers that the economy and Soviet
society arc in serious difficulty
because of an absence of rationality
and understanding.
For a communist that is supposed

to know the future, and that claims
to be running the nation on the
"scientific principles" of MarxismLeninism. these are startling
admissions.
Gorbachev has set in motion what
he calls a "new economic mechanism," to deal with prices, wages,
modernization, managerial authority and fiscal incentives.
In the Soviet Union speaking of the
economy means talking about
changes in the entire society. The
USSR is a nation in which everyone
works for the state.
Those advocating change of the
system for the improvement of life,
sec two different means for achieving it. One group wants to adjust the
present system so it works better, and
the other maintains that the Soviet
system itself has to be changed significantly, like those of Hungary,
Yugoslavia. and Romania, to accomodate new conditions.
Gorbachev seems to fit into the second group and has shown that he
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'li1u ~·an k11111,.·k my Ding Dongs:
,:ritid1.: my D11rih1:,,: d.:nou111..·c my
Twinkie:-. But when ,11u mess with
my \k'.':ugg1..'h. you ·go 111 fi.tr.
'.\kDonakl's is American instituti1111 . To 11111 l11w it i:- to 11111 lo\'C this
~·11untn and afl it stand:- for. It\ as
:\mcri~·.m a:- the appk pie:-• it -..ells.
I happen 111 l1wc fa:-t ti.1,xl restaurant-... e-..pc1..·i.1lly \kDonald\ . They
ha,c the be-..t frie:-. Their wk.:s arc
1..·011-..i-..1.:ntly ju-..1 th.: right ~·11mbinati11n of -..y rup :111d ~·arhonated wat~·r: r11hu:,,t. n11t tn,1 :,,wc.:t. \\"cndy \
111,1y hm·.: hcttcr chi1'."olat.: :,,h,1k.::- ,111J
Burger Kmg h.:tt.:r h,1con-d11uhlc
1..·hcc:-c hu'1_!er:-. hut '.\kDonakh b

still number one by tradition alone.
The first one opened some 30
years ago. They operate in 23 foreign
rnuntrics. McDonald's is part of the
Amcrirnn way of lite. High school
hoy:. buy Big Mac:- and six packs to
nuise the strip on Friday nights in
cities and towns across this great
country trying to pick up your little
-..ister.
'li1ung mother:,, who arc too lazy
to 1..·ook (1111 names please) arc on a
fiN name ha:-i:-. with the driYe-thru
attendant as they pick up Ronald
\kDonald Happy Meals three or
four times a week . (Hm,·e,·cr. I ratagorically deny the , ·icious rumor
that my kid's first words were ··at a
participating '.\1cDonald's··.
I know first hand what lite is like
with11ut '.\kDonald's. Last summer.
while dri,·ing through the Canadian
\\ ilderness on a family ,·acation . I
:,,uf"forcd untold hardships . '.':o outlet
ti,r my curling imn . :'\o '.\1-TY. But
\\0r:-e of all . no Egg \k\1uftim,.
·L"pon ,trri,·ing at the rclati,·c ci, ilization 11f Va1Kou,·er. BC. it wa:-n't the

paved highway or promise of a hot
shower before bed that brought a tear
to the eye and a nostalgic lump to the
throat. but the sight of those familiar
golden arches. Oh. Auntie Em. we're
home!
They·re always open. always fast.
The kid behind the counter always
smiles through the inevitable braces
and invariably looks like an advertisement for Oxy 5. As an expert on
the fast food restaurant. I can state
that McDuck"s is the cleanest. even
the restrooms . Looking down from
those golden arches in the sky. Ray
Kroc must be Mcproud .
Oh. I know. e\'eryone has a horror story or two. My personal fa\'0ritc is from a guy I knew in high
school. or Ste\·e has a part-time job
after school at a neighborhood McDonald's. He Im·ed to tell how. when
business was slow. the bovs in the
back liked to heat up the griil and expectorate on it to see whose spit
would j ump the highest.
Okay. Okay. Let 's get to the real

Gorbachev has ~hown openness not
only on state visits abroad, but also
at home, mingling with Moscow
crowds in the streets, talking to
workers in the factories, and peasants
in the co(,pt.:rati vcs.
Gorbachev, true to his heritage, the
son of a Russian peasant, proclaimed: "The better informed people arc,
the more aware they will be of what
they are doing." Words that sound
truly Marxist rather than like the
Great Soviet Encyclopedia.
Indeed Gorbachev is a leader unparalleled in recent Soviet history.
After the twilight of the "old
Guard" the USSR has found a new
Sigfried in Mikhail Gorbachev. So
far he has proven to be a invincible
hero, who doesn't appear to have a
chink in his armor. It remains to be
seen if he can slay the serpent of
Soviet bureaucracy, tame the
American dragon, cross swords with
Wotan in Geneva, and lead his empire out of the economic and
technological quagmire.

The Pan American

Don't mess with
my McNuggets

Editor's '.\ote: The followin~ letter
,., is in response to the last "\<m'll
'• I.A»W It" colunun. Rose :\I. Her-· · herl is on rncation this week in
Tacoma. so an~· comments. ques. tions. or complaints regarding this
column should not he directed to
her.

means busienss. When Gromyko
nominated him to succeed
Chernenko, he told the Central Committee, "comrades, this man has a
nice smile but he's got iron teeth."
At present, Gorbachev is most
likely more concerned ~ith Geneva,
arms disarmament and President
Reagan, rather than the economy.
As part of building up his image
as a g1 ..,at statesman and a true
spokesman for Soviet foreign policy,
seeking better US-Soviet relations,
he has visited England and France.
The British press called him charming, wity a "wunderkind", a
"golden boy". while in France he
managed another first for a Soviet
le:idcr: he held a press conference for
11l1.: tnrclgn press fielding questions on
a wide array of topics.
Gorbachev
has exhibited
charismatic appeal and magnetism
that has been absent in Soviet politics
since the days of Y. I. Lenin and Leon
Trotsky. (Gorbachev is the first
lawyer in the Politburo since Lenin) .
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Edinburg, Tcxa,

Brad Nibert
Editor in Chief
point - the food itself. ls it unhealthy?
They cook it in the morning and put
it under heat lamps to keep it warm
for the rest of the day. So it's full of
sodium. so what? And fat. And cholesterol . Not to mention the chemicals.
Hey. don·1 go knocking chemicals.
They have their uses. You see. when
the unthinkable happens. on the day
after. when that button is pushed . all
of you pure types who disdain fast
food joints in favor of .. real restaurants'". will fry. Tostado city. On the
other hand. those of us who·ve spend
our lives eating Twinkies for breakfast. Fritos and Pepsi for lunch. and
Chicken McNuggets for dinner will
be the only sur\'ivors of a nuclear
holocaust. Oh. we may glow a little.
but we·11 still be here . Why do you
think they call them preservati\'es.
kid'?
Sincerely yours.

R.E. Buttle
Pharr, Texas
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LETTERS
continued· from
Arnulfo Martinez lecture series
page 2.
scale,therewouldn'tbeaneedfor
wch an organization as AIA or its
methods.
But, it does exist, and its methods
arc being effected. So, let's make the
best of the situation. Let's all take
responsibility for our part in it. Let's
learn and grow. rather than over reacting and causing more strife and.
disagreement. I, for one, commit
myself to speaking up in class when
I feel the situation is slanted. I ask
everyone who reads this to do your
part to correct this problem,
students, professors, liberals and
conservatives, so we don't have
brainwashing or witch hunts. Let's
respect each other and each other's
opinions. Let's stop attacking and
start openly discussing with maturity and intelligence befitting our
positions.
Judith Gani

CO mm·ss·oner
I
I
S peaks todaY
Rights Act of 1964. It also collects
data and investigates employmem
discrimination complaints in the
private and public sector.
Gallegos served for 30 years with
Douglas Aircraft Company, a division of McDonnel Douglas Corporation in California prior to joining the
commission.
During his relatively short tenure
with the agency, Gallegos has participated in several administrative
changes which have been implemented by the commission. Among
them was the National Litigation
Plan, the Expanded Presence Program and the Voluntary Assistance
Program.
Gallegos has held the highest office in a number of national, state,
and local Hispanic organizations
which are concerned with enhancing
the social and economic well-being
of minorities.
He was president of the MexicanAmerican Opportunity Foundation in

A commisioner of the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission will be the featured speaker of
the Dr. Arnulfo Martinez Lecture
Series today during Activity Period
in the Liberal Arts Auditorium.
Commissioner Tony E. Gallegos
of the EEOC in Washington, D.C.,
will speak on Hispanics and Equal
Employment Opprotunity.
Gallegos was appointed by President Reagan as a commissioner of
the EEOC in 1982. Most recently,
Gallegos was renominated and confirmed by the U.S. Senate to serve as
commissioner through July 1, 1989.
The EEOC is responsible for the
enforcement of Title VII of the Civil

.

'

El Bosque Apts.

The Comfort of Home, Plus
• 2 Sparkling Pools

$

49

• 2 Lighted Tenni.i Courts

1
Month

• Cabana • BBQ Pits for Parties
• 1, 2, & 3 Br's, spacious floorplans

BEER-ICE

(MOVE IN)

2119 SoUTh 281
(NEXT TO WHATABURCER)

JCl-1191

Jaime Ramon, a McAllen native.
and legal adviser to Gallegos. will
also make a presentation.
The lecture series was named in
honor of Dr. Arnulfo Martinez, vice
president emeritus of Inter-American
Affairs, for his contributions in promoting Pan Americanism through
the years during his tenure at the
university.
For further information call the
Latin American Studies Center at
381-3578.

Dean of Students Judy Vinson has
chosen 48 members for the Student
Foundation program. The program is
made up of two groups, the Presidential Leadership Program and the
Ambassadors.
The purpose of the Student Foundation is to provide leadership training for students and to enrich the
university with their talents. According to Vinson, the program brings
about a sense of unity for both the
university and its students.
The Presidents Leadership Program, which is made up of freshmen, has 20 new members this year:
Alvaro Abrego, Roma; Elma Gomez, Donna; Belinda Gonzalez,
Edinburg; Dora Gonzalez, Pharr;
Yolanda Gonzalez, San Juan; Laura
Guzman, Edinburg; Cynthia Landez,
San Juan; Cecilia Lira, Lyford; Dora
Lopez, San Isidro; Robert Lqpez,
McAllen; Nancy S. Martinez, Los
Fresnos; Jose Ortega, Brownsville;

BEER IN TowN!

DRivE-ThRu
SrnviCE

Los Angeles, and served as state and
national chairman of the American
GI Forum. He has also been vice
chairman of the board of directors of
SER Jobs for Progress which focuses
on the training and employment of
Hispanic youth, and chairman of the
board of director of the Veterans
Outreach Program.
A native of Montrose, Colorado,
he received his BA degree from the
Bistram School of Fine Arts.

EdiNbURG, TEXAS
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The Spot Burger No. 1
(Where our food hits the SPOT!)
Our specialities are the uncomparable
Spotburger. Chicken, fish. and Shrimp.
Call in your orders at

)8)-909)
}19 E. CANO (NEXT TO EdiNbURG Public LibuRy)

Mary Edna Quiroz, McAllen;
Thelma Ramos, Edinburg; Ramon
Richie, Jr., Pharr; Jaime Rodriguez,
Sebastian; Vincente Trevino, San
Juan; Sandra Villarreal, Mission;
Maria Zamora, La Feria; Marisela
Acuna, Edinburg.
The Ambassadors, which is geared
for upperclassmen, participate in service activities, recruiting, and host
special events. Ambassadors for this
year are:
Neal Ackerman. Harlingen; LucyAlvarado, McAllen; Jose A. Arevalo,
Edinburg; Vivien Benbow, McAllen;
Leticia Calvo, Donna; Noel J.
Cardenas, Weslaco; Laura A. Castillo, McAllen; Abel Castro Jr.,
Pharr; Jose Cruz Jr., Mission; Emma G. Garcia, Lyford; Carmen
Gaytan,-' Edinburg; Belinda Gonzalez, Rio Grande City; Sandra
Leticia Hernandez, McAllen;
Valdemar Lira Jr., Lyford; Sofia A.
Martinez, Edinburg; Susanne A.
Miller, Harlingen; Nancy Ann
Mueller, McAllen; Brad Nibert,
Edinburg; Gloria Rodriguez,
McAllen; Roy Rodriguez, Edinburg;
Isaac R. Saenz, McAllen; Elva R.
Salazar, Port Isabel; Martha L.
Sauceda, Edinburg; Diana Lisa
Solis, Pharr; Patricia Sotelo,
McAllen; and Porfirio Villarreal,

1
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PERM SALE
REG, $JO, SJ~ ANd $40
ON SALE foR
$24, $29, ANd $J4
Also
MANiCURES

Reg. $10, by professionals.
Faculty welcome too!
PAU 1.0. required.

National BOSS Day
October 16th, 1985

SHORT CUTS
3000 North 10th St. , "B"
McAllen, Texas 78501

0RdER EARly
All~N FIORill by BETTY INC.
}8}-}}62, }8}-6822
n20 N. ClosNER, EdiNbURG

REG, $8 ON SALE $6
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SAS Shoes

Send your·thoughts
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Thirty-five exhibitors will participate in the Rio Grande Valley
Computer Expo Oct. 15-17 at the
McAllen Civic Center.
The list includes Gulf Business
Forms, IBM Corp., Xerox, Sentry
Systems, Sperry-Univac, Copy Data
Office Systems, and Radio Shack. J.
Edelstein will show computer furniture.
Exhibitors will be demonstrating
some of the latest technological advances in the computer field, said Dr.
Les Rydl, chairman of the de-

AKPsi receives highest ranl<ing
Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional
business fraternity, received the
highest national ranking at their national convention for the ninth consecutive year.
The fraternity earned the maximum points achievable thus entitling them to the top ranking in the
South Central Region. Points are
awarded on the basis of professional
programs, research, service, and

other activities, both on and off
campus.
Competition included 24 AKPsi
chapters from Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, and Arkansas.
AKPsi will sponsor a lecture by
Robert Ruiz from the State Comptrollers Office. The lecture, ..Job
Opportunities Within the State Comptrollers Office," will be held next
Thursday during Activity Period.

Apodaca speaks Tuesday

I

Employment

Help Wanted

Student Loans Available Now t: -;:r Up

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT JOBS.

Male quadriplegic living in dorm needs
someone to do personal care in morning
and evening. 381-1431.

$16,040 - $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Nationwide. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-9000'
for current list.

Housing
STUDENTS FROM MEXICO rooms
for rent near university. 705 W. Samano

~-·······················································•

This is a club that knows how to have fun!
And earn college credit while doing it too.
We learn survival techniques, how to rappel off cliffs, and how to bridge rivers with
rope. During our weekend field training exercise at Camp Bullis near San Antonio, we
learn patrolling, field tactics, and apply the
map reading skills we learned in the
class room. As we learn and progress, we
help others. Leadership is another skill we
learn in the BRONC CADET CORPS.
For more information Stop by the Dept. of
Military Science at Southwick Hall, Pan
American un1v·ersity, Edinburg, TX 78539
·2999 - (512) 381-3600

STARLITE BURGER

383-22Z7,

Chicken-Fish-Shrimp Plate
Phone 383-8111
(

.
.
:
•

.

FREE 12oz. Drink
with regular order
with this c oupon.
1106 EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG , TX 78539

OWNER :
HORACIO CANALES

Los

10% off ON ALL oRdERS
wiTli Tliis coupoN.
) 111 Uil- \bOO

.

VillA

RESTAURANT

l)[P\RTME~T Of Mil lTA~Y ~CIE'sCE

..•
..
.••
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(WAs hEfORE AcApulco RESTAURANT)

TAKE ROTC AND JOIN THE BRONC CADET CORPS

partment of management and computer information systems.
The expo is sponsored by the
university, the Small Business Administration, and the Rio Grande
Valley and Pan American student
chapters of the Data Processing
Management Association.
Tickets are $4 for adults, $2 for
students and senior citizens. Family
night, with half-price admission for
families, will be Wednesday night,
Oct.16. Hours will be 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. Oct. 15 and 16 and 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Oct. 17.

Funds
to $25,000 interest free while in school,
10 year pay back after graduation. Call
for Erasmo or Landy 686-2037,

ADVENTURE

The BRONC CADET CORPS?

photo essays of general interest.
Members of the magazine's editorial board will review the submissions and make the final decision ,
Interested students should come by
Emilia Hall 100, or call 381-2541.

Student Publications is inviting
students to name the new magazine.
All students are encouraged to submit their suggestions.
The magazine will serve the university community, with articles and
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The BRONC CADET CORPS is ...

An active spirit of .
• Friendship
• Adventure
• Regard for the future

New magazine looking for name

Classified Ads

I

WHAT IS THE BRONC CADET CORPS?

What does it take to join .

message.
• Maximum of one message per:
week.
,
• Messages must be submitted in legi-1
ble standard English.
• Messages may be edited.
• First come first serve basis.
• Only university events and,
activities.
Forms must be returned to the
American Humanics office. SS 123, by'
each Friday. For more information, contact Richard Trevino Jr.. at 381-21445. ·

The Umversity Program Board is
Apodaca was named National
sponsoring a lecture by Jerry <;hairman of the Education CommisApodaca, former governor of New sion of the States for 1976-77. .
Mexico from 1974 to 197'3. The lecAmong the many acknowledgture will be held at the LRC Media ments Apodaca has received for his
Theatre on Tuesday, Oct. 15 at 8 contributions to education has been
Ah1mn.
p.m.
the Award for Distinguished Service
The
lecture
will
be
free
and
open
to
Higher Education and honorary
TACHE group
to the public.
Doctorate of Law degrees from both
In 1974 Apodaca was elected chief Our Lady of the Lake University in
organizing
executive of the state of New Mex- San Antonio and Easter New MexStudents have formed the PAU
ico and became the first Hispanic ico Univerc;ity in Portales.
chapter of the Texas Association of
governor of that state in 60 years.
In 1978 Apodaca was given the
Chicanos in Higher Education. Their
During his term the 40 year-old post of chairman of the President's
main goal is to encourage students
governor was instrumental in im- Council on Physical Fitness and
to pursue a higher education and proplementing sweeping reorganiza- Sports, by President Jimmy Carter.
mote cultural awareness.
tional reforms which he felt were
In spite of a busy schedule,
Posters will be placed throughout · needed to make state government Apodaca has been active in a variemore responsive to the people.
campus with meeting information. If
ty of sorts, and remained an active
The product of these was a unique advocate of physical fitness.
you are interested iri joining or would
"open office hours" of the governor's
like more information contact:
He ran the Boston Marathon in
office during which ordinary citizens 1978, after having put in over 2,000
Salvador Guerrero, Jr. at 381-5493,
could come in and talk to Apodaca. miles of premarathon road work inJose A. Arevalo at 381-9322, or Martha L. Sauceda at 380-1337.
the hills above Santa Fe.

Why don't you tickle
your BOSS with a
Tickler Bouquet~

Get your hair cut on Tuesdays
or Wednesdays for only $8!

The Campus Source. or Electronic
Billboard, is being offered to student
organizations who wish to post messages throughout campus.
The Campus Source is located at the
Student Services Building, Business
Building. Phsyical Edcuation Building,
and the University Center.
Messages shou Id follow these
guidelines:
• Submit your message at least one
week in advance.
• Maximum of 65 spaces per

Computer Expo begins Tuesday

48 selected for
Student Foundation

Free

ColdEsT

SNACk

News Briefs

t-----------------------------11•
Electronic Billboard available

$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush sci faddressed envelope: Success, P. 0. Box
470 CEG, Wocxbtock, IL. 60098.

For Rent
2 bedroom trailer, South Morningside

Park in Alamo. $225 per month plus
utilities. Call 787-4145 after 6 p.m. for
further information.
Classified rate is S2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter.
There is a JO word minimum. Dead·
line is Friday Noon prior to publication on Thursday.
For display advertising rates 1.au
381-2545 or 381-2541.
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: causes, solutions offered
•

Editor's '.'/ote--The following is
Part Ill of a series titled "Women in Focus." This week's topic, domestic violence, will be
limited to wife abusP.

" Love, honor and respect , till
death do us part'~in cases of domestic
violence, death or divorce ends
marital relationships.
How and why docs it occur?
Domestic violence between
spouses usually occurs in different
cycles," said Estella de Anda, exec:utivc director of Mujeres Unidas
in McAllen.
"The first stage in the cycle is a
period of tension building--the
husbands and/or wife begins picking
at each other."

This tension eventually leads to an
explosion often in the form of
beat ings . At thi s point it is often
necessary to involve the police.
Statistics show that women leave
their husbands an average of II times
to go to shelters, before finall y
divorcing.
Following the explosion, the
"honeymoon period " is one of
apologies and regrets . This is denial
of the abuse on both sides.
Abusive husbands try to patch-up
the relationship. They are very nice.
Abused wives begin to think "he's
really not that bad'c-until the next
explosion .
This cycle may be repeated over
and over for a number of years.

Eventuall y. when abusive husbands
reali ze that their wives won't leave
them. the ··honeymoon period··
disappears.

"Economics has its role too. Many
abused women married at a young
age. ha\'e little education and low
s;lf-esteem."

I

Why do women stay'?
··Emotional ties often prevent
wives from leaving. many still love
their husbands:· said de Anda.
former counselor for Women\
Employment Agency.
"Society also sends signals to
women-the attitude that ·you made
your bed now lie in it."'
"Religion plays an important role.
many women do not believe in
divorce," ' de Anda. also former
counselor for Harlingen Family
Crisis. said .

Those that are able to lea\'e their
husbands. sometimes hm·e to leave
the state to relieve themsel\'es of the
burden of abusi\'e ex-husbands.
Why don't abusi\'e husbands let
their wives go'?
·The brave person li\'es as long as
the coward lets them:· said de Anda. who has a master's degree from
the University of Arlington in administration an planning.

Male batterer, arc in,c1.:ure. they
feel that they ha\·c t\1 h,I\C full control of a woman in llrdcr to keep her.
E\'entually. they lose her anyway.
said de Anda .
The abusi\·c male also '1as low sell~
esteem. In reality. he is totally dependent on the woman : he abuses her
since he doesn't ha,·c any other
relationships.
There arc many misconceptions
regarding domestic ,·iolencc. Con trary to these beliefs. the ,·ioknce is
not limited to the poor. uneducated.
minorities and it docs not result from

uncontn1lled se.\ual urge,. ,aid de
Anda .
All partic, irmih'cd in dorn~•..,tic
,·iolc111.:e arc crK·ouragcd to ... eek
l"llllllSeJi ng,
This is l\'ational Dl11nc,tic Violence Awareness \\'eek . :\lnrc inti.irmation and coun,cling is a,ailablc at
l\tujcrcs Unida .... -+.~ON . 2bt. \k-\1lcn. from 9 :1. 111 . to 6 p.111 . nr call

6>0-.+878.
\Vith the right help. l'\lllpks may
m·crcomc domc,til· , iolcncc and
onl'C again "l\l\'C, honor and
respect:·

.............. .

PAUL Mll-Cl-iELL 5'{51-EMS

Simply stated. the abusive male
loses his power when the temale
decides to leave.

Don't blow it, sculpt it.
All new Paul Mitchell systems.
Free sculpture look with Perm - 20% off

·-

$peaker's Bureau boasts largest group ever
;fifteen students arc enrolled in the
university's Speakers-Program
Bureau this fall.
"This is the largest group ever,"
said Dr. George McLcmore, who
founded the bureau 10 years ago.
"Now students have to come to ask
me ahout the program instead of me
going to them."

The following is a list of the
bureaus· members and their respective topics: Mary Bolado, Traffic
Safety in Texas; Sandra L.

Rodriguez. Business and Communication Skills: Deborah Hoff,
Retirement in a New Age: D'Ann
May. Sexism: What Are We

Also. Lilia Rosales. Stress-What
Arc It's Signs'?: Jeff Winkler. Time
Management: Ed Vela. Freedom-Do We Really Want It?: Lois Day.
Media Misrepresentation of Valley
Interfaith: A Case Study: Maria Hernandez. Television and Sex Roles:
Chris Olague. Your County Extension Service and Visualization
Techniques for Success: Melissa
Pacheco, Pets, Life and Health: Darrell Calderon, Emergency Services
in Your Community.

The purpose of the bureau is thrcel<lld: to give students hands on experience using communications
skills, to provide a i;ervice to educational and professional groups in an
attempt to facilitate public awdreness
efforts, and to help facilitate the
university's community involvment.
According to McLemore, the
students and faculty invovled with the
bureau have both knowledge and expertise in their chosen topic area.
The program consists of a 15 to 20
minute presentation follc,wed by an
informal question/answer session.

.•
.••

Call for appt. 383-4421
Tues. - Fri. 9 to 5 pm
1603 W. University

Sat. 9 to 3 pm
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Students who .ioin the bureau
re1.=eive one hour of college credit in
forensics for every semester that they
participate in the program. Furtherm\lrc, the students' overall course
grade depends on how well they have
prepared their presentation, not on
the number of times their services
arc requested or how many presen:
tations they do.

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Try 'Em
You'll Love 'Em!

Most students involved with the
Speakers Bureau arc communications majors, but it is not a requirement.
'The requirments are that the
students be competent pub] ic
speakers interested in public affairs
and willing to contribute to the needs
of the community:· said Mclemore.

Teaching Our Children: Mara Wolf.
Exercise: A P.drt of Your Lite:
Marten Westberg. Sweden- 1 'land of
the Middle Way" and Training to
. Run Faster and Fanher--A European
Method: Edye Burford. Female
Entrcprenuers.

••
•
••

October Spectal
2 Enchiladas,
1 Refried Bean Pato
Spanish Rice and
a 12oz. COKE

peakers Bureau--(Front) Maria Hernandez and Dr. George Mclemore;
Row 1\vo) Edie Buford, Mara Wolf, and Lilla Rosales; (Row Three) Q:4n
ay and Melissa Pacheco; (Row Four) Lois Day and Deborah Hoff; (Ro
Five) Sandra L. Rodriguez, Marten Westberg and Darrell Calderon; (Back)
Mar Bolado.

$2.50
For faster service call
in an order 383-0725
Across from Pan Am

Eat at El Pato
VALLEYWIDE

Wln$1,000I

5 Locations - McAllen,
Mission, Harlingen,
Brownsville and Weslaco

Poetry
Contest

LRC Media Theatre
Tuesday, October 15, 1985
8:00 p.m.
Sponsored by UPB

A

$ l ,<XXl grand prize is
being offered in World of
Poetry's new poetry con-

What's in a name?

test, open to all students.
There are 100 prizes in all.
For a FREE list of rules and
prizes, write WORLD OF POETRY

2431 Stockton, Dept. CS

The new Pan Am Magazine
is looking for a name.

Sacramento, CA 15817
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Do you have a suggestion? Since we want

Minority Opportunities Committee

•

University of Texas School of Law

•

a name that fits the feelings of our readers, we

WILL BE RECRUITING
PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS
ON CAMPUS

•

are asking for your help. If you have a suggestion

DATE: October 14, 1985

write it down and take it by Student Publications

TIME: 8:30 - 12:30 P.M.

PLACE: University Center
•
•
•
•

1n Emilia Hall 100 or call 381-2541.
•

•
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Cross Country humbled in Stillwater
By Marten Westberg
and Vivien Benbow
Cross Country teams traveled to Stillwater, Okla. this weekend
in order to find the toughest competition possible. What they found,
however, exceeded all their
expectations.
P,.in American University was
there as the lonely David, challenging a dozen Goliaths at one time. Only this time David did not win. Or,

~

to put it in the words of one team
member: "we got our asses kicked,
but not all around the place".
Toya Castillo, running one of her
greatest cross country races ever, still
got "only" 49th place. Posting a
~ub-20-minute time on a very hilly
course she would have been a top
competitor in most any other collegelevel cross country meet, but not in
the "Cowboy Jamboree Invitationals."

Restaurant&, Lounge

Featuring Live fazz
Entertainment
You've tried the rest . .. Now try the best!
Happy Hour - Mon.-Fri. 4:30 to 7:00

1005 Nolana Loop

631-4561

-~
collegiate races. But in this race it
earned Marten Westberg and Doug
Erikson no more than 42nd and 44th
place.

University of Arkansas, the male

NCAA I team title holders, came
with a " better than ever before" 12
man team . University of Houston,
Kansas, Nebraska and OkJah0ma ""'
well as Ohio and Oklahoma State and
many others were there to make the
fiercest Cross Country battle in the
hemisohere that day.
The overall champion in the
women's competition was Christine
McMiken of Oklahoma State in
16:23.45, second went to Tove Lutdal of Oklahoma in 16:53.53 and
Bonnie Sons of Iowa State took third
in 16:59.05.
The men's team got equally
humbled. A sub 32-minute effort (on
a very hilly course) will win most

Individually in the men's division ,'
Joe Falcon of Arkansas ran to top
honors on 29:55.70. Second went to
Joe Metcalf of Oklahoma State in
29:59.35 and Paul Larkins also of
Oklahoma State was third in
30:10.53.
"Our freshmen found out what top
division NCAA Division I crosscountry is all about ," said Coach
Reid Harter. "We must increase our
level of aspiration and work harder
to achieve our goals."

Tennis challenges top
seeds in tourney
By Eloy Saenz

Richard Walthall and Bob
McKinley." said Young. "They are
alumnus from Trinity."
Bell and Smith defeated WalthallMcKinley, 6-3, 6-2 . The number
four seeded doubles team of S. Riza
and T. Yvavonich beat Bell and Smith
in the Semifinals, 6-2 , 6-2.
Fink and Fuller lost to the number
to see S. Works and P. Soliz in the
quarterfinals, 4-6, 7-5, 7-5.
"In singles, Rosie de la Fuente and
Chris Reetz has a good showing"
said Young.
In the women's doubles Jill Jackard
and Monica Selenzi had a good
doubles showing lossing in three sets
to C. Donovan and L. De Latt in the
quarterfinals, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2.
The doubles team of Rosie de la
Fuente and Cassie Goodell lost to L.
Wheeler an C. Elizondo 4-6, 6-3, 6-3
in the quarterfinals.

Staff Writer
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T-SltiRTS foR All occAsioNs
LOGOS, TEAM SltiRTS, LETTERiNG
TRANsfERs, CAps.

The men's and women's tennis
team went up against some of the top
seeded players at the Mcfarlin Tennis Open Tournament in San Antonio
last weekend, . ·.
"In singles play, Udo Graf had a
strong tournament and lost in the
third round to the number eight seed
in a three set singles match ." said
Coach Bryce Young.
Graf lost in the semifinals to Steve
Kennedy, 6-3, 5-7, 6-4. Rollian Fuller
got to the semifinals before bowing
out to the number five seed Neil
Adams, 6-4, 6-1.
Tony Fink lost in the semifinals to
Dan Stewart, 6-1 , 7-5. "In doubles,
the senior team of Bob Bell and
Kevin Smith had an excellent win in
defeating the top seeded team of

SANdy's T-SltiRTS

SQUARE

Sl.00 OFF ON T-SHIRTS WITH PAU ID
SANdRA RodRiGuEZ
EdiNbURCj, TX 78H9
EvA RivERA
(112) 181-1401
122

12 Th ST.

(Photo by Janie Cantu)

Using a booming serve--Bob Bell , senior from Mission Hills, Kansas,
serves the ball during practice. Bell will be playing at the Houston Fall ··
Festival with some of his teammate while the rest of the players will com- •: ·
pete at the Harlingen Rebel Day Tournament this weekend.
·•

Golfer captures 2nd at Torreon invitational tourney
By Elisandro Garza

top prospects for the upcoming golf
season.
"This should be one of our better
teams in recent years," Guerrero
said. "DiBildox will help the team
be stro~g. He is a player for the

Sports Writer

Oct. 26, 1985 • UC Ballroom
9 p.m. & MIDNIGHT
$2 .50 PAU Student W/ID
$3 General Admission
A Costume Contest At Each Showing

Jose DiBildox recently completed,
along with four other linksmen, at
the Torreon Invitational, in Torreon,
Mexcio. He captured second place in
the prestigious tournament, while
three of the other four players fmished in the top ten.
DiBildox is considered Mexico's
reigning national junior champion
and one of>Qoach Tony Guerrero's

future: ►

DiBildox, 19 years old and 6 ft.-1,
bea~s a striking resemblance to professional golfer Fred Couples. He is
long off the tee, but Guerrero considers his short irons to be the best
part of his game.
He captured the Mexican Interstate
Championship in '81, '82, and '83,
and thus earned the right to represent
Mexico in the Junior World Cham-

For now DiBildox is in stiff competition with 13 other hopefuls vy~.
ing for a spot on the golf team. Seven;:
players will qualify for the traveling_ ·•
squad and he hopes to be among · ·
them . "Qualifying is tough," he said:·•,
"but my chances are as good as
anyone else's of making the team:·:::

pionships at San Diego, CA , in the
13-15 year old division, and later in
the 15-17 division. He currently ranks
sixth in the Mexican amateur
standings.

..

DiBildox hopes to one day compete professionally and feels university golf will help him achieve his
goal.

DiBildox started playing got f nine:,,
years ago in his hometown of Tor:;;,
reon, Mex.ico.
"One day after playing squash," he _
said. " "We went out to the go!~
course. I fell in love with the game ·
and haven't stopped playing since." '
• "At this level, competition is stiff,"
he said. "Competing for the univcrs
sity will be a great learning ex~
perience for me."
The golf team will have its first '
tournament of the year this weekend
in Boerne, Tx..
:

DiBildox is a business major currently carrying a 14 hour load. He
considers a degree a very important
part of his future. "If something
should happen and I don't play professional golf, at least I will have the
degree to fall back on," he said.

Large Cheese Burger, Fries, Large Coke $2. 75
SPECIAL FOR P.A.U students and staff.

•

HENRY'S

Sports
Digest

OPEN AT 7 A.M.
Breakfast served all day.
all kinds of Taquitos
383-4019
1522 W. UNIVERSI
t.,..~...,_,..,,,,...,.....__.,...,...._.....,...__.....,...,_,.....,_...,_.......,..._....._.....,..~.,....,.....,...._......,..~
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383-9472
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LAYER CUT ........... $5.00
REGULAR HAIR CUT .. $3.00
WINGS ............... $2.00
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NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Cheerleaders
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r..,,.........,.......,...,....,...._,.....,.......,...,_..___.....,.....,...................,,...,,,..........,....,,,,,,.•...,.....,....,....,....__...i

The Chccrlcadcn, need to ri II one vacanc;
recently made open. Tryout, will be held ><K>~
to lind nnc male needed to complete the ,quad~
A hricling will he held for men intcre,tc4
in the po,ition on Sunday at 6 p.m. in th1
g.)'mna,1um.

:

J-'urthcr question, will b.: made clear at th~
meeting Sunday. and thm,c inlcrc,tcd may con!
tact Barb Kruger. chee rleader sponsor. al

631-8095.

lntramurals
Co-cd Tennis form, arc due Oct. 12 wit~ '
Coach Sam William, al 1hc Ahtletic
r
Department.
Oct. 12 i, the deadline for badminton limn,'.
The limns arc to be tu rncd in to Coach Rabk~
at the Athletic Department.
'.
In flag football action la,t Thursday, the In:
dependent, dclcated !he R.G.C. Rattler, 20-6,
while the Out Law, lost to the PCP\ 14-111;

Soccer
The Bronc, w11h a 2-1-1 record will battle
St. Mary\ again at 8 p.m. Friday to ,tart the
tournament_ at Tri_
n ity\ S1><.:ccr field . -- wc·v';,.

FORMERLY TRf;ASURE /:IILLS WOMENS CENTER

428 6242

2220 HAINE

•

SUITE 35

got some minor JnJUne, hul we ,houlu he oka}I>:
by Friday:·· Trc<luway ,ai<l.
}-

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN. CORPUS. EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

•
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I
I

BEGINNERORADVANCED-Costisaboutthe
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3,480.
P'lce includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs. ____ - ,

I

I- I
I---------------

F-8 1

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan . 30 · May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug . 29. Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED-A Program of Trinity
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EVENT.

DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRESENTS
STEPHEN KING'S SILVER BULLET · GARY BUSEY · EVERETT McGILL · COREY HAIM
MUSIC BY JAY CHATTAWAY · BASED ON THE NOVELETTE "CYCLE OF THE WEREWOLF " BY
STEPHEN KING · SCREENPLAY BY STEPHEN KING · PRODUCED BY MARTHA SCHUMACHER
R -~::;;;_· ~~-- DIRECTED BY DANIEL ATTIAS

-~_Pe,fy~_
M91!~);'.1fJ.~~.§ ff ti
Starts Friday, October 11 at a theater near you.
· ·-=- ··
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SEMESTER IN snAIN
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permanent addrtll below.

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day , four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalentto4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span) . Your Spanish studies w111 be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom . Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U .S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.

college vou anenci

HE

~~~~n•

Not~~'
e~~e
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

1

1•;

2065 Laraway Lake Drive S E F -8

I

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506

I

(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

■
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Secrets of auditions revealed
By Rose M. Herbert
Staff Writer

. Ever wonder what goes on at an
audition? Must be serious business,
eight? Reciting lines from Ibsen or
Shakespeare. Perhaps a little acapella
si-nging. Sweaty palms. Dry throats.
With a little humiliation thrown in.
After all, this is art. The "THEATAH"! One must suffer.
Well someone forgot to tell Dr.
Doug Cummins. At last week's auditions for "Tell Me A Story", Cummins led a group of about 45 people
over two consecutive nights through
games of Simon Says, Make-up-a~tory, a parade, and some improvisations. There was also an impromptu
game of football and impressions of
Eddie Albert and Eva (Oh Olivia!)
Gabor in "Green Acres". As Cummins, who is directing the play
stated, "For those of you accustomed to auditions where you sit around
reading scripts, you're in for a surprise."
Although most of the people trying out were students, there were also
a couple of housewives and a 16 yearold Edinburg High School student
who read about the auditions in the
McAllen Monitor. Upon arriving at
tlic CAS Studio theater, everyone was

asked to fill out audition forms listing
in addition to their vital statistics, any
theater or film experience, training
and special skills.
After a game of Simon Says,
("Simon says, walk like a cow.")
most everyone seemed to have lost
their self-consciousness. The group
then went through several stomping
and clapping exercises, which Cummins said were designed to "get rid
of any remaining nervousness."
Cummins then told everyone to
stand and introduce themselves
before the group.
"You see", he said, "nobody shot•
at you. You didn't die, You can get
up in front of people and talk and it
won't kill you."
Next he broke the auditioners into
small groups, giving them 10 minutes
to make up a story to present before
the group. The stories ranged from
the traditional (Wicked Witch kidnaps Teddy Bear belonging to Beautiful Princess. Handsome Knight
rescues Bear and they live happily
ever after.) to the less-than-traditional
(Boy goes into Washing MachineLand to search for his lost tennis
shoe). The stories proved so clever
and inventive that at one point Cummins laughed, "I want to keep these

for the play."
Commenting that, "The purposes
of this (next exercise) is to show that
anything can be anything; don't be
afraid to use your imaginations.",
Cummins produced a yardstick and
asked each person to improvise a
scene with it. Ideas ranged from a
nine iron to the magic wand belenging to Linda, the Good Witch of the
North in "The Wizard of Oz".
Since the play requires some singing, Cummins next asked the group
to sing "The Alphabet" several
times.
The final event was a march
around the Studio Theatre to the
music from "The Disneyland Light
Parade." Participants were told to
simply do whatever their music and
their imaginations dictated. "Be
whatever the music makes you want
to be," Cummins instructed.
The purpose of this, in addition to
discerning the inventiveness of the
auditioners, was to see which were
the most energetic. "This is the kind
of energy that will be required for
two solid hours," Cummins said. "I
don't think anyone will ever leave the
stage."
Gazing at a lanky basketball player
ambling around the room Cummins
added, "Good atheletes are often

Camp Alumni Association. Will have a bake sale in front of the LAC
~uring Activity Period.
Rodeo Club. Will have a fajita taco sale 7:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. at the
UC Circle.
ational Student Speech, Language and Hearing Association.
ill have a bake sale during Activity Period in front of the LAC.
{'Iler-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Bible study will introduce students
to t11e person of Christ and his teachings in the Men's Dorms from
7 p.m. • 8:30 p.m.
International Students Association. Will have a bake sale during
Activity Period in front of the LRC.
Philosophy Club. sponsors a guest speaker. Prof. Emeritus Ted
C! ark to speak on "Living Aesthetics : Examples of Unity Art" during Activity Period in LA 105.

JOHN COUGAR
MELLENCAMP

FRI
u Phi Epsilon. Members will present a recital with alumni's at the
FA Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

When your GRADES are not what you expect.,
consider your eyecare Professionals.
good actors and vice versa. I need
people who can keep up this kind of
energy."
"Tell Me A Story" is a collection
of children's stories written by Cummins, former student Kitty Smither,
and adapted from other sources. In
addition to directing the play, Cummins has written about eight original
songs. He calls the play "a work in
progress. That's why I need people
who are inventive. (The stories) will
continue to evolve from the cast."
It won't be finished for the Festival
or in December; maybe in the
Spring," Cummins said. "It's scary
and exciting at the same time. I don't
know what's going to happen."
The play will be performed Dec.
4-7. In addition it will be entered in
the American College Theatre
Festival on Nov. 6 and will go on tour
to Valley elementary sch0ols in the
spring.
As the auditions came to a close,
Cummins told the group, some of
whom showed up for both nights o(
tryouts, " I could cast this play a
million different ways. It is probably
the hardest play I've ever had to cast.
Each of you was wonderful. Now I
gotta go home and cast this sucker."

SAT

Optometrist

687-7238

McAllen

including:
Saving All
My Love For You

Arista

Warner Bros.

including:
Take On Me

Warner Bros.

including:
The
Temptations' Medley

or Album
STEVIE WONDER 1
In Square Circle '

.

II,.~

lnclucJmg
Parl 11me Lover

Including:
Lay II Down

LOVERBOY
n; IW II

..

-

Invasion of
Your Privacy

Atlantic

Tamla

1.11\I\. f.\t.Hl \ll\l

BARGAIN
BLITZI

including :
Lovm Every Minute Ot It

including:
What About Love

Oesltnahon Heartbreak
Steal The Thunder/Dangerous

This Could Be The Night
Too Much Too Soon

Including:
Emergency

f •t
"-

Columbia

Capitol

Special Selection of LP's•..

Delite

$J99~ '·

PAUL YOUNG

THE IICRIT Of AIIOCIATION

JOHN WAITE

MASK OF SMILES

.

((-Du
· · u n1versa
·
1·1st *
Q
n1tar1an-

and
up

IJ ■

Dream Of
The Blue Turtles

including:
Fortress Around
Your Heart

A&M

•

-~

\

Special Selection of Casseffes•••

~mm

------,s12••

Invites PAU Students, especially the Dorm,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our

· The Faith of W1ll1am Ellery Channing (1780-1842) and of Five U.S.
Presidents. including John Quincy Adams and Thomas Jefferson .

each
Cassette

RCA

Mn,~

Campus Ministry Center. Will sponsor a 99¢ luncheon and "last lecture" by Dr. Samuel Freeman titled "The Irrelevancy of Academia
to Life" during Activity Period.

Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome

$~99

Pricing good through October 23, 1985.

1Bilingual Education Student Organization. Will hold a fajita sale
during Activity Period at the LRC or Education Circle.

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS

-

-·

OR ALBUM

,: TUE

At Campus Ministry Building, 1615 W. Kuhn, across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west.

Warner Bros.

HALL & OATES UVE
AT THE APOLLO

CASSEfff

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Is having a chapel service with
guest speaker Robert De La Rosa from 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m . at
the Chapel.

ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON

Including
Money For Nolhmq

THESE fflllEE TnUS

Visiting Artist Series. Also Violinist Fredell Lack at 2:30 p.m. at the
FA Auditorium.

Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services

Brothers in Arms

Brothers In Arms

Including:
Rock 'n Roll Children

DONT "PASS" UP J"HESE SAVINGSI

Fellowship Of Hidalgo County

DIRE STRAITS

A-HA

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Will conduct an Evangelism
orkshop with guest speaker Debbie Martinez from 9 a.m. -1:30 p.m .
at UC 307.
. Intercollegiate Knights and Ladies of Camelot. Are sponsoring a
free car wash at McDonald's on North 10th from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m . Donation's accepted.

Art Club. Will have a meeting at Fine Arts Building B, Room 228,
during Activity Period . All interested students are welcome to attend .
University Program Board. Is presenting a lecture by Jerry Apodaca
on Leadership trends among Hispanic Americans from 6 p.m. - 10
·p.m. at the Media theater.

8165 South Main

Call for Appt.

' Whitney Houston

including:
Lonely 01' Night
Riva

VISIT
Dr. Ralph H. Jackson

including
Every11me You Go Away
I m Gonna Tear
Your Playhouse Down
Everylh1ng Must Change
Tomb 01 Memories
Soldier S Things

$2!9

including:
Every Step Of
The Way

Columbia

up

Great Variety -- Today's Top Artistsl
HURRY••• Ouantities Are Umltecll

EMI America

YOU "CALL l'HE PU Y" wnH BASF VIDEOCASSEffESI
Standard Chrome
4-Pack

High Grade Chrome
4-Pack

Hi-Fi High Grade
4-Pack

T-120/L-750
Reg. *27.96

T-120/L-750
Reg. 131.96

T-120 Only
Reg. *39.96

SALE

SALE

SALE

Single Tape, Reg. *7.99
SALE $
99
each

Single Tape, Reg. *9.99
SALE $
99
each

$J999
16.99

Single Tape, Reg.
SALE $~99
iiill each

s2499
6

Valle Vista Mall: 423-7321
La Plaza Mall: 682-9040

s3299
8
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Student Senate makes quorum

.

Queen, Miss ~AU
duties combined
By Mary Mendez
Staff Writer

Calgon, Take Me Awayl-MS-11 Cadet Patricia Rodriquez crosses a rope
bridge in preparation for more hazardous training. The skills Rodriguez

acquires here will be used to rappel of the Edinburg tlretcwNr and at
Camp Bullis near San Antonio.
(Photo by Janie Cantu)

Enrollment down 5 percent

Installment payments cost
students more in ~long. run
By Nora Lopez
Staff Writer
Students here may have found
some relief on the immediate shock
of higher tuition costs. but the university stands to lose thousands of
dollars by oftereing an installment
payment plan. according to Dr. Roy
Flores. vice-president of business
affairs.

"Only part of our revenue comes
from the state," said Flores. "The
other part comes from local funds,
money collected from tuition."
Addressing the state's decision to
lessen the shock of immediate higher
tuition costs to those students not on
financial aid, Flores said the state
passed the burden on to the university.

Under directives of the state legislature. Pan Am joined other state
funded universities and colleges in
September tripling tuition costs. The
effect of increased tuition rates was
felt by most universities and colleges
as student enrollment fluctuated from
the normal trend per individual
campus.

Flores said the university has lost
the opportunity to generate approximately $4 million, including interest. had the university been able
to collect the full tuition from students during registration. The $4
million figure however, was not rec
vised when the state allowed for the
installment payment plan .

Hoping to curb those decreases.
the state allowed for an installment
plan option designed to allow students who may not have had the immeditate funds to cope with the triple tuition rates to still be able to go
to school this fa!I.
While 1.300 students took advantage of the installment plan option at
PAU. Flores said last week that the
university is actuallly losing out on
the opportunity to invest the tuition
monies it would have normally collected during registration. As it
stands now. the university will not
have all tuition monies until late in
the semester. Flores said.
The amount of interest earned
from tuition monies is taken into account when figuring out the university's projected revenue for the fiscal
year. according to Flores.

"If we fall short, the students will
be the ones hurt since that money
could have been used for academic
programs." said Flores.
The concern is augmented by the
fact that the university is not set up
to act as a collection agency. adds
Flores.
As it stands this semester, the
university is conducting four registrations. one for each time a payment
is due: a procedure which ties up
personnel in various departments including the comptrollers and the
computer center. according to
Flores.
"The burden of collection has been
placed on the university...we are not
staffed for this type of operation," he
said.
Additionally. when a student pays
late or doesn't pay. there is the add-

ed expense of phone calls and letters
that have to be written in a certain
Janguag!, said Flores. If the tuition
is not ' collected or a student drops
without paying, the university will
withhold the student's transcript.
Of the 8,334 students enrolled at
PAU about 1,300 are on the installment payment plan. When the first
payment was due about three weeks
ago, only 15 percent had not paid as
of the due date.
In spite of the installment payment
option, the combined enrollment at
PAU in Edinburg and Brownsville
dropped by 689 students or about
five percent. This year's fall figures
show there are 9,611 students enrolled at the two campuses compared to
over 10,300 last year.
Bruce Erickson, public information director, says that university officials are not sure why enrollment
decreased although they do have
some theories.
The most obvious, he says, is
tuition.
"It may have been that the increase
was to~ much for some students,"
said Erickson. "We lost about half
of the foreign students and out of
state students ... I'm pretty sure tuition
was the reason."
Erickson also noted there was a
decrease in the number of returning
freshmen. Almost 400 freshmen did
not return to the university. There
was also a drop of about five percent
in new freshmen.
Other reasons cited by Erickson
for students not enrolling at PAU was
the new graduation requirements

recently implement~d as well as
stricter criteria for financial aid
eligibility.
The university, college and general
education requirements that were implemented last year require students
to take algebra, computer literacy,
foreign languages and science. The
Pre-Professional Skills Tests required
of education majors is another area
where students may have been cut
out, according to Erickson.
All of these requirements may have
discouraged some students, said
Erickson. He adds that some may
have chosen to obtain technical training at the Texas State Technical Institute in McAllen.
But Erickson says he believes that
in time enrollment will increase
again.
"I think for most of those factors
there will be a gradual adjustment in
the long term," he said. "Students
will get used to tuition increases and
find ways to cope with them."
He adds that high school students
will also be better prepared for college due to the demands of House
Bill 72. Also the number of students
graduating from Valley high schools
have continued to increase over the
years, adds Erickson.
Semester enrollment changes are
important because every two years
the State Coordinating Board takes
the total number of semester hours
students are enrolled to figure the
universities funding. The effect of
this· semester's decrease is still
undetermined.

The Student Senate approved the
temporary merger of Miss Pan
American and Bronc Homecoming
Queen until a Miss Pan American
can be chosen in the spring, at its
first quorum meeting of the year on
Friday.
Duties of the dual title holder
Homecoming Queen/Miss Pan Am
have been determined by PAUSA as
follows: will be a Goodwill Ambassador through all student and
university functions, at any community events as assigned by the
PAUSA president, ride on all floats
and preside over and attend all Pan
Am Days events.
· The Homecoming Queen will turn
over the duties of Miss Pan Am at the
Miss Pan American pageant which
takes place in April, 1986.
It was also announced at the meeting that a new bus shelter for the
campus is forthcoming.
Justino R. Garza Jr., attorney
general, informed the association
that a bus shelter will be provided for
students on the north side of University Drive. Garza, who spoke to
Robert G. Farris from the Valley
Transit Company, was referred to Eddie Lucio, owner of Rio Shelters, in
order to have someone finance the
structure. As a result, Lucio has
agreed to finance the $1,700 shelter
and is hoping it will be up within a
month as soon as negotiations have
been made with the property owners
of the shelter location.
Judy Vinson, dean of students, has
allocated the lobby of the University
Center as the official bus stop for bus
loaders.
"We are here to work for the students," Garza said. He has decided
to speak to Edward Mercer, vice president of institutional advancement,
to provide the lobby with a television
for students waiting for the bus arrival.

Polish novelist Isaac Bashevis
Singer, who won the Nobel Prize for
liter.ature in 1978, will address audiences Wednesday evening and
Thursday morning at the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $6
at the door for the Oct. 23, 8 p.m.
lecture and for the Oct. 24 presentation at Activity Period . Ticket holders are also entitled to view the motion picture "Yentl," based on a short
story by Singer. Wednesday ticket
holders may see the film at 9 a.m.,
I p.m. or 8 p.m. Those attending the
Thursday event may choose between
10:30 a.m., I p.m. or 8 p.m.
screenings.
Singer was born in Radzymin,
Poland, in 1904, the son of a rabbi.
After working as a journalist for the
Yiddish press he published his first
novel, "Satan in Goray," in 1935.
In that year he also emigrated to
the U.S. and settled in New York

Put aside negative barriers
"If we are going to do anything
with our lives. we have to come to
grips with ourselves ... said Apodaca.
"Put aside where you come from .
. . what your name is . . . ifs you
against the world ."
In 1974. at 40. Apodaca was the
first Hispanic to be elected governor
~incc 1918. His work on education
resulted in the largest financial in-

crease for public education in the
state's history and a program known
as "The People's Forum on Education."
Addressing Hispanics in the auditorium. the 1977 recipient of the
Distinguished Service Award to
Higher Education said that "We've
got to call a spade a spade . . . We
are all individuals with individual
ambitions ... there is discrimination in this country: there is
discrimination in this university:
there is discrimination in this Valley
. . . but the opportunities are there
with whatever obstacles stand in the
way."

"We've got to learn, to better
ourselves. We've got to have political
influence. We've got to be able to
elect men and women to any office
in the United States. We've got to
have economic leverage. We need to
affect decisions in corporate board
rooms. Money isn't everything, but
it helps. We've got to be able to deal
with it." said the former chairman of
Jimmy Carter's Council on Physical
Fitness and Sports.
"I don't think you can unite
Hispanics any more than you can
unite non-Hispanics. Because the
word Hispanic is all inclusive we

gather that they can be united into
one entity with one common interest," Apodaca responded to a student's question.
During a question and answer sesion Apodaca said that he feels "we
are making some big mistakes in El
Salvador and Nicaragua," that immigration problems cannot be addressed with legislation because
countries need to have equal ecnomies to stop the flow of immigrants, and that the most importaa
thing a university can do for its
students is to provide a good learning environment as a backdrop for
future experiences.

"It would look good for the
school," said Sandra Hernandez,
associate justice and TSSA coordinator. "With an opportunity of
great magnitude such as this, I would
think we should take advantage of it."
Before PAUSA can hold a convention, a bid will be presented to other •
TSSA member schools who will decide on the location of the convention.

PAUSA will also co-sponsor with
the Political Science Association a visit and lecture by former U.S. Senator Fred Harris of Oklahoma in
November.
The newly-formed PSA group will
be receiving $100 from PAUSA. Sal
Cavazos, PSA president, and
Katherine Davis, PSA adviser, had
requested $300, but the figure was
reduced because of other PAUSA
responsibilities throughout the year. ,
The student association decided
that $100 would suffice for the project since the project was originally
conceived by PSA.
The Latin American Studies
Center is also helping fund the visit
by Harris. They will contribute $250.
"I think this is a fantastic opportunity to bring someone down for on1y $300," Garza said, who was also
involved in planning the visit of
former New Mexico Governor Jerry
Apodaca.
Harris, in addition to serving in the
U.S. Senate, is now a professor and
political scientist at the University of
New Mexico, where he specializes in
Mexico relations.

N·obel winner
here next week

Former New Mexico Governor Apodaca addresses students

Jerry Apodaca. former governor of
New Mexico. addressed an audience
of about 75 Tuesday night at the LRC
Media Theater with a message of encouragement for Hispanics to strive
for individual achievement.

The Senate also decided to look into the possibility of hosting the Texas
State Student Association Convention
at South Padre Island next year.
An ad hoc committee headed by
Neal Ackerman, senator from the
College of Arts and Sciences, has
been formed to prepare a bid to
TSSA at its spring meeting.

Isaac Bashevis Singer

where he has written more that 30
novels, collections of short stories
and plays.
Singer has received numerous
literary awards, including two National Book Awards, the Louis Lamed Prize and a grant from the American Academy and Institutes of Arts
and Letters. His work has appeared
in leading magazines such as, "The
New Yorker," "Commentary," "Playboy," "Esquire," and "Partisan
Review."
The author writes in the Yiddish
language and much of his writing remains untranslated. He is fluent in
English and usually does a rough
translation and has help with idioms.
Singer comes to the university as
a guest of the Living Author Series
under the auspices of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Coordinated by Dr. Bob Dowell of
the English department, the series
has brought seven prominent authors
to the university: the novelist Larry
McMurtry, the poet and novelist
James Dickey, the playwright Edward Albee, the novelist and critic
John Gardner, the novelist Camilo
Jose Cela, the poet and novelist and
1980 Nobel Prize winner Czelaw
Milosz and poet/novelist Margaret
Atwood.
Dowell said the self-supporting
Living Author Series makes three
significant contributions to the
university.
University faculty plus scholars
nationwide contribute to festschrifts,
or commemorative publications,
consisting of interviews with the
author, essays on his or her work and
an updated bibliography. These
publications edited and produced by
the Living Author Series h.ave been
very successful and are widely
ciculated among colleges and
universities.

Q pi n iOn~--------------------------
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· Reagan action te rro ristic
The Reagan administration and the Pentagon are
euphoric over the capture of the four Palestinian
freedom fighters last Friday.
President Reagan said in a message directed at all
terrorist groups, "You can run but you can't hide."
The action of the Navy planes, which forced down
the Egyptian military plane, was applauded Friday
night by Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger as
a great military operation and a significant blow to
international terrorism.
The Palestinian commandos hijacked the Italian
• cruise ship the Achile Lauro with about 600 people
aboard. The hijackers demanded the release of 50
of the hundreds of Palestinians in Israeli jails,
threatening to blow up the vessel.
The hijackers were probably on a mission into
Israel, but their plans went foul when they were accidentally discovered by one of the crew menbers.
.. A sailor stumbled across the Palestinians while they
were cleaning their weapons.
At this point the commandos had no choice but to
seize the ship. This was evident in their inconsistent
behavior and demands. Some of the passengers later
reported that the hijackers had problems "agreeing
on anything." ✓
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, who was instrumental in arranging the release of the hostages
and the peaceful turnover of the ship to Egyptian
authorities, is rightfully furious over the U.S. action.
"Unheard of under any international law or code,"
is how he described the hijacking.
The U.S. has seriously jeopardized Mubarak's position in the Arab world and in his own nation. He had
promised safe passage out of the country for the four
P..tlestinians. None anticipated that while en route the
Egyptian plane was to be hijacked by U.S. Navy F-14
fighters from the Sixth Fleet Carrier Saratoga, and
be forced to land in Italy.
Robert Kupperman, an international terrorism expert from Georgetown University, justified the U.S.
action with a Machivelian, "There may even be times

when in saving people we will kill people."
In the face of such statements by the administration and terrorism "experts" one is tempted to pose
some questions.
If the Egyptians had refused to land in Italy, were
the Navy fighters instructed to shoot the plane down?
The Associated Press reported that the U.S. was
prepared to use force, had the Palestinians attempted to sail the ship to Beirut, Lebanon.
The second question is: where did the U.S. suddenly find the military operation that required spotting a plane in an area of heavy international air traffic? Only two weeks ago on Oct. 1 the U.S. claimed
it had not noticed a squadron of Israeli jets which
attacked the Palestinian Liberation Organization's
(PLO) headquarters outside Tunis, Tunisia, and left
it in a rabble with over 60 civilians dead.
The third question is: what affect will this have on
U.S. Involvement in future negotiations in the Middle East peace effort? As the AP Diplomatic writer
R. Gregory Mosses has recently indicated, damage
may be permanent and irreparable.
The fourth and most significant question is: Do we
fight terrorism with terrorism, for indeed the U.S.
military action is an act of terrorism and air of piracy
as well?
The Israeli's have been using the "strike back with
force" approach for decades and have proven that it
doesn't work. It's like adding gasoline to fire. Each
time terrorists have struck back with even deadlier
and bloodier reprisals.
Palestinian terrorism in the Middle East will stop
when the question of the Palestinian Homeland is
resolved, not with the use of force.
It will stop when the U.S. stops meddling in the
affairs of other nations in order to satisfy its imperialist hunger.
It will stop when Israel stops playing cowboys and
Indians with its Arab neighbors, sending F-14 fighters
anywhere it feels like in order to "protect" itself from
Arab aggression.

Letters to the Editor
•
•
•

Editor's Note: This letter was received
on Oct. 8, but could not be run in last
week's issue because of space limitalions.

And where was everyone
last Saturday?
To the Editor:

Last week I read about the administration not attending the dictation of the Shary papers. This week
'

~

the alumni association had a similar
experience of poor participation by
the university.
On Saturday evening, Oct. 5, the
alumni brought in a lecture by Rene
Enriquez, a distinguished actor from
stage, screen and television. He is
currently one of the stars on "Hill
Street Blues" and is president for the
endowment which assists Hispanics
in the Performing Arts. The lecture
was followed by a reception in the

Speer Attic-I John Speer. .

Ballroom. It was a nice event for
those who attended. We all learned
and enjoyed the evening. The sad
thing is, as usual very few students
took advantage of the opportunity to
hear this very interesting man.
I know the aluf!ll)i spent thousand
of dollars to bring importantpeople
to our campus. In most cases they arrange for the students to meet and
talk with these celebrities and at no
cost to either the student or the

.,,
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"FIGHTIWG SACK
university. It would seem that the
least we could do to show our appreciation for the efforts of our alumni to enrich campus life-is to show
up to their events. This week I ask
where were the students for the Rene
Enriquez appearance? But more importantly, where was the administration? Where were the department
heads? Where was the faculty? They
are the leadership of PAU. Can they
ask of the students what they are unwilling to give of themselves?
Monica Sanchez

'(hanks Jerry & Elvie
To the Editor

We, the Pre-Law Society, are
grateful to Dr. Jerry Polinard,
political science professor, and to
Mrs. Elvie Davis, assistant dean of

students, for their invaluable
assistance in our successful LSAT
Workshop held on Saturday, September 28, 1985.
Our advisor, Dr. Polinard voluntarily devoted himself all day to assist
the students preparing for law
school; sharing his expertise and advice to participants was deeply appreciated. The success of the LSAT
Workshop would not have been possible also without the help of Mrs.
Davis, who arranged and coordinated
the use of the facilities. She has done
a remarkable job in encouraging our
organization.
As we prepare for law school, it
is reassuring to know that we have
such fine individuals in our university. A special thanks, too, to the
other Political Science Faculty and
to the personnel at the University
Center without whom this effort
would not have been possible.
Sincerely,

Rolando Vela
President

i.Observance is outgrowth of cultur~
Each year. just after we change our
identities for Halloween night. our
, Mexican neighbors observe a holiday
perhaps even more curious. Dia de
/os Muertos (Day of the Dead) appears macabre by North American
standards. Death is taunted. yet
revered. Altars arc raised to the souls
of the dead: sugar candy skulls arc
· eaten. hearing the names of the liv. ing. Skeleton~ strung with fireworks
c,plode into a reminder of the omnipresence. even necessity. of death
and. as Octavio Paz interprets. the
lleeting nature of human lite.
In contrast to the Mexican conception of lite and death expressed in the.
: Day of the Dead. North American
technology and prosperity contribute
, to a denial of the insignificance of
lite. a denial of death itself.
The culture and the land of Mid~ die America may be spoken of as a
unified whole. The Middle Ameri• can finds himself in a living legacy
• of authoritarianism. cruelty of the
, !!Ods and revolutions of the earth.
:· A. nthropologist Eric Wolf defines the
, indigenous and the mestizo as .. sons
: of the shaking earth:· alluding to the
0

precarious stability of Mother Earth,
with her rumblings and life-swallowing chasms to her fire-spewing
mountains, but also, in his definition,
alluding to the tight-rope stability of
traditional centralized authoritarianism and to the rumblings of discontent from the children of the land.
The art, folk songs, jokes and literature of the region are preoccupied
with ubiquitous death and the downtrodden. Recently, macabre jokes
were invented in Mexico City after
the tragic earthquake, for example,
.. Why do Mexicans sleep with bones
in their mouths? So that the dogs can
find them easier next time."
Historically, the relationship is
more than just literary or humorous.
It is political. Nicaragua's 1m earthquake and the corruption that followed was the ruin of the despotic
Somoza regime.
The fault lines between deference
and revolt. between nature's nurture
and destruction. between life and
death are visible across Mexico and
Central America today. Those who
monopolize land and power are once :
again being shown that their control,

is as·transistory as the stability of the
land that they occupy.
On November 2 a culture will
make an attempt at interpreting the
guarantee of death and the reality of
life.
As has become customary, Xochil
Art Institute in Mission will house
an exhibit of Dia de Los Muertos
altars. Founder and resident artist
Enrique C. Flores has in recent
years created an altar to the memory
of Frida Kahlo, whose husband was
Mexican artist Diego Rivera. Valley
residents erect shrines to curandero
Don Pedro Jamarillo and to family
members. The designs range from
simple to baroque, usually incorporating personal items that the
deceased loved, such as his favorite
cigars, her favorite books, along with
candles, flowers and food for the
journey.
For the third consecutive year a
space will be reserved at the institute
for Valley Central American solidarity groups. This year the ecumenical
and community-based organizations
plan to feature dual altars; one will
be dedicated to Central American-

martyrs, soldiers, rebels and innocents that have met death at the
hands of death squads and repression
in recent tumultuous times. The twin
altar will remember Mexico's earthquake victims.
Those statements seem particulary
appropriate at this time. The living
can remember and rededicate themselves to reaffirming life even as they
revere death.
Go and see the candles lit on opening night, November 2 at 8 p.m ..
Last year I began to approach an
understanding of the holiday, if such
an understanding is approachable by
a yankee. However, I had an experience that I dare not attempt to
describe here, an experience
somewhere out there in the realm of
revelations, hallucinations and other
spiritual flights.
Stop at the BARCA/VITCA exhibit. Think of our own tacit compliance with tyranny in Central
America. Think of our own deaths.
The altar probably won't be in the
tradition of the great Mexican artists,
but it may offer a message more
sublime than even its creators fully
realize.

Pre-Law Society
Editor's Note: This letter was received on Oct. 7, but could not be run in
last week's issue because of space
limitations.
This will also be the last letter we
print on the subject of South Africa for
the time being. We appreciate all the
leters we have received on the South
Afrcia subject, but feel it is time for
a few new subjects to appear in this
column.
To the

Editor:

First of all, thanks to those who
responded to my letter, it is nice t_o
see people willing to express their
opinions.
The majority of you generally
missed the point of my letter. I am
against apartheid. I think it is about
time the South African government
started doing something about this
policy, which they are, although our
media makes those changes back
page news. But when I put
Afghanistan and South Africa

•

A merchant tells the fate of
another village: ''All of our innocent people were unarmed.
Some were thrown alive into
wells and buried under the mud
. . . some put under tanks alive
and the tanks crushed them . .
. some were thrown from air
planes ... some oombed by jet
fighters. . ."
• A Soviet deserter explains the
Red Army's strategy: "We were
ordered by our officers that
when we attack a village, not
one person must be left alive to
tell the tale . . . we didn't kill
women and children with bullets. We locked them in a room
and threw in grenades. If we
refused to carry out these
orders, we got it in the neck
ourselves."
• Refugees told of a boy who was
playing with a roµghly-made
wooden gun in front of some
soldiers: ''A Russian seized the
boy. Another (Russian) took a
sickle from a villager and with
a powerful and quick movement
he cut open the boy's throat and
threw the sickle away."
• More witnesses tell of electric
shock torture, of being forced to
stand in chemically treated water
that removes the skin, of being
hung upside-down for hours, of
hands and legs being smashed
and other atrocities.
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!Education of an American family
Dallas Cowboy fumbles/touchdowns.
crayon renditions of the solar system.
Lego dragons. and unexpected outof-town guests. Exceptions were
seduction by my husband and profuse
bleeding by any member of the immediate family. As a result. my
children threatened me with divorce
proceedings if my husband. their
father. did not cease and desist in his
liberal use of garlic on their scrambled eggs.
Formerly. my children adhered to
my ~tandards of cleanliness which
were loosly based upon the teachings
of Dr. Benjamin Spock and my
mother. Daily baths and immaculate
clothing from the skin out were the
order of the day. Furthermore. I
bleached . blued. pre-washed. presoaked. and softened the inevitable
mound~ of laundry as quickly as they

together in my letter, I was saying
"that I don't want South Africa to
become like Afghanistan.
If you think arresting children is
violating human rights, consider the
following violations which were
reported in a 200-page information
booklet published by the Helsinki.
Watch Committee:
• An Afghan doctor describes the
Soviet troops arresting 40 people in a village attack: "They
tied them up and piled them like
wood, then poured gasoline over
them and burned them alive ..

page 3.

34th Year

The decision to attend the univer: ~ity was not mine alone to make. It
- irwolwd many nmtcrences with hus- hand and children to determine if my
_ acquiring a degree would be worth
the massive effort and personal
• sacrifo.:e required by the four year
• nnnmitment. Their major nmcern.
• was could I. wile and mother. maintain ..our"· familial status quo. I continually reassured them I would do
• the impossihle. Little did they know
"impossible .. meant changing their
attitudes and concepts of family lite
as they knew it.
I unequirnkally established fixed
rule~ regarding my study habits. I
~tood in front of the tcle,·ision and
announced that I was officially stud~ ing and could not be disturbed
under an~ circumstances. These circumstances mcluded starYation .

II

appeared. However, my devotion to
study drastically altered my children's commitment to personal hygiene and my husband's total ignorance of the actual purpose of our
(my) washer and dryer.
While I was at the library, my husband. Malcom. observed what he
thought was modem sculpture in the
corner of our daughter's room . Upon
closer inspection. he realized with
horror that it was the same pair of
blue jeans Annie had worn all week
to school. Cautiously. he backed out
of her room. closed the door, and
made immediate funeral arrangments
for those jeans. At that time, he did
not consider use of the washer and
dryer as a viable alternative to purchasing a new pair of jeans.
However. Malcom's erudition in the
field of laundry suddenly developed

a few days later.
To save time as they dressed for
school, the twins started sleeping in
their socks. Unfortunately, socks do
not come marked with the day of the
week as do their sister's panties.
When the socks they put on Monday
emanated a strange odor on Thursday, Malcom became intimately acquainted with the washer and dryer
and Dr. Benjamin Spock's theorie·
on cleanliness .
Besides a taste for garlic, my family has obtained a new independence.
They no longer wait for me to wash
that favorite shirt, they do it
themselves. My children have
discovered that their father can kiss
a hurt all better. My husband found
out he has some wonderful children
who really do need him. This was no
surprise to me. I knew it affthe time.

Porfirio Villarreal
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No, this is not from a textbook, Ms.
Hall, these excerpts from the booklet
were re.corded by Bob Livingston, a
member of Congress. Definitely the
South Africa of now cannot compare
to Afghanistan with their millions of
refugees, who are also, by the way,
extremely limited in their flight,
since overcrowded Pakistan is the only one accepting the flood.

Mr. Garcia's 77 % opinion survef
; , is rather Jacking in sources, but he
ColdEsT
= is weJI versed in liberal, left-wing
(You called me right-wing!) rhetoric.
SNACk
BHR IN TowN!
Has
he heard of these facts? The
=·, foJlowing
=
are taken from the "World
§' Affairs Review", by AJJen Keyte.
ii • Only2.9% ofalljobcategories
in South Africa are still reservDRiVE·TkRU
ed for whites.
2119 SouTlt 281 ; ;
• Black's income in South Africa
(NEXT TO WHATABURCER) 5
are 2 to 5 times higher than
1s1-1191
EdiNbURG, TEX.\S
those elsewhere in Africa.
MW
■1•1111111rr-•nsrrn
mnrn111111■111 n•11111msrwm1■Ni~ • From 1979 to 1982, the real income in a typical (Soweto) black
Large Cheese Burger, Fries, Large Coke $2. 75
township increased by 50%.
•
350,000 non-South Africa
SPECIAL FOR P.A.U. students and staff.
blacks are working in South
Africa illegally on whose income millions of Africans are
HENRY'S
dependent for their livelihoods.
What do these statistics tell us? That
OPEN AT 7 A.M.
despite the imperfections, the blacks
Breakfast served all day.
in South Africa have the highest standard of living on the continent and
all kinds of Taquitos
that many who live outside South
1522 w. UNJIU1'DC,1''1'V
383-4019
Africa wouldn't mind working there.
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Those who say it's completely
p·reposterous ··_that the us will suffer if South Africa becomes communist need to know these facts: 1)
90 % of our imported oil comes
around the Cape of Good Hope on
the Southern tip of Africa. 2) South
Africa gold mines produce 71 % of
the western world's output, while its
diamond mines produce the greatest
share by value in the world. 3) An
October, 1982 US Senate report entitled US Mineral Dependence on
South Africa, stated that the
"United States is almost completely
dependent on imports from South
Africa of chronium, manganese, and
platinum, either in the forms or ore
or ferroalloys. A major disruption in
the supply of these minerals would
have a disastr~us_ i.!11pact on oil refining and the production of a .¥ariery
of specialty steels needed in such industries as aerospace and machine
tools." Not to mention cars,
refrigerators . . .
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Now on to my responses; if Mr.
Asanga knows US history so well,
he'd know that it was English fighting
(with a few French mercenaries)
against the English crown during our
revolution, not a hodgepodge of
cultures. Benjamin Franklin once
said, "The Colonies would gladly
have borne the little tax on tea and
other matters had it not been that
England took away from the Colonies their money, which created
unemployment and dissatisfaction."
Also, Communism did not exist as
a doctrine or as governamental policy
in the 18th century. The US certainly isn't utopia, but it isn't heJI on
earth either. If Mr. Asanga believes
that true freedom is being able to do
whatever an individual wants,
regardless or laws or of who he
harms, then he has missed the whole
point of what our God-fearing
"revolutionaries" fought for. Why
doesn't he analyze the "freedoms" in
the USSR, instead of harping on our
problems? I'm sorry he and the other
Cameroonian students were offended by my first letter, I didn't write it
to pick on their country. Oh, there
is one thing: although Puerto Rico's
representative doesn't vote in congress, as well as his countrymen, the
Puerto Ricans also don't pay income
tax! The US pours millions into their
economy, and the Puerto Ricans
themselves have vetoed time and
again Congressional referendums
giving them their chance for
statehood.
Now, Ms. Hall, I said that the
2000 (not 3000, that was the
newspaper's typographical error)
tribes are different from each other
in culture, languages, and traditions;
the one element they share is
animosity towards rival tribes, dating
centuries back. Per~aps my 100 years
statement was vague, but I was saying than even in a hundred years,
since the Civil War period, gradual
reforms in US domestic policy and
radical changes in people's outlook
haven't totally overcome racial prejudices, as the Rev. Jesse Jackson
keeps saying. So how can we expect
South Africa to change instantly?
Zimbabwe and Ms. Hall's "revolutionary chaos, then stability" statement would take another whole letter, since that tragedy there cannot
be passed off in a few light sentences.
But you were presuming that I was
white. It doesn't matter if I am
White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, or
otherwise, we are all Americans and
we should put America first! Why
can't we and our media leave South
Africa to solve her own problems
and instead tend to our numerous
troubles at home. We said that about
Vietnam, it's amazing how things
change.

Sylvia Benbow
Don't cheat a cheating expert . . .
Stanford University's "largest
single Honor Code investigation"
ever is probing 23 students who
allegedly cheated on an introductory
psych final last spring.
The 744-student class was taught
by Prof. Philip Zimbardo, who has
done nationally-recognized research
into why people cheat. (CPS)

News Briefs
Installments due tomorrow
Tomorrow is the due date for the
next installment payment for students
paying their tuition and fees under
the installment plan. Payments for
students on the Brownsville campus
are due today.
Payment at the Edinburg campus
an be made at the Student Services

Building Room 115 from 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Late payments are to be
made at the Paying and Collections
Office in the Administration
Building.
Late payment fees are $5, and
withdrawal/reinstatement fee is $25.

English offers creative writing
A Creative Writing course,
English 4322, is being offered by the
English department for the spring
semester. The course offers workshop practice in the writing of poetry,
short stories, imaginative essays, and
other creative forms.
The instructor for the course will
be Seth Wade, whose poems and
other writings appear regularly in
literary magazines throughout the
country.
The class is open to any student,
regardless of his or her major, who
wants to do imaginative writing. The
prerequisite for the course is twelve
hours of English or permission of the
instructor. To obtain permission,

students who have not completed
twelve hours of English should take
samples of their writing to Wade in
CAS 230.
Students in the course are encouraged to submit their best work
for publication in magazines, and are
advised how and where to send their
writing. Over the years, many of
Wade's students have been published.
The course, Wade said, gives interested students an opportunity to
explore the possibilities of creative
writing as a vocation or as a hobby.
He said it can also prove helpful to
prospective English teachers who
may be caJled upon to teach creative
writing in their classes.

PSA hosts higher ed. forum ·
Newly formed Political Science
Association will host a forum titled
"Higher Education in South Texas
and Pan American University."
Representatives Juan Hinojosa and
Alex Moreno will be joined by Sen.
Hector Uribe next Thursday at Activity Period in the LA Auditorium.

PSA kicks off the year with this
event to be followed by a lecture by
former presidential candidate and
senator Fred Harris.
Next week's forum on education
will be moderated by Dr. Jose Hinojosa of the political science
department.

Workshop scheduled for nurses
A legal workshop in the form of
a mock trial of a nurse in a malpractice case will be presented at the
Media Theater Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
The presentation, sponsored by
District 26 Texas Nurses Association, will emphasize the importance
of defensible assessment and documentation in nursing practice, and
the role of the nurse as an expert
witness.
Registration will be the day of the
trial from 8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. Fees
are: $5 for students, $20 for members of Texas Nurses Association,
and $25 for non-members.

Local Registered Nurses portraying roles in the presentation will be
Andrea Lerma and Roldolfo Gonzalez as expert witnesses, and
Marina Jacobson as the defendant.
Local attorneys participating in the
workshop are Richard C. Smith as attorney for the plaintiff, George
Almaraz as attorney for the defendant, and Preston Henrichson as
moderator. District Judge of the 92nd
Judicial District, Homer Salinas will
hear the case. Dr. James S. Reitman
will portray the Emergency Room
doctor and drama student Bridgette
Ivory will ap~ar as the mother of the
deceased child.

Foundation sets goal
The university and the UniversityFoundation passed their fundraisingl
goal of $1 million for the last fiscall
year and set a goal of $1.1 million for
the current year.
T. Edward Mercer, vice president
for institutional advancement, said
the university and foundation received a total of $1,086,000 in gifts and
grants from the private sector in FY
85.
"That total includes several large
corporate and foundation grants for
specific purposes, such as scholarship endowments and new program
development, and $65,000 in
unr\!stricted cash gifts," Mercer said.•
The foundation was created three

years ago as a legally seperate entity
from the university to raise, manage,
and invest funds for the benefit of the
university, Mercer said.
At their last meeting, the trustees
of the foundation elected Bill Ellis,
a McAllen attorney, as chairman of
the board.
He succeeds Fausto Yturria, Jr., of
Brownsville, who was one of the
three founders of the Foundation,
along with Vic Neuhaus of Houston
and Margaret McAllen of Weslaco,
in 1982.
Other officers of the board recently
elected are Jim Bexley of McAllen ,
vice chair, and Ann Dunkin of Harlingen, secretary/treasurer.
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H·BJ Study Guides are Your Key to
Success On Major Exams
•
•
•
•

full-length practice exams
detailed explanations of answers
step-by-step test-taking strategies
scoring charts

Test Preparation Guides Available for:
• GAE
• GMAT

• MCAT
• MAT

Available from:

0

• LSAT

• NTE

• CLEP

• TOEFL

• NCLEX·PN
• NCLEX·RN

university Bookstore

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

*
*
*
*
*

Oct. 26, 1985 • UC Ballroom
9 p.m. & MIDNIGHT
$2.50 PAU Student W/1 D
$3 General Admission
"'
* A Costume Contest At Each Showing
*
Advance tickets available
*
at U.C. 205.
*..,

*

• •

* * *
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TDISCOUNT-iiAfRCOOETl Phi Sigs p~rty to . .
What, Where
I::· 1021 E. UNIVERSITY 383_9472 II reduce national def1c1t t--:1==H-=-=u-=---------------------~
and When
l
~
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J ..
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PERM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.00
STYLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
LAYER CUT . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00
REGULAR HAIR CUT .. $3.00
WINGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00

J
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r
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NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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BRONCS, WE WANT YOU!
El Bosque Apts.
All The Comfort of Home, Plus

s49

• 2 Sparkling Pools
• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts

(MOVE IN)

1

• Cabana - BBQ Pits for Parties

• 1, 2, & 3 Br's, spacious floorplans

Month
Free

BENNY'S
316 E. UNIVERSITY DR.
Edinburg, Tx. 78539

i_

"Your actions exemplify the spirit
of responsibility and public service
this nation needs," wrote President
Reagan in a letter to Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity after receiving a check
for $258.37 earmarked for the reduction of the federal debt.
The Phi Sigs held a "Deficit Reducing Party" on election night 1984
to " boost morale and get college students involved in the election," said
Bob Miley, former Phi Sig president.
If anyone's morale was boosted , it
was President Reagan's, he wrote,
"you've given me a real lift."
In his thank-you letter, President
Reagan added that the answer to the
economic well-being of every American citizen "does not lie in increasing the burden of the American taxpayer."
"Instead, we must reduce government spending and eliminate federal
programs when they no longer serve
a useful purpose--despite pressure
from special interest groups," the
president said.

LEVI'S
501 JEANS
Reg. $24.95
NOW $19.95

LEE JEANS
Reg. $23.95
NOW $18.95

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION children's missions, Bible story, recreation, and craft from 4 p.m.- 5 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION bake sale 8:30 a.m. 3 p.m . outside the LRC.
UNITED METHODIST CAMPUS MINISTRY. informal Bible study, fun,
fellowship, and spiritual growth, during Activity Period in UC 305.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY music practice for weekly mass,

from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. at Campus Ministry Center.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. will hold Bible study to
introduce student's to the person of Christ and his teachings, in the
Men's Dorms third floor lobby, 7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m .
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will hold a prayer

meeting during Activity Period in the Chapel.
DELTA ZETA SORORITY will have a fund-raising sandwich sale from

9:10 a.m. - 1:15 p.m. in front of LAC.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI will present speaker Robert Ruiz to inform
students of job opportunities in the state comptroller's office during
Activity Period in BA 110.

Rally addresses
refugee rights
Organizers for a National Day of
Justice march and rally Saturday are
busy this week informing university
students about the details of the
Cameron County event .
Members of Student Border Association for Refugees from Central
American (BARCA) set up tables and
passed out flyers to students interested in attending the 1:30 p.m.
rally that will address the plight of
refugees.
The rally, with four slated speakers, will be beside the Immigration
and Naturalization Service detention
center near Bayview and Los Fresnos. The site was chosen for its symbolic importance.
One planner for the gathering, Dr.
Samuel Freeman of the political
science department, said the demonstration has four main focus points.
"We want to remember the contribution that immigrants have ~de -to
the nation. We are all immigrants
and, all too often, that is forgotten .
We will present before the public not
only the rights of immigrants and

383-5801

'The presid~nt also told the frate~~lty tha~ th~1r efforts renew~d his
dete~mmauon to fight ~nd give the
American taxpayer a fair shake."
The check was presented to presidential aid Doug McClour by Phi
Sig alumni Jack Wolfe, province
president; Steve Reynolds, district
governor; and Jack Arnold, current
chapter president, during the fraternity's national convention in Washington D.C. this summer.
More than 50 guests attended the
non-partisan party Nov. 4. The
fraternity house, located in Edinburg,
was decorated with "political campaign paraphernalia for the
Democrats and Republicans," said
Miley, Phi Sig vice-president.
"We also had three TVs on mo-·
nitoring the returns on all three networks, a map of the U.S. was on the
wall and every time a state return
came in, we posted the results on it,"
said Miley.

ART ewe MEETING today during activity period, FB room 228. All
those interested are welcome to attend.

refugees, but the_ problems that they
~re confronted with.
a_re addressmg the p~oblems of 1!11m1gra_nts and
refugees m general with special c_on;_
cern f~r ~ose from Ce~t~ America.
Part1c1pants are add1uonally conce~ed_with th~ rewriting of U.S. i_mmigr~tion pohcy,_ stro?gly opposing
the Simpson/R~mo b1~l bt:fore Congress._ U.S. fore1g~ ~hey m Central
America and condttJons at the detention center are further focus points,
Freeman said.
Speakers at the rally will be County Judge Moises Vela; the Rev. de la
Tejeda of the San Pablo Lutheran
Church on the plight of the undocumented; Immigration Attorney Lisa
Brodyaga will speak on U.S. foreign
policy; and Alberto Garcia of the
American Civil Liberties Union will
give .,an analysis of the Simpson/Rodino bill.
Locally, participating organizations include: Proyecto Libertad,
Valley Interreligious Task Force on
Central America, BARCA, Student
BARCA, United Farm WorkersAFL-CIO and the Committee for the
Defense of the Undocumente3.
Transportation for interested
students will be provided. Anyone

"!le

FRI
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold an Evangelism training and $1
sandwich lunch from 11:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. at the Baptist Student
Center.

TUES
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will meet with members to discuss club
activities during Activity Period in UC 307A.
TEXAS ASSOCIATION OF CHICANOS IN HIGHER EDUCATION will

hold their first general meeting at 1 p.m. in LA 113.

WED
FIN~NCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION will set up a recruitment
table in the BA hallway to acquaint students with FMA from 7:45 a.m .
- 1:30 p.m.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI will hold a taco and bake sale in front LAC from

8 a.m. - 1 .m.
with a car or anyo~e that needs a ride
should call Freeman at 381-3346.
Marchers will gather at the grassy
field at the intersection of Highway
510 and Buena Vista Road at I p.m.
Saturday. The procession will lead to
the Cameron County Airport next to
the INS Processing Center.

Classifieds
Automobiles
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8300-A

Wanted by Omaha All Ris
FARMERS OR FARM WIVES in

HAIR MASTERS
10% DISCOUNT WITH PAU I.D.

'-

terested in selling crop insurance. Sup
plement your fann income and help you
neighbor at the same time. For informa
tion call 1-800/763-2323.

Sales Opportunity

J

3 Hair Stylists

EARN MONEY. Campus organiza-

ROSA

2002 W. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TEXAS

OLGA

-=~l~i:~:;~·
t'

"'

383-9133

SANDRA

tions or individuals can earn money
selling love poem posters on consignment. Call Juan: 787-0848.

For Sale

~

BLACK ONKYO CASSETIE DECK

brand new silver Pioneer Equaliz.er. Only
serious inquiries. Call 380-9201.

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER
2220 HAINE

428-6242

SUITE 35

" LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FAL&.$

Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter.
There is a 10 word minimum. DeadliJ)e is Friday Noon prior to publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American, Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads
must be paid in advance.
For display advertising rates call
381-2545 or 381-2541.

WHAT IS THE BRONC CADET CORPS?
The BRONC CADET CORPS is ... ACTIVE
We're serious about our studies. But all
students need to be well rounded too. Besides
our diverse labs and classes, we put on a Cration banquet, celebrate the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin, host a JROTC Day of fun
events, tour military installations, conduct Color Guard ceremonies, visit Valley high schools
to brief on our program, usher at basketball
games, and judge parades and drill meets.
There are parties, picnics and dances. And
we close out each semester with our awards
ceremony.
What does it take to join ...

The BRONC CADET CORPS?
An active spirit of ...
• Friendship
• Adventure
• Regard for the future

1

FQ,1c-tflore information Stop by the Dept. of
-MIiitary Science at Southwick Hall, #35,
381-3600.

TAKE ROTC AND JOIN THE BRONC CADET CORPS

nEl¾RTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE
15121 181-lb<KI
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Basketball begins practice
Height advantage to aid team
Added height may keep the Bronc
basketball team an inch ahead of
their opponents in rebounding, inside
-.coring and defense this season.
Practice begins this week as
Broncs prepare for their 28-game
schedule beginning Nov. 23 with a
Homecoming game here against
Texas Lutheran .
Three big men--5-foot-ll-inch
Willie James and two 6-foot-9-inch
players, Charles (Junior) Ray and
Anthony White--along with four

others have been recruited by Coach
Lon Kruger.
In addition to these giants, the
Broncs have gained two experienced players from junior colleges,
6-foot-5-inch James Irvin and
6-foot-4-inch Joe Johnson .
Showing promise are freshman
recruits 6-foot-3-inch Alex Ramos
and 6-foot-6-inch Fabio de Almeida.
Veterans include 6-foot-7-inch
sophomore Roy Swift and four oflast
season's top six scorers. These are:

"This season looks great but
scary.. .we've only previously played
four of the teams we are scheduled
to play and this is our first year in
NCAA," Coach John McDowell
said.
The Lady Broncs were formerly
associated with NAIA.
Returnees include senior Sofia
DeAlva of McAllen who is one of the

nation's top three free-throwers with
a 91.5 percentage.
Also returning is senior Becky
Dube of McAllen who is the nation's
leading scorer with an average of
28.5 points per game.
Six-foot Rachel Juarez, ranked
ninth in rebounds nationwide, will
also be playing for the Lady Broncs
this season.
Also returning are first-year lettermen Martha Lopez, sophomore,
Edcouch; Melba Muniz, junior, San
Juan and Maribel Silva, Pharr.
Six new players who have been
added to the roster "stack-up
wonderfully," said Coach McDowell.

seniors, 6-foot-5-inch Tom Fiepke
and 6-foot Micheal Anderson plus
two 6-foot-4-inch sophomores, Kevin
Johnson and Danl Williams.
Two 6-foot junior guards also
returning are Arturo Castillo and
Tyrone Scott. Scott was sidelined
after fracturing an ankle last season;
however, he has fully recovered.
Pan Am plays 15 home games ana
13 on the road.
Assisting Kruger are coaches John .
McDowell, Greg Grensing, and
Kevin Wall

In preparing for the "Bobcat Invitationals" this Friday at Southwest
Texas University in San Marcos it
seems that PAU cross country Coach
Reid Harter wanted to toughen his
freshmen a little extra--he sent them
off alone to compete at the University of Texas Invitationals at
Georgetown last week while the upperclassmen stayed at home.
Alone and having placed 11th out
of 15 tea, 1s the week before, the
rookie~ 'expectations were low. But
these freshmen were hungry for
revenge and they shouldered this
responsibility surprisingly well.

Not even a weeklong bout with the
flu could stop Nancy Mireles from
scoring one of the best Pan American
placings in the female division for
many years. Posting a time of 13
minutes and eleven seconds over the
5000 meter course she placed 25th,
and pulled Norma Salazar with her
under the 20-minute barrier.
In the men's division Robert Barron led the way in 29th place, in a
field featuring some African world
class runners as well as American
national class runners. But even more
promising for races to come was the
fact that both Ramon Garza and Lalo
Pereida, second and third man on the
team, were within half a minute after
Barron.

Netters play stiff competition
Players from both the men's and
women's tennis teams played individually, rather than in team competition , last weekend at the Houston
. Fall Festival Open Tournament.
Veteran player Kevin Smith deteated the number five seed Michael
Sicckman 6-1. 6-1 in the second
round after having a bye in the first.
In the third round Smith lost to the
numhcr two seed Ross Persons 6-4,
6-4.
Persons eliminated Eddie Rodriguez 6-1 and a close 7-6 to advance
to the next round against Smith.
In the first round, Udo Graf lost
the first set 1-6 to the number four
seed Don Tomasco, who controlled
the hall throughout the set. In the sernnd set Graf won 6-4 by putting
pace on the ball and trying to get his
opponent out of rhythm. Down 4-1
in the third set. Graf became aggressive and hung in to win 6-4.
Graf won in the second round 6-3.
7-5 against Hillary Mack and advanced to the third round before being
eliminated hy Jay Bolus from San
Antonio in three sets. 4-6. 6-2. 6-2.
In men\ doubles. Tony Fink and
Roilan Fuller defeated Bartels and
Spcechlcy 6-3. 6-3 in the first round.
In the second round Fink and Fuller
eliminated Ballard and Wheatley 7-6.
o-.i and in the third round they lost .

to the number three , seed doubles
team of Hoffman and Richards 6-3,
7-6.
Bob Bell and Kevin Smith defeated
Folse and Mertz 6-2, 6-0 in the first
round then beat the team of Lacy and
Albro 6-3, 6-2 in the second. The
number four seed team of Farrell and
Arnold eliminated Bell and Smith in
the third round 6-4, 6-4.
. In women's singles, Jill Jackard
beat Kristin Eichelberger from the
University of Southwestern Louisiana, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4.
"This open tournament helped us
get prepared for the spring." said
Jackard. "It showed us what we're
going to be playing against."
Jackard lost to Cathy Nutt from
Texas A&M in the second round 6-4,
6-4.
Monica Silenzi defeated Megan
Tanner from Rice. 6-1. 6-0 after having a bye in the first round. Silenzi
lost to the number eight seed, Brenda Niemeyer 6-0. 6-2.
After a bye in the first round,
Cassie Goodell was defeated by
Laura Liong from Texas A&M 6-3.
6-4.

&.

The number one recruit is 6-feet1-inch tall, Bridgette Ivory of Detroit.
Edinburg High School has provided four members for the Lady
Broncs; they are: Alicia Cavazos,
Dora Gonzalez, Melissa Gonzalez
and Magdalena Gonzalez.
Walk-on Elva Garcia of Laredo
will also be playing without a
~ scholarship.
The Ladies will play 27 games all
across Texas, in Louisiana and New
Mexico. Their season opens with a
game against Texas A&M in
Kingsville, Friday Nov. 22 at 7 p.m.

"They may be freshmen, but you
really can't call them rookies
anymore," said Fortino Gonzales,
junior, about their strong showing.
Robert Barron was no more than
1:46 behind international star runner
Joseph Chelelgo of Kenya; and only
1:21 after equally famous Patrick
Sang in third. Both these Africans
represent University of Texas which
swept both men's and women's team
competition in a very impressive
way.
UT's men took first, second and
third places for a total team score of
17. UT's women had Liz Natale in
first place (17, 15 minutes), and Anne
Schweitzer in third, half a mrnute
behind.

Soccer
takes on
Houston
Baptist
Upsetting Houston Baptist, rated
one of the top three strongest teams
in the state, will be the goal of the
soccer team (4-1-2) as they play in
Houston Saturday at 2 p.m.
Before this game, the Broncs will
take on the Texas Southern Tigers
·
Friday at 6 p.m.
Texas Southern has competed in
the NAIA play-offs several times,,
said Coach Reggie Tn:daway.
"We play them every year... sometimes we win and sometimes
they win," he said.
"In the coaching profession we try
not to look too far ahead ...we play
one game at a time," Tredaway said.

phone for an appointment

Cheerleaders

Walk-Ins Welcome

The cheerleading squad is currently looking for one male cheerleader. Interested person may stop by during practice and speak 10
Barbara Kruger, cheerleading sponsor. Pracrices are: Tuesdays and Thursday during activity period, and ~unday between 6-8 p.m.
in the Gym. A 1ryou1 date has not been set but
tryours will probably take place in the next 2
weeks. For more information, Kruger may be
contacted at 631-8095.

Bobby Falcon
Joe Falcon
Omar Falcon

Annabelle Garcia
Norma Deleon

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

The Spot Burger No. ,1
(Where our food hits the SPOT!)
Our specialities a.re the uncompa.ra.ble
Spotburger, Chicken, Fish, and Shrimp. :-..
Call in your orders at

Golf
The golf team ried for first place at the St.
Mary's Intercollegiate Invitational in San Antonio this past weekend. bur lost the liebreaker
to Mary-Harden Baylor. and settled for second
place. Borh teams shot scores of 601.
Individually Mike Brisky took second place
with a score of 147. Lars Tamen fourth with
a 150, and Berti I Marje sixrh with a,151. Also
competing for rhe Broncs were Rod Kereluik
and Dean Shaughnessy.

3&3-9093
J19 E. _CANO (NEXT TO EdiNbtJRG Public LibRARY)

Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music -

lntramurals
Singles play for rhe Inrramural Badminton
Tournament begins roday during activity
period at the PE tennis couns. For more information contact Dr. Mary Rabke at
381-3503.
The ··superbowl of Jntramurals"" will be
held today to decide the intramural flag-football
champions. The final two teams competing
were the "No Names·· and the Dorm Crew
of the men·s residence hall.

and NOT-BAD Sandwiches

Wednesday

.50¢ Drinks for
Ladles

The Only Superwell in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!

Volleyball
Coming back from a week of rest, the Lady
Broncs will partcipate in the Bobcat Classic
at Southwe~t Texas State University in San
Marcos this weekend. The Ladies currenrly
hold a 7-8 record.

Cross country rookies hang tough
By Marten Westberg

BARBER

HAIRSTYLING

Season promising for Ladies
If a powerhouse of veterans and a
roster of promising newcomers translates into action then this season
holds promise for Lady Broncs as
they begin practice for their first year
in NCAA.

~··

aoffiii•

Sports
Digest

1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

Water Polo
Those interested in playing on a water polo
team may auend a meering Today during Activity Period by the fountain in the PE Complex. Gonzo Quezada may also be contacted
afrer 4 p. m. at 682-5627 or 682-7530.
Seven people have already signed-up for rhe
team but Quezada hopes to gel 14 more. The
teams are co-ed. Practice will begin as soon
as enough people are recruited. Quezada has
6 years experience playing for the Spring/Summer Water Polo League for the City of
McAllen,

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.rn. - 2 a.rn.

.
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NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 6-12 A.M.

------------------------------ .:
ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and CURRENT PAU 1.0.

---------------------------·
~--------------,
I
~~~~n"
,r
(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)

EXPIRES DECEMBER 11, 1985

-..,.

:.:-

N o t ~ ~ m~ n ~ , . ~ ~ .
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

I
I
II
I---------------

BEGINNERORADVANCED-Costisaboutthe
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3,480.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complate. Government grant_;; a!]d loa~s may be
applied towards our programs.
•
F

·B

I
1

college you attend

'

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan. 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29. Dec. 19
each year.

your name

_______________

1
I

state

If you would like Information on future program, give
permanent addreu below.

I

•,-.
·•:

~

.' }

,-•

SEMESTER IN S'°'AIN
r"'I-I

-•~•,..

2065 Laraway Lake Drive S E F-8

your permanent street address

•:
...

1-J

Christian College.
For full information -

"P

·I.
..,,
1I ,
I

send coupon to:

FULLY ACCREDITED-A Program of Trinity

you, present street address

c,1y

1=. _

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week. four
• .l
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
"' ""
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make ail arrangements.

I

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506

I

(A Program of Trinity Christian Co llege)

r•

,

~,.

(1111--a---- - - - - - - ---~■ -;.;;----------------

■ ;:!
.....

/

Tredaway said the team should be
in good condition this weekend despite minor injuries suffered in last
week's Trinity Tournament.

Make it the
sweetest day yet.
HEY PAN AM
STUDENTS!

Take a SHORT CUT
to great looks,
Send the FTD '
Sweetest Day Bouquet.
Sweetest Day is
Saturday, October I 9.
Call or visit us today.

Acrylic Nail Tips
Reg. $40-0N SALE $35

Linen Wraps
Reg . $35-ON SALE $30

Cut and Blow Dry SALE
Reg . $18-ON SALE $15 (women)

0Rd(R EARly
AllEN FloRd by BnTy INc.
J8FJJ62, JSJ-6822
1J2O N. ClosNER, EdiNbtJRG

• Reg,sterect traoemar" FTOA

Reg. $15-ON SALE $13 (men)

Sales effective until
October 19th.

October 21 thru 26
ALL SALON SERVICES
ARE 25% OFF.

Get your hair cut on Tuesdays
or Wednesdays for only $8,
Reg. $10, by professionals!
Faculty welcome too!
PAU I.D. required.

...

•

MMM-Good

•

FRESlt PASTRiEs--cRisp, flAkEy TURNOVERS

SHORT CUTS
3000 N. 10th St. "B"
McAllen, Texas 78501
Next to The Rose behind
SAS Shoes

•

MOVING NOVEMBER 1
to the Executive Health
Spa Building - 2825 N . 8th

fRiEd piEs, doNuTs ANd CAkEs MAdE
oRdER foR spEciAl ocCAsioNs

TO

Quick FRiENdl y

SERvicE--AcROSS FROM
CAMpus, coNVENiENT foR luNclt, bREAks OR
AhER clASS coffEE SEssiONS.
OpEN

101 N. SUGAR Rd.

-.

EATiN!-SANdwiclus of fRESkbAkEd bRud pilEd ltiGlt wiTlt TuRkEy,
kAM, oR bEEf. LARGE oRdERS ddivrnEd!

6 A.M. TO MidNiGltT dAily
6 A.M. TO 6 p.M. SATURdAy
ClosEd ON SuNdAy

YA'll COME!

l80-088J
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Tapia calmly leads UPB
ment for himself - if not as a performer, then behind the scenes.
Staff Writer
Born in Reynosa and raised in McThe walls of University Program
Allen, Tapia is a sophomore engiBoard President Alex Tapia's office
neering student. But he is conon the third floor of the University
templating changing his major to
Center are bare except for a poster
Communications. "I took a speech
from the movie, " Gandhi". " I loved
class and liked it. Also a technical
the film.an<l the man; what he did,
production class. It's more in line
what he stood for." he says, adding
with what I do here at UPB: elecwith a laugh, "A lot of people think
1 tronics, lighting, sound - the enterI'm a dreamer, and I am."
"My office is meant to be a rela~- . tainment business really."
When asked how he has managed
ed atmosphe1e;no reminders, no sloto be a sophomore despite being here
gans." Tapia said, referring to his
for three years, Tapia laughs, "UPB!
sparsley-furnished office. "Ideas
It takes up all my time. Like right
evolve from here. Work is created out
now I'm only taking eight hours." He
of here. This is a thinking place.
calls UPB "my only hobby." .
Many of our best events have begun
The position of UPB president is
here as we sat on the rug having
time consuming and, in Tapia's own
lunch, whatever."
words, "at times frustrating".
Some of those events include TuesIn addition, until recently it was an
day's guest speaker, Governor Jerry
unpaid position a welL Why then did
Apodaca of New Mexico, and of
he seek the office? "I feel a responcourse, the 1984 Huey Lewis and the
sibility toward the students on camNews concert.
pus. I think I know what they need
Tapia considers that the high
point of his participation with the
and want. If I can make it happen,
organization if not his entire college
I want to do it. It's a way of spreading
a little happiness and joy. And I'm
experience.
learning and enjoying too."
"I had a sandwich with Huey
Lewis!'' he said laughing. In addition
Tapia states that he wants input
to helping coordinate the concert,
from student about UPB - sponsored
Tapia served as Lewis' bodyguard. At
activities.
one point during intermission, Lewis
"We're just here for the entertainheard that people who had fainted
ment of students; to try to serve as
from heat during the concert had
many as possible," Tapia said. If we
been taken outside. Lewis ran out to
don't hear from the students, we
check with Tapia on his heels.
don't know what to provide. If
"I thought, "My god, what have
someone says to me, 'Why don't you
I done?" However, the concert was
do such and such?' I say, 'Why don't
a success and Tapia said, "The Huey
we work together on it.' But we need
Lewis concert was fun. It was defito know what people want. We need
nitely my biggie." He hastens to add,
"All UPB - sponsored events are a
group effort. We work together."
"You see," said Tapia of the organization he has been a part of for
the past three years, "It starts with
a spark of a ideas. We get together
and improvise to make it a reality."
"Most of our events are suggested
by the committee chairpeople," Tapia
said. "Some things are traditional:
the Bronc Olympics, the Luau, the
Carnival. These events are on the
agenda from the beginning of the
year. But some things pop up and we
go for it."
Tapia would like to book more
rock concerts in the future, but, as
he says, "It's not really tangible for
us to plan too far ahead. As opportunities arise, we take advantage of
tbem. We're misers - we try to take
advantage of events that won't cost
much but will benefit the students."
"We don't have the money to spend
on an event that MIGHT work,"
Tapia said. "We have to be sure. We
have to be careful. Our budget is
limited." Tapia continues, "I look
forward to working with small bands.
Bands who are on their way up and
still playing small arenas. After the
Huey Lewis concert, they can see
that wc have a craving for concerts."
UPB's primary goal, as Tapia sees
it. is "organizing events to enhance
social and cultural activities at the
university."
Tapia credits his experience working with a local concert promoter
with helping him in his duties as
UPB President. a position he has
held since the beginning of the
semester.
He worked as a roadie for local
concerts by Judas Priest. Cheap
Trick. Nazareth. and Motley Crue.
"We did a good job". Tapia said of
the experience. "We were naive worked like mules. doing whatever
we were told. But I got to know people. That"s how I got my experience
and I brought that experience to
UPB:·
Tapia sees a career in entertain-
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STARLITE BURGER
Chicken-Fish-Shrimp Plate
Phone 383-8111

By Rose M. Herbert

FREE 12oz. Drink
with regular order
with this coupon.
OWNER :

1106 EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TX 78539

HORACIO CANALES

' ~

~Unitarian-Universalist*
Fellowship Of Hidalgo County
Invites PAU Students, especially the Dorm,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our

Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services
ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON
At Campus Ministry Building, 1615 W. Kuhn, across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west.

suggestions. We're not a closed
group."
Topia and the executive council
are currently preparing for a trip to
Houston to participate in the annual
National Association of Campus Activities concention. Tapia calls it an
"entertainment
convention".·
Representatives from various corporations such as MGM and RCA
Records will be there with training

techniques in areas like management
and promotion. "We hope to bring
back lots of ideas to implement here
at Pan American."
Tapia is still planning and dreaming. "You know that vacant field out
by the Physical Plant?" he asks.
"Wouldn't it be great to have an outdoor concert there? Wouldn't that be
something? I've looked into it - too
much red tape of course. Still . . ."

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS
Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome
• The Faith of William Ellery Channing (1780-1842) and of Five U.S.
Presidents, including John Quincy Adams and Thomas Jefferson .

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browni~ had
AT&T's 60%and 40%discounts,
it would have been a terrible

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AThT's Day Rate

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Try 'Em
You'll Love 'Em!
October Special
2 Enchiladas,
I Refried Bean Pato
Spanish Rice and
a 12oz. COKE
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Reach out and touch someone~

AT&T·
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on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AThT. Because
with AThTs 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.

For faster service call
in an order 383-0725
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Eat at El Pato
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'Rocky Horror' scheduled for Saturday

Great Pumpkin Carnival
features 36 booths
By Pam Lerma
Staff Writer
Univcristy Program Board's
annual Carnival of the Great Pumpkin will be
Saturday, from 8
p.m. to midnight in the UC parking
lot. Thirty-six booths will highlight
the event and three bands ,
'Tusk,""Trixx," and "So What ,"
will
be
providing
musical
entertainment.
Costume contests will be held for
students currently enrolled with I.D.
at 9 p.m. First prize will be $50, second prize $25 and third $15.
A booth contest will
be held
at 10 p.m. A panel of judges will
decide which booth best displays
Halloween spirit, originality, creativity and effort. Cash prizes will
be awarded. First prize $100, second
prize $75 and third prize $50.
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" will
be shown at 9 p.m .
and midnight in the Ballroom. The
first 50 people at each showing
receive free posters. A costume contest will also be held at each of the
showings with the winner receiving
a Rocky Horror Picture Show book.
Ticket-; will be $2.50 for students and
$3 for non-students. Advance tickets

are available at U C 205.
There will be 26 entertainment
booths. Their activities and sponsors
are:
Dunking booth, Tri Beta;
Cake Walk, Data Processing
Management Association ;
Haunted House, President 's
Leadership Program;
Jail 1-l_ouse, Phi Kappa Theta ;
Rent-a-Slave game, Phi Kappa
Theta Little Sisters ;
Face Place, Art Club;
Dart-throwing, Accounting
Society;
Photographs, Psi Chi;
Marraige Booth, Rodeo Club ;
Basketball Toss, Health Physical
Education and Recreation Club.

Sponge Toss, Mexican-American
Democrats;

Trick or Treat Door Contest,
Catholic Campus Ministry ;
Mud slide, Ladies of Camelot
pledges;
Ring Toss, Ladies of Camelot;

Hayride, CAMP;
Egg Toss, Alpha Kappa Psi;
Pie in the Face, Residence Hall
Association;

Wheel of Prizes, Texas Student
Nursing Association;

Flash-n-Smash, Lamba Alpha
Epsilon;

Helium Balloon Sale, Pre-Law
Society ;

The Howling, Music Educators
National Conference ;
Water-balloon Toss, Lamba
Alpha Epsilon;
Musical Chairs, Bilingual Education Student Organization ;
Football Toss, Phi Sigma Kappa;
Leaping Booth, Latin American
Studies Student Association; and
Waterballoon Toss, Kappa Sigma .
Among the food booths are:
Haunted Food Castle, International Student Association;
Children of the Corn Tamales,
Student Publications Association
Nachos and Drinks, Chemistry
Club;

Cotton Candy, ROTC;
Candy and Caramel Apples,
CAMP Alumni;
Frito Pies and Cokes, National
Student Speech Hearing and
Language Association ;
Sausage Tacos, Rodeo Club;
Fajita Tacos, United Methodist
Campus Ministry ;
Chalupas and Lemonade, Society of Medical Technology;
Lime Freezes, Ambassadors.

Computer-assisted instruction funded

Title Ill grant approved for
computer upgrading
The university's proposal for a Title III grant in the amount of
$600,000 has been approved. The
grant, which will be dispensed over
a three-year period will enable the
university to fund three programs:
A Computer Assistance Instruction
System, a new Management Informations System, and a revision of the
univeristy Fiscal System.

studies,"Flores said. "This program
has proved to be very beneficial."
The Management Information System consists of re-working the software to re-do student records. Flores
said that the program will "Make
it easier to be able to effectively keep
up with student enrollmentmd possibly generate computer degree plans.
It's a fairly substantial project."

The Computer Assistance Instruction System, which Dr. Roy Flores,
vice president of business affairs .
calls "The most glamourous of the
three," is a program where classroom
studies on such subjects as math,
history, and English are suplemented
by computer software.
"Say a student has an algebra class
and wants lessons beyond what is
taught in the classroom, he can use
the Computer Assistance Instruction
Program's software to augment his

The third program, the Student
Record Data System, will be a revision of the University's fiscal
systems.
"Our current system is 12 years
old," Flores said (We will) re-do
everything ... financial aid, payroll,
purchasing. It's going to take time.
The grant will enable us : to upgrade
the present system. It's absolutely
. necessary to improve the fiscal
management of the University."
"The state wants more reports,

faster. We have 285 reports every
year - not including the regular ones.
At present we do it manually and that
takes a lot of time as you can imagine. (With the new system) we can
get the information in a timely fashion. Ifwe re-vamp everything we can
get a handle on it."
According to "The Campus Report," Titel III is a program which
provides grants to institutions in
order for them to strengthen their
academic and administrative operations. The primary critierion for
eiligibility is the number of students
attending the institutions who receive
federal financial aid .
The persons involved in the university's proposal were, in addition
to Flores, Dr. Ronald Applbaum, Dr.
Bob Trotter, David Zuniga , Sylvia
Lujan, Bill Morris, Leota Hull , and
Bill Chess.

Women in Focus

Rape myths shattered
*Editor's Note--The following is
Part IV of a series titled "Women
in Focus." This week's topic, "Sexual As.sault:' will explain the myths
derived from the true causes of
rape and how the victim can take
precautionary steps to prevent
rape and what action should be
taken when confronted with an
attacker.
By Mar.v. Howard
and Mary Mendez
"Anyone can be a victim," states
che pamphlet called " Personal Safety," put out by the Family Crisis
Center. There are no age fators when
it comes to women being sexually
assaulted, or as more commonly
known. "raped''. Stereotypes for
women being raped have lead other
women astray from thinking that they
could be a potential victim. Existence of rape has been denied by
some. not so.
Myth: Women dressed in a sexy
manner are asking for it.
This myth is destructive in the
manner of reversing the role of the
criminal act from the criminal and
placing the responsibility upon the
victim. When in actuality, "rapists
want power. they want to humiliate,"
reported Isabel Caro, Rape Crisis
Program Coordinator from Mujeres
Unidas organization. Rapists test
potential victims. who are easy to
0\crpowcr.

As a result, guilt becomes the main
reason why women do not report the
assaults. They become afraid to tell
their husbands or afraid of what they
will encounter when they tell the
policeman in detail. Of these
assaults, only 82 percent of rapists
are jailed . A rapist has nine out of
10 chances that his crime will not be
reported and he will be free to rape
again.
Myth : Women are raped in alleys
in the middle of the night.
Approximately one-half of all
reported cases occur in the victim's
home and during the day. Women
need to become aware of the people
they encounter on a daily basis. Fifty percent of all reported rapes are
acquaintance rapes, a casual acquaintance (a "friend of a friend"), date,
boyfriend, ex-husband or family
member.
Myth: Men rape to satisfy uncontrollable sexual urges.
"The primary factor in rape is aggression." Rapists usually have a
regular sexual partner and out of
anger to dominate and abuse another
person spontaneously rape. The
more vile rapist plans a sadistic
crime, which leads to murder in most

cases.
Women must be aware and alert to
prevent themselves from becoming
potential victims. Several safety

precautions have been listed (Personal Safety) to promote rape prevention and to inform those who are sexually assaulted what steps can be
taken for counseling and treatment .
At home, (1) don't advertise living
alone, (2) the house should always
look and sound occupied, (3) keep
doors and windows locked, (4) never
open the door to strangers.
On the street, (I) try not to walk
home alone, (2) always look and be
alert to surroundings, (3) know location of police, all night stores,
telephones and other sources of help
along your route, (4) always park in
well-lit areas.
Should you ever be accosted by an
attacker always remember to: (I) remain calm and use your head, (2)
escape from situation with the least
amou nt of harm to yourself, (3) yell
"fire," not help, (this will attract attention quickly) (4) be able to identify the attacker, (5) call police immediately, (6) avoid cleaning yourself
or the area where the assault
occured.
Whether or not you decide to call
the police, call a family crisis center
near you, someone will be there to
help and counsel you and tell you
what to expect.
For more information or counseling call the "Family Crisis Center''
at 423-9304 in Harlingen.

Easy Does lt--Actor Mike Porras rehearses climbing and decending a 30-foot rope for the upcoming play,
· "In the Short Rows." The actors must nipeat the procedure several times throughout one performance. "In
the Short Rows," and " Sins of Fathers," (wo one-act plays, will be presented Oct. 30-Nov. 2 in the CAS Theater.
(Photo by Samuel Castillo)

Student-written play
opens Wednesday
By Rose Marie Herbert
Staff Writer

Although not the offic ial opening,
two one-act plays will be the first to
be performed in the new CAS
Theater. In add ition , both plays are
original works, written by Steve
Copold, communications department
TV engineer and graduate student.
The plays, "Sins of the Fathers"
and "In the Short Rows," are directed
by Dr. Marian Monta. "Sins of the
Fathers" is about two vietnam veterans who are down and out, working as ranch hands and living in a
line shack. One of them is an alcoholic and the play deals with how
the two friends handle the problem.
"In the Short Rows" is about a caving expedition by three men. One of
them is seriously injured in a fall and
his two companions try to keep him
comfortable until help can arrive.
Copold said that the two plays have
somewhat similar themes, but are
also quite different in certain
respects. For example, the characters
themselves. Chuy and Ben, the two
men in ·•sins of the Fathers," are
down and out; "losers" in the words
of one of the characters.
On the other hand, the three men
in "In the Short Rows" are what
Copold jokingly calls "yuppies in
training." The characters are also
younger.

According -to Copold. one thing
the men in both plays have in common is that thei r lives are completely out of their control.
"I like the people in my plays to
be in trouble," he added .
When asked if any of the characters are based o n real people,
Copold said that they are for the most
part composites of several people.
Howeve r, the caving play is based on
an act ual incident.
In 1978. Copold was involved in the
rescue of a man who had been injured while caving in Mexico.
The cast of "Sin, of the Fathers"
consists of Valentl?" Billy ··Rodriguez
and Greg Eldridge. Rodriguez and
Eldridge are also in "In the Short
Rows" along with Mike Porras.
When asked which character he
prefers playing, Rodriguez said.
"That's really not a fair question
since in "In the Short Rows" I spend
the whole play on my back:·
"I have to say Chuy in 'Sins of the
Fathers,"· Rodriguez said. "I think
it says more. It also hits closer to
home with the Hispanic trying to
become something that he wants to
be."
Rodriguez feels that the play is
about "friendship and love. Ben can't
survive without Chuy and vice versa: they fulfill each others needs:·

Eldridge too prefers his part in
"Sins."

"I think it's a more real play.
maybe that"s why:· Eldridge said.
"How to define real'! 1 don·t know.
but in my terms it's more real :·
Much has been made or the fact
that Porras and Eldridge must climb
and descend more than 30 feet several times during the course of the
play. However. Monta said that she.
as well as all three of her actors have
been caving before.
Porras said that although the first
time rehearsing the climbing and descending was somewhat difficult,
they have all since gotten used to it.
"You get to the point where you
don't even think about it:· Porras
said.
Eldridge, who goes up and down
the rope more than anyone else during the course of the play said, ··1
think it's great. I'll get most of the
attention."
The plays. which begin Wednesday
and run through Nov. 2. will run
consecutively each ni.2ht.
Are the actors concerned about being physically and/or emotionally
exhausted?
"I'ni sort of dreading the costume
and make-up changes. we·11 have 15
minutes to age 40 years:· Rodriguez
said.

Flu season is coming

Vaccine available at
Student Health Service
"The flu season is coming and
people must take precautions. Cases
are seen as early as November, reported Dora Castillo, Health Services coordinator," and that is why
everyone is recommended to get the
flu vaccine."
People who have chronic lung,
heart, or kidney problems, metabolic
diseases. or compromised immune
function are easier prey to the flu
virus because of their conditions.

Penicillin and other antibiotics are
not any help in fighting the flu virus.
The flu vaccine "primes" the body's
immune system tu fight the flu virus
but is not effective against the common cold.
People who should not take the flu
vaccine are:
• anyone with a severe allergy to
eggs.
• anyone who is suffering with the
flu.

•

anyone with an active nervous
disease.
• a pregnant woman. unless •
ordered by her doctor.
The flu vaccine is available at the
Student Health Center in Emilia Hall
Room 105 and there is a limited supply. Full-time students· cost for the
vaccine has been paid by their student service fees and $2.00 is required for ,faculty and staff. If any
questions call the Health Center at
381-2511. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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Learn from lessons of Grenada

35,000 pounds of documents incriminating the communists were captured
by the U.S. in the 1983 liberation of Grenada.
This is just one of the reasons that Congressmen Ike Skelton (D-MO) and
Newt Gingrich (R-GA) have introduced a resolution into the House making
this week "The Lessons of Grenada Week."
It is important that we all learn the lessons that the Urenada documents
can provide. These documents show how a Marxist-Leninist government
takes over all elements of society through use of the news media.
The American Opportunity Foundation is promoting a week of activities,
trying to educate the public on the lessons of Grenada. The group lists 10
lessons in their pamphlet:
•
Communists systematically undermine democratic values such as
freedom of speech, religion and political diversity. For the first time
ever, the United States captured a communist bureacracy intact with
detailed documents on how to repress an entire society including
political opponents, the media, clergy, the private sector, etc.
Communists
have not changer. their ways. They have been, and still
•
are, a major threat to the free world. The captured documents prove
points three through seven.
• Communists continue to lie. Contrary to public statements, the Grenadian government was intimately connected to the \mrldwide communist
network and in constant communication with the Soviets, Cubans, and
Nicaraguans.
• Soviet imperialist strategies continue. The documents clearly show
that Grenada was becoming a major Soviet-aligned military fortress
complete with Soviet military personnel. The Soviets were going to
use Grenada as an airbase for their military jets, as a port for their
shops and as a base if war broke out between the U.S. and the Soviets.
• The Soviets threatened democracy outside the Grenadian borders. They
were exporting their revolution to guerilla movements throughout the
hemisphere, including the Salvadoran FMLN guerillas.
• Patterns of repression planned for Grenada were identical to those in
communist, Soviet-aligned dictatorships. The documents detail a police
state amazingly similar to those found in Cuba, Nicaragua, Angola,
Vietnam, Afghanistan, and other communist countries.
• The Soviets still mislead us about treaties. Captured documents show
that the Soviets were sending large amounts of weapons to Grenada
via Cuba so that tile U.S. would not notice. Captured military treaties
show that the Grenadian communists promised the Soviets that they
would lie about the existence of secret arms agreements.
Communism
is reversable. Decisive action by the U.S. and five Carib•
bean nations led to a victory over communism. This is a dramtic blow
to the Brezhnev Doctrine, which states that once a country goes communist, it will always be communist.

•

•

The use of force is a legitimate means of defending freedom. Proving
the anti-Vietnam critics wrong, the liberation of Grenada showed there
are legitimate uses of force by the United States. The fact that Grenadas
communist government was so similar to those in Nicaragua .
Afghanistan, Angola, and others, but was defeated militarily. gives
hope to anti-communist resistance movements that they too may some
day defeat communism .
The pro-Marxist tendency of a small but vocal segment of our society
was exposed as a result of Grenada. The left-wing of our society have
defended communist Grenada and criticized our action. This group
has denied reality much like the neo-Nazis and other hate groups deny
the reality of the Nazi holocaust.
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Alicia Garza, now Mrs. Alice
Herbert, stopped making tortillas
when my oldest brother moved out.
What's more, she only makes them
whe he comes for a visit. Now if
that's not favoritism I don't know
what is.
Perhaps you think I'm making too
much of this. Well, maybe so but
there are some bigger issues involved here. I happen to feel very strongJy that making tortillas is a dying art.
Quick. Name two people, under the
age of 25 who know how. See what
I mean?. ur.11
·
does, sort o f .
ne , my sister
They kind of crumble like pieces of
a jigsaw puzzle if you fold them.
They also resemble Czechoslavakia.
Almost as big too.
Just thinking about it makes my
mouth water. Tortillas with bacon
and eggs tior b rea k"',ast. O r hot o ff the
coma! with just a pat of melting butter dripping off the sides onto my
fi
H k h t t rt'II
mgers. ec , a o o i a can even
do wonders tior a cold s11·ce of bo•
Iogna.
Well , I guess I'll just have to content myself with lunch at El Pato
every now and then. That and hope
for another visit from my big brother.

428-6242

SUITE35

The Pan American is a publication of Pan American University Student Publications.

It is published every Thursday except during examinations and holidays. unde r the Division of Student Affai rs. Judy Vinson. dean of students; Joyce Prock. adviser.
Views presented are those of the writer and do not necessarily reflect those of the university
administration .
The Pan American welcomes letters from readers. A letter must be signed and must include the writer's address and telephone number. Letters. which must be concise and logical.
a re subject to editing for space and libel.
Subscript ion rate by mail is $4 a year o r $2 pe r semester.
Student Publications. Emi li a Hall 100
O ffice 381-2541
Newsroom 381-2544. 381-2542
Advertising 381-2545

U.S. Navy Interviews
Oct. 28 noon to 4:30 p.m.
Oct. 29 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
PAU Placement Office SS 148
Navy representatives from San Antonio will
interview men and women interested in
Navel Officer programs which offer career
opportunities for all majors.

C:Buriitarian-Universalist*
Fellowship Of Hidalgo County
Invites PAU Students, especially the Dorm,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our

Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services
ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON

At Campus Ministry Building, 1615 W. Kuhn, across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west.

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS
Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome
• The Faith of William Ellery Channing (1780-1842) and of Five U.S.
Presidents, including John Quincy Adams and Thomas Jefferson .
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handedly defeating entire Vietnamese
armies dressed in old World War II
Japanese uniforms.
These films have become by
default the popular history of the
Vietnam War, mainly because the
daily television news coverage failed to provide content and meaning.
It was relentless bang-bang between
commercials to which many people
must have developed a tolerance.
This is why it is frightening that
the truth is not permitted to appear
in these "new" historic$.,.
Admittedly there are many problems and injustices outstanding in
Vietnam today in the areas of the
economy, human rights, war ruin and
_. poverty. They are.problems similar
to those faced by the 13 Republics
after 1776 when 90,000 Loyalists fled
to Canada England and the West
Indies.
'
The fact that Vietnam has made ·
numerous attempts at reconciliation
with the U.S. to the point of abandoning the Paris agreement on
reparations, has been ignored. Vietnam wants to see improvement of
relations but their efforts have been
unanswered by the U.S ..
Not only is it time to stop lying
about the past, it is also time to stop
making war on Vietnam .

I
~

PERM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.00
STYLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.00
LAYER CUT ........... $5.00
REGULAR HAIR CUT .. $3.00
WINGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.00

FORMERLY TREASURE HlllS WOMENS CENTER

about?' I'm talking tortillas. Or
al, roll out the dough, and make our
rather the lack of them. My mother own. Trouble is, mine always came
has not made any in over two years.
out shaped like Czechoslavakia.
And, acc-rding to a little informal
Anyway, my brother moved out, so
survey f conducted around campus,
my mom doesn't even do that much.
neither have alot of others.
I know what you're thinking_ why
The most common excuse, of don't I learn to make them myself.
course, is "It's too much trouble."
Wrong. I found out years ago that
Th.1s f rom the woman w ho spent 20
· d"ffi
J "f
·
"ble.
t hat 1s
1. 1cu
. t . 1 not 1mpposs1
.
plus year feeding me such platitudes
We were hvmg m San Antonio at the
as, "Anything worth doing is worth
time. I was about six. The nice
doing well." or, "Nothing worthwile
Anglo lady from across the street
ever comes easy." and , "If you do,
comes over and says "Ted and the
they won't respect you ..." Oh sorry:
boys sure d.d
' tOrfll
1 rk
1 e th ose
1 as (prodifferent subiect.
nouncing
both
l's)
you
sent
over.
J
•
•
Back to tortillas. Now we buy
Could you give me the recipe?"
th ose ones th ey sell at HEB. Y4o u
"Sure"' my mom says. "Y4ou take
k now th e ones I mean.? They se II tior _ some fl our, some Iard , some baki ng.
about 95 cents a dozen and are about
.." "But how much?" asks the nice
as thin as this paper. About as much
Anglo lady. My mom expla1·ns that
flavor too. My mom insists they're
there's no way to tell. You can only
J·ust as good as homemade. To me,
tell by feeling the dough whether it
h
•
l'ttl
l'k
·
·
needs more of th1·s or has too much
1
1
t at s a
e
e saymg a picture
postcard of the Eiffle Tower is just of that. It takes years of experience.
as good as a trip to Paris.
· Nice Anglo lady goes back home
l"ghtl
. d
.
'
At Ieastshe d.d
s 1 Y pisse ·
I n•t cut me off coId
turkey. For a while before she stopAt the risk of making an ethnic slur
ped making them altogether, she us- and sounding like Tommy Smothers,
ed to make the dough and put it in I contend that Hispanic women favor
the fridge. That way my younger their eldest sons, ever so slightly.
brother and I could heat up the com- Case in point: My mom, born Maria
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HENRY'S
OPEN AT 7 A.M.
Breakfast served all day.
all kinds of _Taquitos

_L_

1945; nothing about the U.S. supporcome. Revisionism is not even an entirely suitable term because it implies ting the vicious and bloody attempt
the discovery of new facts influenc- by the French to regain a former colony; nothing about the CIA inventing
ing a change in perspective.
the Republic of South Vietnam and
With regard to Vietnam the old
facts are still very much standing; old installing Ngo Dinh Diem (Asia's
lies and illusions are being version of Anastasio Somoza) to run
what the agency's Col. Lansdale calltransformed into history. This is the
ed his "fascistic state;" nothing about
"new" Vietnam scholarship.
the North American sabotage of naThis new school will have us
tional elections; and nothing about
believe that the media besmirched
the victims of U.S. terror who were
North America's innocence in the
forced to take up arms to defend
war and helped it to lose the fight for
freedom. The irony is that mo$! of themselves and their homes against
the media supported the war and op- . the Pentagon's war machine.
posed only the way in which the war
Hollywood · always at the
was fought.
~guard in matters ?f public opinion
The big story of the war was not,
m the U.S. • has, with postwar proas most try to point out now, whether p~ganda, managed to ~rtray tl)e~·
the U.S. won or lost the Tet Offen~1etnamese ,?s ~arbana1;- 7 The
sive in 1968, but rather the bloody
Deer Hunter depicted the squarednature of the U.S. war machine's atjawed Caucasian warriors forced to
tacks, year after year.
play Russian roulette with their
The My Lai massacre was
Oriental captors. Even in "The Killreported by the media years after it
ing Fields," scenes which showed the
occurred. Operation "Speedy ExVietnamese army handing out food
press,"in which 5,000 civilians were
and doing their best to help the Camslaughtered in a "pacification" sweep
bodian people were cut - the reviin 1968 also barely made the nightly
sionists could not tolerate these parts.
They would much rather see cinemanetwork. news.
In Kamow's and Nixon's "new"
tographic "masterpieces" like "First
histories there is nothing about Ho
Blood" and "Rambo·:.. ; the heroic
Chi Minh asking for U.S. help in North American gladiator single-
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HORACIO CANALES

Large Cheese Burger, Fries, Large Coke $2. 75
SPECIAL FOR P.A.U. students and staff.
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Where haVe the tortillas gone?
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OWNER :

1106 EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TX 78539

Colleoe Press Se<vic:e

You 'II Lo\/e It/Rose Herbert
Editor's Note: Columnist Rose
Marie Herbert mailed us this column from Piedras Neg~ Mexico,
where she is on vacation, All the
back issues of "The Pan
American" finally caught-up with
her and she has a few comments
on them for us.
.
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Id have us bel.1eve ·
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H
h
owever, t ere is one soeia iss~e
th at I have never seen addressed 10
this paper. One problem that no one
·
d
seems w1·11·mg to con front. I mten
to rememdy that situation here and
now.
I'm referring of course to the great
tortilla controversy. What do you
mean , 'What the hell am I talking

FREE 12oz. Drink
with regular order
with this coupon .

Today there will be a debate between Rep. Gingrich and George McGovern
on this topic, and yesterday a television special was shown on cable featuring a speech by President Reagan. Tommorrow there is a rally scheduled
in Washington, D.C. However, the most important activity of the week is
that of reminding people that communism is still a very real threat.

Vietnam perspectives examined

;.

Chicken-Fish-Shrimp Plate
Phone 383-8111

Even though concrete evidence that Grenada was ruled by a brutal communist dicatorship is overwhelming, many people find it too difficult to
believe and deny it altogether. This denial may adversely effect American
security in future conflicts.

CommentaryNalentin Waltschew

Richard Nixon's "No More Vietnams" a new historical interpretation
of the Vietnam War asserts that the
United States was actually winning
the war when it lost the will to finish
the job-meaning of course, to level
every town and village to the ground
and to poison the soil, water, and
what was left of the population with
the latest in chemical weapons.
Another "new" history is the
720-page
"Vietnam: A History," in
I.
which author Stanley Karnow represents the war as a failed crusade
conducted for the highest of principles, stopping of Marxism and the
communist forces as merciless and
brutal terrorists - unlike the sincere
and earnest North Americans with
liberal democratic instincts.
Ten years after the capture of
Saigon, this view of Vietnam as a
.. noble war" has gained wide acceptance in the U.S., since unpalatable,
"forgotten" facts are rendered obsolete. In a recent opinion poll a
crossection of North Americans were
· asked about the war - more than one
third could not say which side the
U.S. had supported.
Historical amnesia is not new inthe U.S. - what is surprising is the
speed with which the revisions have

STARLITE BURGER

PAU Night

featuring British New Wave
Tuesday Nights
$1 Cover Charge
$1 Drinks with PAU ID
sign up for our fabulous
contests!
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Rappin' wit~ Sam
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Featuring Live fazz
· Entertainment
You've tried the rest ... Now try the best!
Happy Hour - Mon.-Fri. 4:30 to 7:00

631-4561

SAVE UP T0$69
in Free Options on your
Gold Lance Class Ring
Gold Lance __,.,,,,,,,__
Class Rings _, ~ _\
2-4 Week
Delivery
Lifetime
Warranty
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Free Graduation
Key Chain

_;I_ Ask us for
full details

383-2432

Bring this ad
to our store

Porter's Jewelry
C11p thia ad l bring to our

DIAMONDS & WATCHES
FINE JEWELRY
✓
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
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by Dec. 31, 1985 to qualify.

Watch
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Wrapping

First, I would like to congratulate
the following students on their appointment to Student Government:
Attorney General- J.R. Garza
Chief Justice- Joe Escobedo
Associate Justices- George
Palacios, George Ortiz
Election Commission Chairpersons- Sonia Mata, Olga Bazalduas
Senator School of Business- Sandra Aviles
Senator School of EducationVelma Leal
Director of Office of Communications- Patricia Sotelo
Secondly, I would like to congratulate the Senate on approving the
legislative package of having the
Bronco Queen serve as Miss Pan
American until April when new elections are held .
The Senate should also be recognized for their determination to make

WHAT IS THE BRONC CADET CORPS?
The BRONC CADET CORPS is an ..
. INVESTMENT ... in the future
Many of our graduates elect to remain
in the Valley. There are many Reserve
and National Guard units in need of
lieutenants. It is a great way to continue
developing professional friendships and
exploring new interests. ROTC counts as
a college minor and gives flexibility to
your career decision. There is no obligation for trying the first two years of ROTC.
But if you do try it, you're going to like
it and the extra dimension that becoming a lieutenant gives to your life.

.,_•

..
·-

\
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What does it take to join

The BRONC CADET CORPS?
An active spirit of .
• Friendship
• Adventure
• Regard for the future

For more information Stop by the Dept.
of Military Science at Southwick Hall,
Pan American University Edinburg,
TX 78539-2999 (512) 381-3100

· TAKE ROTC AND JOIN THE BRO~C CADET CORPS

-·
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DEl¥.RTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE
,I

!512) 381-3&00

a bid to the Tefas State Student
Association Convention for the Fall
of 1986. This is a first for PAU. and
we would appreciate the help of all
fraternities, organizations. clubs and
faculty in bringing the convention to
the Valley.
This would not only bring recognition to PAU, but it would also promote the Valley. If you can assist us
in any way to promote PAU nationally, come by UC 314 for more information.
Also, I would like to announce that
PAUSA approved the allocation of
$100 to the political science depanment to help bring former Senator
and presidential candidate Fred Harris to campus.
Harris is the author of various
books and is also a political science
professor at New Mexico State Uni
-versity.
The political science depanment
would appreciate any financial assistance from other clubs on campus.
Contact Dr. Gary Mounce for more
information.
Next , f would like to announce
some of the projects currently in the
planning stages. These include the
bus shelter and the Veterans
Memorial.
Finally, I would like to emphasize
the importance of communication
between the student government and
all students and organizations. We
are here to serve you.
Sincerely yours,

Sam Jimenez
PAUSA President

Letter

3
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PAUSA Report _

Restaurant&, Lounge

1005 Nolana Loop
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Singer cancels appearance
Persons who already have tickets
may use them in November. Arrangements for refunds will be made
if Singer is not able to come.

Lectures by Nobel laureate Isaac
Bashevis Singer have been cancelled because of his poor health .
Plans to reschedule Singer's lectures in November are undetway.

Bronc Queen forms available
Deadline for submitting applications for the Miss Bronco Queen
election is Nov. 12.
Applications and election codes
may be picked up Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m.-4 p.m . at UC
rooms 205 or 314.
Filing for the contest will start
Nov. 6 at UC 314. A black and white

picture and a $5 fee must accompany
the application.
Campaigning will start at 12 :01
a.m. on Nov. 13 with the elections
being on Nov. 20-21.
A briefing on the election codes
will be given on Nov. 8 at 5 p.m.
This year's Bronco Queen will also
serve as Miss Pan American.

Mary Apple on exhibit
Apple chairs the art depanment at
Texas Wesleyan College in Fort
Worth . She has worked as a courtroom anist for televison news and
spent last Summer in Florence. Italy as a grant fellow at the Santa
Reparta Graphic Art Center.

Exhibition of the works of Texas
artist and printmaker. Mary Apple
will continue through Nov. 16. Her
work is on display in the University Theater Gallery in the CAS
Building from 1-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Halloween party set for Oct. 31
shins. key chains. posters and wdllcts
will be given away for those entering the costume contest.
Beer and wine coolers will be
available. A taxi service will be on
hand after the party.
The event is sponsored by Kappa
Sigma Fraternity. Miller Lite and
American Humanics.

A Halloween costume and dance
party will be held Oct. 31 at the
Snack Bar from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Music will be provided by KRGV
Disc jockeys. Donation at the door
will be $2.
An all expense paid trip for two to
see Tina Turner in Austin, Nov. 2.
will be given away. Miller jackets, T-

What, Where & When

To the Editor:
In last week's issue of "The Pan
American", an artical was written
titled "Student Senate Makes
quorum." This article credited me in
being involved with bringing down
Governor Apodaca to our University.
This credit was quite an honor, but
unfortunately for me, an honor I
don't deserve - I was not at all involved in this project.
This honor should be given to the
Ideas and Issues Committee of our
University Program Council
(U.P.B.). Sandra Rodriguez, the head
of this committee has worked very
hard, along with the other committee members, to bring
Apodaca down . As a stilA<letlt, .Lgreatly appreciate their hard work and
dedication in providing an invaluable
ser\!.ice for the students. I also thank
UPB for their -help in putting the
university students ahead.
Again, the honor goes to Sandra
Rodriguez and her committee .on a
job well done.
J.R. Garza

THU
American Society for Personnel Administrators will present Anne
Fite, manager of the Texas Employment Commission in Edinburg,
at their first meeting during Activity Period. ·
Phi Kappa Theta will hold a costume ball from 7:30 p.m. to midnight
at the Snack Bar.
Catholic Campus Ministry will have a lecture titled "If I'm Christian
why be Catholic?" from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
International Student Association will have a bake sale from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the LAC.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a prayer meeting during
Activity period at he Chapel.
Political Science Association will hold a forum on higher education in the state of Texas and will present speakers Senator Hector
Uribe, Rei;?, Alex Moreno and Rep. Juan Hinojosa during Activity
1
?erioc;I at the LA Auditoriu_m.
. .
r

Nursing Education will hold an informal discussion with speaker
Dean Ernest Baca in the NB Auditorium at noon.

TUE
ROTC will hold a C-Ration Banquet at the Science Circle from 10:30
a.m. to 2 p.m.
--

---

-.-~•·

The Spot Burger No. 1
(Where ·our food hits the SPOT!)
Our specialities are the uncomparable
Spotburger, Chicken. fish. and Shrimp.
Call in your orders at
·

j~j-9093
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Oct. 26, 1985 • UC Ballroom
9 p.m. & MIDNIGHT
$2.50
. PAU Student W/1D
$3 General Admission
A Costume Contest At Each Showing
ROCKY HORROR KITS AVAILABLE
FREE POSTER to the first 50 at each showing
Advance tickets available at UC 205
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1nju red soccer team takes break
An injury-riddled Bronc soccer
team will rest on its 5-2-2 record until entertaining St. Mary's University here at 2 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 2.
"We rea l'ly played well at Texas
Southern university Friday night
(when the Broncs won, 5-1)," said
Coach Reggie Tredaway, "but we got
some players hurt early Saturday at 1
Houston Baptist.
·

(Photo by Janie Cantu)

Women 's Volleyball Team--(Front row) Lorene Lara, Jonell Sanchez, Elizabeth Miranda, Cindy Solis. (Back
row) Gloria Vela, Lephania (Dee Dee) Taylor, Melissa Garcia, Sherri Fenley, Gloria Rubio, Coach Cross. The
team will be playing at home, Saturday against Trinity at :r p.m. and UTSA at 5 p.m.

Cross-country captures third
The men's and women's crosscountry teams together with UTSA
will host an invitational Nov. I in San
Anotnio.
Pan American is coming off a successful campaign at the "Bobcat Invitational" at Southwest Texas State
University in San Marcos. Both
teams placed on a hilly course.
Ten competed the women's division,
12 in the men's.
Houston Baptist was the men's
champion with 61 points, Texas A&I
second with 74 and Pan American
third 81. For the wm:nen Southwest

Benavides, 78th, 27:33. There were
98 runners.
For the women Nancy Mireles was
fifth in 18:36; Norma Salazar, sixth,
18:37; Veronica Guerra, 26th, 19:43;
Debra de los Santos, 27th, 19:47;
Letha Selby, 29th, 20:20; Susana
Ibarra, 46th, 21:04; and Diana Perez,
47th, 21:12. There were 70 runners.
"Friday's performances show the
overall progress of the program,"
said Coach Reid Harter. "I was especially pleased with the 5-second
split between our men's first and fifth
runners."

Texas State came away with top
honors with 52 points, followed by
San Angelo State 89 and the Lady
Broncs 92.
Placings for the men were Marten
Westberg, fourth, 24 :47; Lalo
Pereida, 16th, 25:17; Doug Erickson,
19th, 25:25; Joe Rodriguez, 26th,
25:32; Fortino Gonzalez, 30th,
25:37; Robert Barron, 32nd, 25:41;
Richard Yracheta, 46th, 25:58;
Lamar Williams, 49th, 26:03;
Ramon Garza, 56th, 26:24; and Jose

Autos For Sale
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8033-A.

For Rent

For Sale

NEAR PAU--Spacious 2 bdrm I 1/2

BLACK ONKYO CASSETTE DECK

bath, furnished Townhouse: All kitchen
appliances, carpeted, Washer /. dryer
connections, covered parking; 383-0389
or 687-1570.

Employment

Sales Opportunity

Need 50 salepeople part-time or fulltime. If you meet the following
criteria hurry and apply. Work
available year-round.
• Must be presentable and able to
communicate with all classes of
-people.
• Must have some (minimal)
knowledge of math. For more information call Mon . - Fri. between 10
a.m. · and 4 p.m. ask .for Dee.
630,1030

EARN MONEY. Campus organizations
or individuals can earn money selling
love poem posters on consignment. Call
Juan: 787-0848.
$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing
Circulars! No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed envelope:
Success, P. 0. Box 470 CEG, Woodstock,

Brand New Black Onkyo Cassette Deck
and a silver Pioneer Equalizer. Only
serious inquiries. Call 381-9201.

IL. 60098.

Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter.
There is a 10 word minimum. Deadline is Friday Noon prior to publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American, Emilia Hall 100. Classified ad.'
must be paid in advance.
For display advertising rates call
381-2545 or 381-2541.

Wanted by Omaha All Risk
FARMERS OR FARM WIVES interested in selling crop insurance. Supplement your farm income and help your
neighbor at the same time. For information call 1-806/763-2323.

WHITE ·FLOUR

PATOS
Try 'Em

You'll Love 'Em!
October Special
2 Enchiladas,
1 Refried Bean Pato
Spanish Rice and
a 12oz. COKE
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Houston Baptist ranked No.
10 nationally, raised its record to 10-3,
by defeating the Broncs, 4-0.
Jorge Rodriguez suffered a knee j
injury during the first five minutes ,
at HBU when the Bronc fullback
slipped while making a sliding tackle
in the mud. Edison Oyiboke of the
Broncs also suffered a

Against Texas Southern and its
strong team from Africa, the Broncs
won thanks to a pair of goals by
Johan Palmborg, plus single goals by
Efren Lopez, Hugo Lopez and Ste-

fand Strand. Anthony Ayebae and
Efren Lopez booted assists.
Goalie Jesse Murgia of Pan American had six saves against HBU. The
Broncs took 17 shots to HBU's 15 but
didn't score.

BRONCS, WE WANT YOU!
El Bosque Apts.
Al I The Comfort of Home, Pl us

knlee.inljlurlyilllllliii■---·-

•2Sparkling Pools

$4 9

• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts
• Cabana • BBQ Pits for Parties
• 1, 2, & 3 Br's, spacious floorplans

(MOVE IN)

1

Month
Free

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!!
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Legislators talk tuition, open admissions
By John Speer
Staff Writer

countable, accessable and affordable."

Tuition rates and open admissions
policy were discussed by Texas congressmen at a forum on higher education last Thursday before a packed LA Auditorium.
Sen. Hector Uribe of Brownsville
and Reps. Juan "Chuey" Hinojosa
and Alex Moreno of McAllen and
Edinburg respectively participated in
the panel discussion hosted by the
Political Science Association.
Uribe spoke of the "three A's of
higher education in South Texas." He
said that universities need to be "ac-

"I opposed tuition increases
because I feared it would put college
education beyond the reach of middle-class families and students," the
slight, bow-tied senator said. "We
should not stumble into a system of higher education in which we
split the community into two parts,
two classes."
Hinojosa, a 1970 graduate of PAU,
said that he voted for higher tuition
because he felt a need for it. The
auditorium resounded with boos and
hisses.

' "Even though some of us may feel
the pinch it was a necessary step."
Hinojosa said. "We still have what
I consider to be a reasonable rate."
Moreno s~id that he wants to see
a doctorate program at Pan American, but that the only way to fund
it will be to close down some other
universities. He said that universities
in Texas have not grown rationally,
but have grown according to "who
has the political clout to justify a
school in their community."
Hinojosa, responding to a student's
question, said that he is against an
open admissions policy at PAU.

"College is not for everyone:· he
said. "Some type of admissions standard is desirable. otherwise you
divert resources to tutoring and
remedial training. Up front. the
perception (outside the university) is
that you have an inferior university:·
Dr. Gary Mounce. political science chair. commented that ··open
admissions does not mean open
graduation:· resulting in cheers from
the audience.
Uribe said that Hinojosa·s is an
idealist position that should be a goal
to work toward.
"But we must be cognizant of

community needs. A uni\'crsity docs
not exist in a \'acuum. it exists in the
community:· Uribe said.
The senator said that students do
not fall behind because they ha\'C not
tried. but because elementary and
secondary schools in the Valley arc
underfunded.
Moreno said that while he
understands Hinojosa\ desire for admissions standards. he also sec), a
need for a system of open admissions.
··PAU should he one of those
places. If a person thinks that they
can do it. they should he offered a

chanl'C. How l'an we hl.tme those
who arc not at fault?"" Moreno asked.
··Lct"s get away from forum and
talk ahout suhstance." Laura Hall.
junior politil-al science major ~aid.
··stop talking ahout getting. 11~ frnm
the latrin~• 111 the h,ilct and l.1\' the
pipes. Why not talk ahout restnicturing the tax h:1se?
S,unud Freeman challenged PSA
to sponsor another forum in whid1
the congressmen would answer qm:~t ions from a panel of students and
fanslty. The politicul science proli:ssor said that that wa: · ··we multi
stop playing dodge hall'" with important issues.

Study examines
professor .workloads
By Brad Nibert and
College Press Service
The average college teacher works
anywhere from 45 to 55 hours a
week, but most studies of faculty
work habits are so inconsistent and
contradictory they arc virtually
useless for measuring how hard professors work. a new summary of
faculty workload scholarship argues.
Faculty members. moreover, are
partly to blame because they don't
often cooperate with the studies, says
Hofstrct University researcher Harold
Yuker, who authored the new summary published by the Association
for the Study of Higher Education .
"They dislike and distrust studies
of their work habits," Yuker says.
"Their negative attitudes can be
traced to beliefs· that quantification
results in inaccuracy and distortion,"
he observes.
Some faculty members, for instance, exaggerate how much time
they spend on the job.
In hundreds of studies over several
years, for example, faculty members
reported they work an average of 55
hours per week, roughly the same as
lawyers, doctors, and business
executives.

But the studies that don't rely on
faculty responses show the average
college teacher works 45 hours per
week.
Yuker says senior faculty members
are more likely to overstate how long
they work than lower-ranked
protessors.
Some faculty leaders say it's just
as well there are no reliable data on
faculty workloads because. if there
were. they would likely be misused.
"Faculty should be judged on the
basis of performance. not on the
ba. is of the number of hours they put
in.· said Robert Kreiser of the
American Association of University
Professors faculty union.
Here. the university's "Policy and
Procedures" manual states that a
faculty member's workload should
fall between a minimum of 12 load
units and a maximum of 15 load
units.
Clock hours devoted to lectures.
laboratories. individual instruction.
etc. arc converted into load units. For
example, one lecture hour equals one
load unit; two labomtory hours equal
one load unit.
Office hours are set at the convenience of the instructor. All of the
faculty designated at least one hour

per day. unless they taught m dasse~
on a particular day.
Yuker"s review of recent fal"lllt\"
workload studie~ also found: '
· ·

*

Reducing a fal'ulty memher"s
teaching load will not nece~sarily increase the prnfe~sor"s
research output.
* The numher of hours a faculty
member spcnus at work is not
related to dass size. class level.
or the number of diflcrent
l'ourses he or she must teach.
* At most schools. full professors
have the lightest teaching loads.
instructors the heaviest.
* Faculty members devote hetwccn three and 20 percent of
their time to meetings and administrative duties.
* Faculty at research universities
put in more hours per week than
their colleagues at other types of
schools.
Yukcr says reliuhle workload
studies could he used hy administrators to help them negotiate
contracts with teachers. to help conduct equity studies. to help secure
grants. or to improve a school's
puhlic relations.

Election deadlines extended

Where's the ball???--Danny Esplnosa,freshman from Brownsvllle,concentrates on his serve as he prepares
for the tennis challenge matches starting next week. Players will compete In a round robin format for open
positions on the spring team.(Photo hy Eloy Saen1)

Although the student senate was
unable to make a quorum at their
meeting last Friday, what members
were present discussed and reviewed homecoming plans.
Extension of deadlines to submit
election complaints were discussed
and it was recommended that Monday, Nov. 25 at 4:30 p.m. be the official deadline. Vice president Pete
Medrano recommended that the
senate extend the deadline until Monday to provide enough time for the
candidates to file complaints.
Medrano also reminded the senate
that only t\\0-thirds of the senate vote
would waive a by-law for the extension.
Election deadlines have been highly scrutinized following complaints
filed during last year's PAUSA
presidential election. Nov. 6 has been
recognized as the deadline for all

,candidates to sign an acknowledgement sheet stating they understand all
election codes. qualifications and
campaign rules.
Election dates have been set for
Nov. 20 and 21 which must be publicized 30 days before the actual
crowning according to the election
codes. Applications can be picked up
at UC 314.
Anna M. Abrego. the mother of
Miss Pan American Amy Ramirez
was present at the meeting as
representative for her daughter. who
could not be present at the time. with
a letter concerning return of her
crown and title of Miss Pan American for the future Miss P,,m American. The letter stated that she
would be available to present the
1985-86 Miss Pan American with the
crown as she is being recognized at
the Homecoming Dance. In addition.

1985-86 Miss P.,m American will he
crowned the day after as Homecoming Bronc Queen during halt~time at
the homecoming haskcthall game.
Also present at the meeting w.ts
Rick Cano of the lntcrcollcgiatc
Knights to unnouncc that the IK's
would contribute their sevices for the
burning of the letters for the honlirc
and would take care of all necessary
provisions. A pep-rally will also he
held at 6 p.m. with the cheerleaders
and LUSO to assist with the rally.
The bonfire has been scheduled for
6:30 p.m.
Medrano also proposed that the
senate assist Dr. Mark Winkel in
starting a debate society at the
university. allowing guest speakers
from the community to debate on
current issues affecting students.

Money still available for student loans, work-study
By Nora Lopez
Staff Writer
Although. colleges and universities
-state-wide arc reportedly running
short of funds from the Texas Public
Education Grant Program. PAU still
has about $43,000 left in that program to award students who have already been determined as needing
aid.
Clementine Cantu, financial aid
director. said PAU has only awarded
about $36.000 or about 49 percent of
$79.000 available for the fall semester.
She added that although the univcr..ity has not awarded all the money
yet , it ha, hccn set aside to use as
matching funds for student loans or

for those students on workstudy.
Additionally. Cantu said the university should have about the same
amount of monies available for the
Spring semester, provided there is no
significant drop in enrollment since
the grant money is derived from instate tuition.
When the Texas Legislature agreed
to triple tuition earlier this year, they
also set up various programs designed to offset the hardships of the increased tuition rate. Legislatures set
aside 15 percent of in-state tuition
and five percent of out-of-state tuition for the Texas Public Education
Grant Program.
Considered to be one of the smallest grant programs at most univer-

sities, the higher percentages designated for grants has made the
TPEG one of the largest grant programs available. And for the first
time, it has also made grants available to non-Texans. The monies available for non-residents is derived
from tuition from that group.
PAU students may use the monies
for grants and emergency loans. according to Cantu.
Last week, "The Austin American
Statesman" cited PAU as one of the
universities where grant monies were
running out. Cantu said that when
those figures were released, they had
not taken into account the other
$79.000 that should be available for
the spring semester.

According to "The Statesman" article, universities state-wide are running short of funds from the TPEG.
The University of Texas at Austin is
one school whose funds have been
depleted, "and students are still coming in to apply for aid," said financial aid director Michael Novak.
At the University of Texas at El
Paso. where the tuition boost was
cited as a factor in a loss of 1.200
students, including one-third of its
students from Mexico, a shortage of
grant funds is also reported.
Richard Ananda. aid director at
UTEP, said his office has enough
grant money for Texans. but has run
out of funds for non-residents.
At PAU. enrollment of student~

from Mexico 'fell from 400 to 600,
school officials said. PAU lost about
half of the foreign students and outof-state students according to Bruce
Erickson, public information director.
University of Houston officials
also reported they had run out of
money although Texas A&M University reported no significant problem
in meeting student needs.
Still, all the schools said the full
effect of the tuition increase in not
yet known.
The Coordinating Board of the
Texas College and University System
is compiling a report on the tuitic,n
boost and financial aid situation accon.ling to Mack Adams. as~i!>tant

commissioner for student affairs.
For the first time in 30 years. enrollment at state schools declined this
fall. although a shrinking college-age
population has been cited as partly
responsible.
At PAU enrollment dropped by seven percent. while aid applications
increased by as much as 300 for
some programs. PAU did report a
drop in the PELL applications.
however.
The combined enrollment of PAU
in Edinburg and Brownsville dropped by five percent since there was
an enrollment increase in Brownsville. There arc 9.600 stuucnts enrolled at the two campuses compared to
O\'Cr 10.300 la,t ),·ar
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Is offering a back to schooJ special for the
·
month of September.
$45.00 perm - on special $30.00

[· How about a break?
,
With the horrors of midterms behind us now. and the only visible
:·. relief in sight still several weeks away, we were thinking. once again.
' ,about the need for some sort of break in the fall. We have a Spring
l3reak, so why not have a Fall Break.
After two months of studying, tests and working we need something
, to break up the monotony of it all. Thanksgiving just doesn't cut it.
• It is too little, too late. With the variety of activities that we have in
: the Fall life can be just too hectic.
:.- After last weekend~ Halloween Carnival most participants· could
: : probably use a week to recover. Building booths and serving hungry
: , Jllonstcrs can be exhausting.
I
•·; .
:.. . There would be many advantages to having a "Fall Break." It would
' be a great time to get some early Christmas shopping done. We could
;· .. drive north, somewhere they have four seasons, and see what autumn
, .. is like. Maybe even see some leaves change colors.
~
Why not go to the island and book a place to stay for Spring Break,
and if you're lucky it might be a nice enough day to catch some sun.
There arc a multitude of things to be done in the fall, but we as
students never get to do them because we have always been in school
. this time of year. Some people don't even seem to know what season
' 'it is, they use "football season" as a synonym for "fall".
. - Probably if such a thing as "Fall Break" ever comes about, it will
,-·, lie after we have all graduated and are working eight hours a day,
, five days a week, with two weeks vacation a year. Well, for now we
. ', can still look forward to Thanksgiving and Christmas. And don't forget
:· •'to make your reservations early for Spring Break.

would probably schedule a whole week of top notch games to keep
us constantly tied to the tube.
Well as you can see there are plenty of reasons for a ··Fall Break."
so you're probably wondering what you can do to make it a reality.
Of course. something like this would require drastic measures. Probably an order by Secretary of Education William Bennett. and you
know how he feels about us . So. the first step is to convince someone
else that it would make them money. The second step is to convince
someone else that it would make them money. The third step is to
get these two together. and let them do the rest for us.

2002 W. University
Edinburg
383-9133

------------ With coupon Only --------·-
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FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER
2220HAINE

Football is another problem. It takes up too much of our time. When
there is a Cowboy game on who has time to go out and enjoy the
Fall. May be a few free weekdays would get us out of the house or
the classroom.

•

Haircut Included

428•6242

SUITE15

' LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN. CORPUS. Et. PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA ,.,.t.U

Large Cheese Burger, Fries, Large Coke $2. 75
SPECIAL FOR P.A.U. students and staff.

; .-, Of course if the footbal execs heard about a fall break for us they

-~.
;~.:.·speer Attic /John Speer
' -

HENRY'S

rcritical
student
response
called
for
'
.

'

I ;

•

Come on folks. Arc you going to
let your newspaper get away with
this'! Where arc the letters to the
' editor'!
Last week, regurgitated across the
~ ,. top of this editorial page, were ten
: .. .. lessons of Grenada" cxtrncted from
~ ·'. a pamphlet circulated by the Ameri: _can Opportunity Foundation.
·
That editorial did a gross disser• vice to the readership of this paper
: . hy leaving a barrage of obvious questions unanswered and unasked.
The list of the quoted "lessons:"
? communists undermine democratic
' values, threaten the "free world," lie,
conspire, export revolution, repress
: and lie again . Communists some: times cower in the face of "legitimate
:-.-• force" and, finally, a "pro-Marxist
:-,. tendency of a small but vocal seg:- · mcnt of our society was exposed ."
:,,. Thirty-live thousand pounds of
:•· captured Grenadian documents arc
: ·cited as support for these conclu: ' · sions.
:
The obivious unaddresscd ques-

..•..
c ·~

~

.
• '

f
<I

tions: What is the purpose and composition of the American Opportunities Foundation? Are we, as
students, to accept these conclusions
as scholarly analysis, although they
look rropagandistic? Why hasn't the
pamph lcteer quoted from the 35,000
pounds of documents? Can the
weight of documents be measured in
pounds? Can a government be measured by documents? Does the nature
of a government have any bearing on
the larger questions raised by the
Grenada invasion'? If all thq!e
millions who opposed the invasiJn
arc Marxists, why is the AOF concerned about a tiny Carribean republic?
I did some snooping and found that
some of the captured documents have
been declassified and archived and
that a very select group has been
released in paperback by the State
Department. (How's that for a biased source?) I also found that the AOF
is chaired by Newt Gingrich. the
Republican representative that in-

troduced a resolution to the House to
ordain "Lessons of Grenada Week."
For want of space. I'll leave it to
another to enumerate an alternate
set of Grenada lc:.sons. Any takers?
If the invasion of Grenada was anything more than a sideshow to divert
American's attention from Beruit and
provide them with a victo,.y it was a
historical reminder. It was a
reminder that this country. founded
on the ideal of seU:-<letcrmination,
has long-since abandoned that ideal
in both rhetoric and reality.
The invasion wc1s not an attempt to
reverse communism. Consider the
dozen .. ·communist countries with
which the U.S. daily conducts business and diplomatic relations. Face
it folks, capitalists do nasty things,
too. If your student newspaper needs
a whipping boy. let it start in its own
house.
More importantly, demand that
those who control your newspaper
question their sources in a !',Cholarly

fashion before spitting those sources'
diatribes in your face.
One last gripe before I relent: The
P.c1n American last week, in the same
editorial, joined the ranks of the
establishment press by labeling Nicaragua a communist distatorship.
While I feel no sense of oblgation to
incessantly defend the Nicaraguan
revolution, such a label is simply incorrect. Any student or journalist
(the two are not mutually exclusive)
who cares enough to look into the
matter, however shallowly. will
discover that Nicaragua maintains a
MIXED ECONOMY. Capitalist
continue to make money in
Nicaragua, although their wholesale
rape of the country has been curbed. At the core of Marxist theory is
economics. Marx, Trotsky, Lenin
and all those thinkers that capitalists
love to hate would roll over several
times at the thought of a mixed
economy.
Wake up! Be critical • and make
your paper do the same.

OPEN AT 7 A.M.
Breakfast served all day.
all kinds of Taquitos
1522 W. lJNIV"R'-ITY

383-4019

BRONCS, WE WANT YOU!
El Bosque Apts.
All The Comfort of Home, Pl us
• 2 Sparkling Pools
• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts

i•: : Media-induced apathy overcome
·-·

I have a list of items to present to
you that make me feel ashamed of
I
: 111yscl f. Because I con less them to
: you docs not mean I am proud of my
~
shame.
' I. I don't care about terrorists' acts
of violence.
2. I don't rnrc ahout child ahuse
any more.
.l · I don·1 care ahout the effects of
'
••' nuckar war or surviving nuclear
, war.
! _ -l. I don't care that people arc star,,-- vino some place over in Afrcia. I ad.,~ mi1\1. I don't even remember the
~ name of the country where they arc
· ~ starving .
i

..

5. I don·t want to hear about any
more hostages.
6. I <lon·t want to know any more
about the passengers of Achille
Lauro or the death of Leon
Klinghoftcr.
7. I don't care about Jcrry·s kids.
rm sure you've guessed by now my
list is endless.

I have been inundated by pictures
of the <lead from the recent Mexican
earthquake to the victims of violence
in South Africa. I have heard the
description of Leon Klinghoffer·s
death to the point that I dare not eat
while listening to the evening news

with Peter Jennings or Dan Rather.
1 don't want to feel guilty about my
children's good health while being
devastated by the tragedies of Jerry's
kids. I want to blot out my now frequent nightmares of why they have
to die in the next act of terrorism. I
w.mt sweet, numbing oblivion.
Writing this now. I realize I have
lied to you. More importantly. I have
lied to myself. I do care. Maybe I
care too much . I care very deeply
that a helpless old man in a wheelchair was shot to death and his body
thrown overboard. I care that all people may be maimed. if not destroyed.

in a nuclear war. I care about Jerry's
kids.
I have discovered though. it · is
much easier for me to !eel the shame
of saying ·1 don't care' than to bear
the pain of suffering for others and
not being able to alleviate the every
day horror of today's world. Perhaps.
it is time for all of us to accept the
reality that we can't always confront
and control nature. other people. or
our own fears. For to confront and
control our fears. we must,• at last,
confront our own mortaility. I. for
one. am not yet prepared to go quite
that far.
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Volunteer
Resource
Center
needs help

KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY
AMERICAN HUMANICS
and
LITE FROM MILLER PRESENTS

• • •

(Costume Contest and Dance)

When:

Thursday, Halloween Night
October 31, 1985

P.A.U Snack Bar.
Time:
8:00 - 12:00 p.m.
Donation:
$2.00

.,..

,,
Costume Awards: Lite Jacket, Lite Caps, Lite Wallets
Lite Keychains, Lite Posters

B~· Valentin Waltschew
Staff Writer
The Volunteer Resource Center of
McAllen is seeking students. professionals. housewives. artists. retirees.
business people and others from different backgrounds. who are willing
to donate a few hours of their time
each week to help one of the numerous nonprofit organizations in
1 HidalgoCounty.
, The center is a volunteer refc rral
~ service for member organizations
across the county. It was started in
June
1984 and its present Executive Director. Janice Mitchelltree
of McAllen. was instrumental in its
establishment.
'"We would especially like to
recruit students to get involved with
us : we welcome student clubs.
organizations. fraternities. to participate on a group basis:· said
Mitchelltree.
The center. which is unique to
South Texas and to Hidalgo County
would like to see its number of
member agencies increased to 30 by
the end of this year. Some of the
organizations presently associated
with the center are: Slep House of
Pharr. Women Together. Burnam
Elementary School. Border Region
Youth Soccer Association. Boys
Club. Girls Club. and the Arthritis
Foundation .
The center is funded partially
through the United Way agency and
through revenue sharing with the city of McAllen and HidalgoCounty.
A number of individuals and groups
such as the Zonta Club, a professional and business women's organization, have also donated to the
center.
Last summer the center received
a one-year grant from the Federal
Action Program for three Vista
volunteers(Voluntecrs in Service to
America) who were locally recruited to work in the community.
The vistas are: Guadalupe Valdez
of Donna, Maria Cox of McAllen
and Cynthia Cavazos of Weslaco.
Cavazos is a sophomore majoring
in physical· education here.
"The work at th<:; center is extremely rewarding and I would encourage other students to get involved. We can find a project for everyone and we can really use the help,"
said Cavazos.
Volunteers at the center are
presently participating in several projects, one is pinata making, which
will be sold at the coming Posada fair
in McAllen in December. The volunteers encourage anyone interested
in learning how to make pinatas to
contact the center. They have already
visited Barnum Elementary School
in McAllen, to show the students the
art of making pinatas.
On the center's priority list is the
recruitment of 100 volunteers a
month with at least 50 coming from
the low income population.
Mitchelltree characterized the involvement of the low income members of the community as the '"main
thrust of the vista volunteers."
··Traditionally the low income
. population has been outside the
~ realm of volunteer work. and this is
what we aim to change:· said
Mitchelltree.
There are thousands, according to
Mitchelltree, who can be a real
benefit to nonprofit organizations.
Students interested in becoming
volunteers can contact Mitchelltree
or Cavazos at 682-4357 or visit the
center at 3710 N. 10 St. in McAllen.

News Briefs
Halloween concert scheduled
The music dcpanmcnt will present
the Jazz Ensemble and the Uni\'l'rsity Band in an informal free Halloween Concert toda\' during ActiYitY
Period in the pat io· of the Fine Art~~
Complex .

Se\'eral Jazz arrangemenh will be
pre~ented by the Jazz Ensemble. The
Uni\'ersit\' Band will perform owrtures. m~rches. and a special ,irrangement of The Witches Dance
from ·A Night on Bald Mountain : ·

'Monster Mash' party tonight
A Halloween costume and dance
party will be held today at the Snack
Bar from 8 p.rn . to midnight . Music
will be provided by KRGV disc
jockeys. Donations at the door will
be 52.
An all expense paid trip for two to
see Tina Turner in Austin. No\'. 2.
will be given away. Miller beer

jackets. T-shirts. kc\' chains. posters
~nd wallets
b~ !!i\'Cn awa\ l~)r
thme placing in the c:isrnmc rn~test.
Beer and wine coolers will be
available. A taxi sen·ice will be on
hand after the party.
The e\'ent is sponsored hy Kappa
Sigma Fraternity. Miller Lite. and
American Humanics .

,,-~I

Blood drive begins Tuesday
Eight campus organizations in
conjunction with United Blood Services arc sponsoring a blood drive
Tuesday through Thursday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Ballroom and
LRC Lobby.
Orange juice and cookies will be
provided for those making a dona-

tion . A plastic tumbler will also he
given a\\·ay.

Organizations sponsoring the e,·cnt
arc Student Ambassadors. Presidential Leadership Program. Student
Health Scr\'ice. lntcn:ollegiatc
Knights. Ladies of Camelot. Alpha
Kappa Psi. ROTC. and Alpha Phi
Omega .

Nursing deadline Monday
Application deadline for the written entrance examination for admission into the Bachelor of Science in
nursing is set for Monday. A $30 examination fee must also be paid by
the due date.
The two-part test will be administered Dec. 6 and 7 and may be
taken either day.
According to Dr. Wayne Hooker.
chair of the department of nursing
education. the exam is required l<ir
entry into the Spring 1986 class.

The exam covers nursing knowledge in all fi\'C area~ of nursing
practice : mental health. maternal .
pediatrics. medical and surgical. The
applicant will he expected to perform
a procedure invol\'ing sterile technique . The R.N. license numhcr will
be required as proof of cligibil ity ljll'
tc~ting.
For more informatinn mil Sandy
Sanchez. 381-3499: Mary I. Dia,.
381-3494: or Dr. Wayne Hooker.
381-3491.

Theater festival begins Tuesday

't

For the third straight year the communications department will host the
American College Theater Festival.
Tuesday through next Thursday.
It will feature eight plays from
seven universities including PAU.
Some of the ·plays ·will be presented
irr the CAS University Theater and
others in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
~J; In addition, William Ball will be

the guest at the critique session~
following the prccccding day's plays.
Ball is the founder and artistic director of the American Conservatory
Theater. He is also a well-known
Broadway director. Two of his works.
"Taming of the Shrew·· and "Cyrano
de Bergerac" arc shown in the
sophomore Dramatic Literature
class.
·,

Dance program scheduled Nov.10
Erick Hawkins Dance company
from New York will give one classical ballet performance Sunday. Nov.
IO. at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Tickets cost $5 for Pan Am students. $10 for general admission. and
$15 for reserved scats. Tickets arc
available at the Unviersity Center
Room 205; at Harlingen, Weslaco
and Edinburg Chambers of Commerce and at Melhart Music in McAllen. For additional information
call 381-2260.
The special events committee of
the Univesity Program Board, cochaired by Juan Lara and Joe Flores.
is sponsoring this event.

Three <lailce works choreograph ed by Hawkins. the company"s founder and artistic director, will he performed. ··Agathlon" is a dance full
of ··energy and light, a work ofjoyfull innocence:· "Plains Dayhrcak"
was described by the New York
Times as "a metaphorical essay. perhaps the most perfect in the Hawkins
repertory." "Hurrah" wa~ <le~nihcd
as a "celebration of America's lost
innocence:·
Critics around the world have recognized Hawkins as a significant
contributor to dance and have characterized him as "an artistic national
treasure."

SAVE UP TO $69
in Free Options on your
Gold Lance Class Ring
Gold Lance
_.,,,,,,._
~\
Glass Rings , ~ .
2-4 Week
Delivery
Lifetime
Warranty

Free Graduation
Key Cham

. .......__
/ Ask us for
1~
'
full details
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Bring this ad
to our store

Porter's Jewelry
Clip this ad & bring to our store by Dec. 31. 1985 to quallfy.

Jewelry

lngraving

Watch

Gift

Repair

Wrapping

HALLOWEEN PARTY
THURSDAY - OCTOBER JlsT

Tina Turner Concert Giveaway:
2 Tickets
Hotel Accomodation
Air Fare

Set Ups
Sodas
Beer
Wine Coolers

Nachos
Tacos
Chips
Fun & Games
LI

Music provided by: ~~@'# 1g®@

FEATURING TEXAS RANGERS

HALLOWEEN NIGHT

Take Mission Exit off of Expressway 83, Go left on FM
1016 3 Miles, Then Turn Right at the Blinking Light
Then Follow the Signs to La Lomita Mission.
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Juan's' threat fails to
dampen Halloween spirits

Ghosts, witches,
vampires rom.p at
Carnival of
Great Pumpkin
■

Hy Rose Marie Herbert
Staff Writer
A pale-yellow three-quarter moon
<.:ast eerie shadows over the proceedings as screams emanated from
the "House of Death". There were
ghosts, witches, and vampires in attcmlancc, but the most-feared guest
never put in his appearance.
The event was the annual University Program Board-sponsored Carnival of the Great Pumpkin. and in
the opinions of most people who participated in either the fund-raising
events or the "fun-raising" events it
w..ts quite a success.
This year's carnival featured more
than 30 booths, two rock bands, contests, prizes, and the cult film classic,
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show".
Among the busiest booths was the
one sponsored by the United
Methodist Campus Ministry which
sold fajita tacos. They had a steady
stream of customers until they sold
out at around 10:30.
The President's Leadership Program also did a brisk business. "We
had over 300 people ·" exulted PLP
President Raymond Richie. "We
made over $200." He went on to
describe his organization's booth.
"Wc had a mummy. raw meat on the
tloor, a witch with a cauldron that
had dry ice in it, and spray confetti.
"Oh yeah", he a'dded, "We also had
a vampire in a coffin. About seven
kids cried."
Thc Lat1'n A111er1·can St.ud1·es· Stu-

dent Association had a' frog jumping
booth. For 25 cents contestants tried
to coax. either "Pepe". "Rosita",

"Pa<.:o", "Jaime", or "P.an<.:ho" to
jump. When the booth attendants
were askeq how business was going,
the responses ranged from "very
good" to "terrible" to "okay". President Letty Flores, who spoi:ted a belly dancer's costume, said simply,
"We are makin_g money." John Tanzo~a who supplied the frogs from his
neighbor's backyard said, "I don't
know, I only take care of the frogs."
When asked which of his charges
was the better jumper, Tanzola.
responde?, "My money's on Paco."
Paco, unlike most other athletes. had
no comment.
According to Psychology Club
Vice President Rise Atkins, the
photograph-taking booth sponsored
by Psi Chi did well financially.
"By nine o'clock, one hour after
we opened, we had broken even,"
Atkins said.
UPB President Alex Tapia spent
the evening running around organizing events, solving problems, and attending to details. "We've got a good
crowd. Much better than last year.
We've also got more booths." He
estimated the crowd at about 2,000
people. "The crowd response to both
bands was excellent. So What
cancelled. We couldn't reach a final
agreement." he said.
Of the two bands that did play.
Trixx proved to be a real treat for the '
audience. Tusk. the band that opened. played mostly top-40 songs.
Aft er their
· hour- Iong set, T nxx
· took
the stage for two hours playing such
songs as, "Panama", "And We Daneed", and "Big City Nights" as well

as several of their own compositions.
Two ardent female fans, Rosie and
Fra_ncis, stood at the front of the stage
takmg pictures of the five-member
band. Both women agreed that while
Tusk was "just great", Trixx "sounded just like the real thing"
_It was during Trixx' set that the
wmners for the two major contests
were announced. The $50 third place
award for best booth went to the Art
Club, $75 and second place went to
the International Student's Association'~ Ha~nted food ~astle, and the
Presidents Leadership Program's
Haunted House took the $100 first
prize.
·
The contest for best costume was
a four-way tie. Three men dressed in
Roman togas, ties, and sunglasses ·
who called themsleve!: "We:re here"
shared the . prize with Martin
~estberg. Westberg, who was wearmg several newspapers, an empty
?atmeal box. and a large balloon said
m response to a question about what
~e was dressed as, "I am what was
m my wastepaper basket this mornin~." The foursome split the $50 first
pnze.
As the evening wore down, Sonia
~el_ ~ngel,_ coordinator of student act1v1t1es, said about the carnival, "It's
been a good night. There were no
':1ajor problems. I hope the organizat10ns were able to earn some money.
T_hat's the main purpose of the carmval, the fun and for the organizations
·
As to
formake
that money."
uninvited guest
that
threatened to ruin the fun, when last
heard from he was heading for the
Louisiana coast.
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Alumni Association series to feature Kevin McCarthy
The new Alumni Association Distinguished Performance and Lecture
Series will host Kevin McCarthy.
winner of the Dobey Award for Distinguished Acting in 1975 for the hit
Bmadwcty play. "Give 'Em Hell Harry," Nov. 20. at 8 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.
Tickets will be available from the
Alumni Association starting Oct. 21.
Ticket prices will range from $6 $15. Members of the Alumni Asso-

ciation and students can receive
discounts.
Kevin McCarthy portrays our 33rd
president Harry S. Truman's first
days in the office of the presidency.

The play is a combination drama and
cabaret act.
.. It is loaded with humor:· commented Tom Segal. executive director of the Alumni Association .

THU

Music Educators National Conference will hold a Halloween con
cert along with a lunch from 10 a .m . - 12:30 p.m. outside FAA.
United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold a Holy Communion
Service during Activity Period at the UC 307.
Catholic Campus Ministry will have a music practice to rehearse
for weekly mass from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Kappa Sigma Fraternity will hold their annual Kappa Sigma Monster
Mash from 5 p.m . - 12 p.m . at the Snackbar.
Pan American Christian Fellowship will hold a prayer meeting during Activity Period at the Chapel and a Bible study from 7 p.m. - 8:30
p.m . at the Men's Dorms 3rd floor lobby.
International Students Association will hold a bake sale in front
of the LAC from 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
The Drama Department will present Steve Copold's plays, "In the i
Short Rows," and "The Sins of the Fathers" Oct. 30-Nov. 2 at 8 p.m, ~
in the University Theater.

Students
to visit OSU
Seven students have been selected
to attend Ohio State University's·
graduate and Professional Schools
Visitation Days Saturday through
Tuesday.
They are Leticia Calvo, Donna
senior majoring in political science;
Arnoldo Garcia Jr. of Edinburg,
senior majoring in biology; Linda
Yvonne Garcia of Pharr, graduate
student in English; Antonio Olvera
Jr. of Donna, senior majoring in
political science; Maria Teresa
Perez, Mission, working on an
elementary education certificate;
Ren~ Rios of Edinburg, graduate student inhistory; and Julia White,
Laguna Vista, working on a master's
in communications, speech and
hearing.

FRI

Staff Writer
The PAU theater production · of
"The End of the Line" features two
fine new one-act plays and three
wonderful performances, all by P-an
American students.
The two plays, "In the Short
Rows" and "Sins of the Fathers,"
were written by the communications
department Engineer and graduate
student Steve Copold.
"In the Short Rows" takes place in
a darkened cave where two men
await help for their friend who has
been injured in a fall. Greg Eldridge
plays Bill, the one who must go for
help. The role requires more physical
stamina than emotional and Eldridge
handles the former superbly and the
latter adequately.
Valente Rodriguez as the doomed
man has a role that requires him to
lay flat on his back for an hour;

--~

---------------------------•
'".
Texas Southern University Law School will be recruiting from 12
p.m. - 4 p.m. in front of the Snackbar.
Baptist Student Union will have an Evangelism training and $1 sandwich lunch from 11 :45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

SUN
Pan American Christian Fellowship will hold a service to worship
and learn about God from 10:30 a.m . - 11 :30 a.m. at the Chapel.

_TUES
Business get,; money--H.E.B. Vice President Howard E. Butt III (left) and Dean F .J. Brewerton (far right) look on as H.E.B.
Manager of Human Resources Arthur R. Garza (right) presents a check to Dr. Harold W. Fox. PAU's Director of the Food
Retailing Program .

'End of Line' features top performances
By Rose Marie Herbert

What, Where
and When

McCarthy will be giving specia l
lectures and acting tips on the play.
The dates fo r these will be announced later.

sometimes screaming in agony and
other times totally inert. Rodriguez
is quite good at portraying the character's courage in the face of extreme
physical pain.
By far the best performance is by
Mike Porras as Jim. In all fairness
his character is the most throughly
drawn. Porras portrays all of Jim's
emotions from fear to anger to frustration and finally to sorrow. His
final scene where his says goodbye
to his friend is extremely moving.
The technical aspects of the play
including the climbing and descending of the rope are well done by all
the actors. There is no set to speak
of. The actors perform on a darkened stage. However, thanks to the selfassured performances by the three
men and Marian Monta's fast-paced
direction the play moves along quickly and is quite visually exciting for
the audience.

"Sins of the Fathers" is about two
men, Ben and Chuy, who have been
friends for 15 years. Their relationship has weathered many problems
including a stint in Vietnam. Now,
however, Ben's alcolholism threatens
to tear the friendship apart.
Eldridge plays Ben, .and if he is at
all tired from climbing up and down
a 30-foot rope in the previous play
he doesn't show it. He gives an energetic performance as the beerguzzling loser who considers a refrigerator full of Lone Star to be "everything we need."
Eldgridge's Ben is funny, petulant,
sneaky. and tragic. The audience is
never sure whether his contriteness
is genuine. or whether he just wants
Chuy to shut-up and give him another beer. He even burps on cue.
Likewise Rodriguez gives a superb
performance as Chuy. Whether scarfing down ,i" can of beans laced with

jalepenos, or engaging in one of
severalscreaming matches with Ben.
Rodriguez is always in control and
always fun to watch. He is an actor
who appears to be quite com fo rtable
in _his roles and is always convincing.
The first half of the play introduces
us to the characters. The audience
comes to like these two losers be cause of their humor and obvious
friendship for each other. About halfway through, however. the play takes
on a more seriousPlot as Chuy confronts his friend 's problem and reveals a secret guilt he has been carrying. Eldgridge and Rodriguez have
a wonderful chemistry and it is easy
to loose oneself in their performances, so convincing are they.
The set by Tom Grabowski is stark
and realistic and Monta's direction is
right on the money. Even though the
tone changes midway through the
play, it is a smooth transition .

Student Publications Association will have a Lick'em, Shoot'em,
Bite'em , and Eat'em contest to promote the University ar,d provide
leisure activities for students at the_Big Apple, N . 10th, McAllen, Tx.
from 8 p.m. - midnight.
Alpha Kappa Psi Pledge Class will hold a bake sale from 8 a.m .
- 4 p.m. outside the LRC.
Art Club Meeting will be held in Fine Arts Bldg . B, Room 228 during
Activity Period.
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The Spot f>urger No. 1
(Where our food hits the SPOT!)
Our specialities are the uncomparable
Spotburger; Chicken, fish. and Shrimp.
Call in your orders at

)&)-909)

.. -,'

ll 9 E. CANO (NEXT TO EdiNbURG Public LibRARYl

r.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,..,..,.,..,.,..,...,.....,..,,.
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Pan Am Chapel

THE
WORD

~

I ;,,

Each Sunday

a1

I
10:30 - 11:30
I .· :
I.,..,..,.,.,.,.,.,..,.,..,.,.,..,.,.,..,.,.,.,..,.,.,..,..,..,..,.,....-I ·
Pan Am Christian Fellowship

HRP sponsoring money management seminars
For the second year in a row the
division of Health Related Professions will sponsor a series of
seminars titled "Comprehensive
Academic Assistance for PreProfessional Students in Health
Careers." The seminars, which are
set for Saturday, are presented to
assist the pre-med majors in money
and debt management while attending medical school.
According to Dr. Gilberto de los
Santos, who first organized the
seminars, the goal is to "help the
students to get through their medical
studies and hopefully with not a big
debt."
"A lot of students drop out because
of financial troubles, not because of
grades," de los Santos said.
He estimates that by the time a student finishes medical school, he or
!:he is in debt anywhere from
$32,000 to $40,000. Delos Santos attributes this problem to the fact that
students rarely think of how they will

survive financially.
"They do not really know what
they are gomg into," he said. "They
just thin.k of getting admitted to
medical school."
The seminars concentrate on
things a student must do to sucessfully get through medical school. They
emphasize methods that students can
implement to stretch their dollars and
avoid going into debt .
De los Santos observed that
althought there are plenty of loans
available, students should not apply
for the ones that mature right away.
"We show them (students) sources
of financial aid." de los Santos said.
"We tell them to go for the grants and
not for loans. If they do go for the
loans, we tell them to go for the ones
that you can pay after graduation."
When asked what other steps the
university could tal<e in order to help
students in the area of money
management, de los Santos brought
up the idea of "a short internship."

He feels that an internship would
provide pre-med students with a
closer look at their profession. He
also added that assigning a student
with a professor to work in the
capacity as a mentor would prove to
be beneficial.
The personal finance course offer
in the university in de los Santos' opinion "comes the closest to help
anybody interested in improving their
money management."
After last years seminars, an
anonymous evaluation was done by
each participant. They rated the
seminars as being quite useful.
"When I came to the seminar I was
totally lost," said one participant. "I
had a very vague idea about financial aid programs (especially techniques of money management.)"
Another participant noted that the
seminars were quite successful
because at the start of them he had
no idea of how to handle his financial matters.

Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music and NOT-BAD S.ndwlches

Wednesday
.50¢ Drinks for

WHITE FLOUR

Ladles

PATOS

Try 'Em
You'll Love 'Em!
November Special
Big Mexican Plate
Beef Guisada. Spanish
Rice. Ranchero Beans
Salad and 2 Tortillas

$2.29
For faster service call
in an order 383-0725
Across from Pan Am
Eat at El Pato

VALLEYWIDE
5 Locations - McAllen ,
Mission, Harlingen,
Brownsville and Weslaco

The Only Superwell in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. • 2 a.m.

686-9408

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 6-12 A.M.
ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and CURRENT PAU I.D.
(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)

EXPIRES DECEMBER 11 , 1985
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Time capsul termed dud ...

Expecting to find a "sealed contribution by E.A. Selkirk, Esq., ofBoulder:·
about 200 Colorado University administrators last week opened a time capsule buried for 100 years in a campus
building cornerstone.
They found an assortment of papers
and $1.10 in coins. (CPS)

,·

gets you noticed

"Now I know I cannot avoid debt ,
but I know how to handle it ."

.
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with clean and shiny hair
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Consult the experts at
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The Razor,s Edge
4777 N. McColl Rd.
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Soccer team
plagued by
injuries

A SEASON ENDS •· Volleyball team members salute each other as their season ended on a sad note last
Saturday, losing to UTSA and Trinity. 1Ph o10

h) Sa muel Ca , 1il loJ

Picnic, scrimmage •kick-off season
A basketball picnic and earlyseason preview will be combined
when the Broncs entertain their
season-ticket holders and Bronc
Athletic Club member~ at an intrasquad scrimmage here Sunday.
The university\ dormitory stu dents will be given their Sunday
evening meal at the Field House

courtyard starting at 5 p.m. that day.
Then at 6 p.m. the Broncs will
play a public, free intrasquad scrimmage. They will be warming up for
their collegiate home opener, against
Texas Lutheran on Nov. 23, which is
Homecoming.
"We want to have this Sunday picnic and scrimmage as a basketball

appreciation night for our great supporters," said Athletic Director Conrad Colbert.
Coach Lon Kruger·s Broncs will
divide into two teams for the scrimmage. There are 14 players on the
team. which faces a full. 28-game
schedule.

An inj ury- riddled Bronc soccer
team will rest on its 5-2 -2 record until entertain ing St. Mary\ Cnivcrsity here at 2 p. m. Saturday.
··we really played well at Texas
Southe rn Uni,·ersity Friday night
(when the Broncs won. 5-1):· said
Coach Reggie Tredaway. ··but we got
some players hurt ea rly Saturday at
Houston Baptist.
.. The weather didn"t help us any.
It rained four inches in Hou ston Fri day night and then rained all th rough
the game Saturday:·
Houston Bapti st's strong team of
mainly South Americans. ranked No.
10 nationally. rnised its record to 10-3
hy defeating the Broncs. 4-0.
Jorge Rodriguez suffered a knee
injury during the first five minutes
at HBU when the Bronc fullback
slipped while making a sliding tackle
in the mud. Edison Oyiboke of the
Broncs also suftered a knee injury
later. There were several other minor
injuries.
Against Texas Southern and its
strong team from Africa. the Broncs
won thanks to a pair of goals by
Johan Palmborg. plus single goals by
Efren Lopez. Hugo Lopez and Stcfand Strand. Anthony Ayebae and
Efren Lopez booted assists .
Goalie Jesse Murgia of P-an American had six saves against HBU. The
Broncs took 17 shots to HBU's IS but
didn't score.

Tennis teams compete in Mexico
By Eloy Saenz
Sporb Writer

Being the only teams from the
United States to compete in the 11th
Annual Club Campestre Tennis
Tournament which is being held
from Wednesday through Sunday,
both the men's and women's teams
will take a seven to eight hour drive
to "forreon, Mexico to play against
some of the top ranked players from
that country.
The prize money for the winner of

I

the invitational will be half a million
pesos, (about $2,000).
ff any of the players on the team
advances and wins the tournament,
the money will go to the tennis team.
Tony Fink, from Mexico City, will
team up with Udo Graf from Portugal in doubles action while Ramiro
Cuellar from Mercedes will play
with Eddie Rodriguez from Kingsville.
Bob Bell from Mission Hills, Kansas and Kevin Smith who comes
from Houston, will be defending

their doubles title that they won last
year by defeating teammates Fink
and Francisco Hamdan 7-6, 5-7, 8-6.
Roilan Fuller from Belize and
Agustin Salazar from Durango, Mexico finished third behind ftink and
Hamdan.
Salazar reached the singles semifinals and finished fourth in the tournament. Salazar is now assistant
coach to Coach Bryce Young and will
accompany him in the tournament.
Wes Lincoln from Kingwood Tx.

Classifie.d s
Business Opportunity

Weekly/ Up Mailing Circular,'
No quotas! Sincerely ihterested rush sell~
addn:,,ed envelope: Success. P. 0 . Box
-l70 CEG. Woodstock. IL. 60098.
$10-$]60

For Rent

Roomate Neededto share ex-

NEAR PAU--Spa1:ious 2 h<lrm I 1/2

penses with Iowa Elementary teacher.
Nice 2 bath, 3 bedroom home in
McAllen. $375 divided by two plus
utilities. Call 630-2003. Ask for Dick
or leave a message .
Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter.
There is a 10 word minimum. 'oeadli,1e is Friday Noon prior to publication on Thursday.

hath. furnish~d Townhouse: All kitchen
appliances. carpeted. Washer dryer
connections. rnvcn.:d parking : 3?.3-0389
or 687-1570. ·

Autos For Sale

For Sale
1982 12000 Pontiac. Exceedingly nice
condition . Om: owner. Fully loaded with
i\111/Fm radio. cassene. power steering.
tilt wheel. cruise l'lllltrol. dectmnic windows. etc. $4.3(X). After 6 :30 p.m. or
anytime on weekends call 262-1963.

Is it true you can buy Jeeps fro $44
through the U.S. government'? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8033 -A .

~··

aoffiii•

Employment
. Need 50 salcpcoplc part-time or full -

time . Ir you meet the liillowing criteria
hurry and apply. Work .~vailahle
year-round .
· • Must he presentahle and ahle to
:communiL'ale with all classes of people.
• Must have some (mininrnl)
~nowledge of math . For more inl<irmation call Mon . - Fri . hctween 10 a.111. and
4 p. m. ask for Dec. 630-070.l

BARBER
&.

HAIRSTYLING
phone for an appointment

Walk-Ins Welcome
Bobby Falcon
Joe Falcon
Omar Falcon

Annabelle Garcia
Norma Deleon

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

Join the Campus Search!
We're looking
for a college
man to fea~ure
in our EngJish
Leather® Musk
advertising.
Win cash,
prizes, and an
all-expensepaid trip to
New York.

Kerry DeGroot. The 1985 English Leather Musk Man

Do you know a guy on campus who represents the "bold/shy"
appeal of English Leather,R' Musk Cologne? Send (or have him
send) his photo, name and address , and the name of his
college to Campus Search, English Leather, c/o the Editor-inChief of this newspaper. That 's all! It's fun , exciting and it just
may be that your nominee or you yourself will end up in the
English Leather,RMusk advertising in 1986. There will be a
fi nalist from your campus as well as a national winner. Nothing
to buy, no obligations of any kind .
Photos must be received by the editors of this newspaper by
November 22nd , 1985. Be sure you write entrant's name,
address , phone number, and the name of the college he
attends on the back of the photograph you enter.
Complete rul es are avail able from the Editor-i n-Chief of
this newspaper.
'i.

and Danny Espinosa from Brownsville will join the rest of the team in
singles play.
This tournament will be women's
first international event.
Competing for the women in
doubles action, Monica Silenzi from
Calgary, Alberta Canada will team
up with Jill Jackard from Shawnee,
Kansas. while Cassie Goodell from
Brownsville will play with Rosie de
la Fuente from Mercedes.
Chris Reetz from McAllen will
}"oin the rest of the women in singles
play.
Challenge matches for positions on
the team will start this Monday at Orville I. Cox Tennis Courts.

Sports
Digest
Volleyball
Th~ "''lll~n·, ,nlk~ h.11 1 1,•,1111 ~n,kd 1h~1r
,i:a,tlO \\ Hh ~I -:'. J ➔ r&:\.' tlrd la,t s ~1turd;.1\ hhllH.:
Ill T~,a,--San .\111nn111. 10-15. 15 -4. I~ -~. ;in:1
Tnn11~ l'n1\\· r,,1~ . l~ -15. J-i . J~ . 15 -h
"D,·,r11~ all 1h~ ad,~r,11, th~ ""111~11 ta,· cJ. thl.'.'~ ri:pr(',c.:-nt('d P..1n ..\;1h:ri'-·an L'nih.'r, 1~
I~ tn,..•1111.:-nd,,u,l~•ind ,hll\\1..•d ~1 l,,t ,,f pnd..:.
,.,:tlllllll\.'lllc.:'d \ \tlllll..'ll ·, \t lll..:, h.dl (\l,tt.,:h D.1, td
Cn1 ......... ··o ur \\lHllL"Tl ,h1l\\~-d ~n.·.11 d!Prt thi,
~ ('i.lf

di.:- ,r!t(' the.·. 1•.' Pi.ll.,.' hira: 1.:lli.lllt!c..'. and \\\,,,'

· rla~~J a d1 ffi, ul1 ,,·h~dul~ 111 \\ 1i,d1 11\c'I' l)(l
~f\..'('nt of tlUf llli.th.:111:, \\ ('r,: Pll th(' n1ad ··
E , ('n thnugh !h(' , c..·a"111 "1l\ '-'r ~md "11h .ti !

lhc' ~\ ri,:n,•n,·c-d gai n,·d. ,tll 1c·n pla:a' ",II be
cl igi ti k In p la: llc'\I ,c-ar rn1duu ng a rn11111, 111g lulurc- li1r 1hc l~am .

lntramurals
n1~ 1),,nn Cr,:\\ \\ ,II la ~,· ,,n lill· lndq,,:n ·
d..:nt, .11 .J ..~tl pm hl\.l.1~ 111 th1..· ln tr. 1111u r.il
h1,1th.tll ...- h.11n ph'thh 1p f,lllll..' 1n th1..• , ,,t th.tl l
11cld
l.1,1 thu"'d.1~ 1h~ Dnrm Cn.·" ~,,.,pc·d ,kk.tl
.1, thl·~ \\ll(l th.: ~~llll1..' \l(l th1..• l.1,t pl.1~ lx·.11111:=
lhc' ,,, '·""~' ~(). Jl)
The lndq,cnd~nh t,,·.11 th,: Outl.l\,, ~() . J.,

Announcement~
Pool Hours: \l ,111 -Thu .. -i -5.-l5
p.m .. Sat.& Sun . ,-1,,~,·d Frida:,.
Tt.>nnb Court Hours: \t,,11-Thu . .
.i p. 111.-,und,1\\ 11. ~1re n all da:, SatSu n .. d,1~.:d Fri da:,.
Ran1uethall Court : Open ~.i
hPur~ dail:, .
( ;~ 111: \t ,,n: f hu.. c,-S p.111.. Sat. ,\:
Sun .. dn~,·d Fri.
Tral.'k: Open 6-lJ p.111. dail:, .

STARLITE BURGER
Chicken-Fish-Shrimp Plate
Phone 383-8111

FREE 12oz Drink
with regular order
with this coupon
1106 EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG TX 78 539

~ ~;gsss;~;gsss;~;ss~~;ss~~s-!/}

ffiu

nitarian-U niversalist *
Fellowship Of Hidalgo County
Invites PAU Students, especially the Dorm,
Apartment, and other week-end Edinburgbound people to share our

Lively, Stimulating, and Controversial
Programs and Unusual Services
ON Sundays, 10:30 - 12 NOON
At Campus Ministry Building , 1615 W. Kuhr'I , across
Sugar Road from Campus, one block west .

WATCH THE PAPERS FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OF FIRST CLASS
SPEAKERS AND OUR TIMELY
TOPICS
Persons of All Faiths, Agnostics, and
Atheists are Welcome
· The Faith of Willi am Ellery Channing (1780 -1842) and of Five US.
Presidents, inc luding John Ourncy Adams and Thomas Jeffe rson

